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Four Studies of Executives Helping 
Employees Align Their Actions and 
Values 

Stewart D. Friedman 
Director. Work/Lifo Integration Project. The Wharton School. University ofPennsylvania 

What does it take for business leaders to integrate the different domains oftheir 
lives (work, home, community and self) and what must they do to ensure that 
the people in their organizations are able to do the same? 

These are the questions that were taken up in innovative ways by the 
"work/life movement" as it began to find its voice about two decades ago. At 
the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School, the WorkILife Integration 
Project convened a group ofbusiness school faculty and business leaders to see 
if we could find some answers. And we did. Over the past 15 years we have 
met on five occasions, each time focusing our efforts on generating useful 
knowledge; ideas for action that people in organizations might use to improve 
performance by integrating work and personal life. 1 

We started by exploring dilemmas in teaching about work/life integration. 
Then we researched what individuals and managers need to know to integrate 
work and personal life. Finally, we asked about the role of senior executives 
in creating and sustaining organization cultures that recognize and support 
employees at work and beyond. Four case studies emerged from this most 
recent initiative, and they are presented in this issue ofthisjoumal. 

These cases are about the challenges of leadership: how to mobilize 
resources towards valued goals, initiate innovation, and inspire commitment. 
These cases were written to be of practical use to those interested in learning 
more about what leaders can and must do to create opportunities for employees 
to contribute to their organizations and to live full and productive lives. 

The first, by Sharon Lobel, is about AlliedSignal. It focuses on a leader's 
struggle to integrate an unyielding demand for bottom-line results with a focus 
on the whole person. The second, by Stew Friedman, Cynthia Thompson, 

I. 	 Publications from this research project include: (I) Friedman, S., D., Christensen, P., and 
DeGroot, J .• (1998) "Work and Life: the End of the Zero-Sum Game", Harvard Business 
Review, Nov.-Dec., (2) Friedman, S. D., DeGroot, J., and Christensen, P., (1998) Work and 
Lifo: The Wharton ResOllrce Guide, Jossey-BasslPfeifTer, (3) Friedman, S. D. and 
Galinsky, E. (2000) "Corporate Help Is at Hand for Working Parents", Financial Times, 
November 22, and (4) Friedman, S. D. and Lobel, S., (2003) "The Happy Workaholic: a 
Role Model for Employees", Academy ofManagement Executive. 
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Michelle Carpenter, and Dennis Marcel, tells the story ofhow then-Chainnan 
Phil Laskaway advanced the cause of work/life integration at Ernst & Youn,. 
The third, by Ellen Bankert, Mary Dean Lee, and Candice Lange, describes 
how top management fosters what many commentators have described as an 
almost utopian work environment at SAS Institute. Finally, our fourth case, by 
Phyllis Siegel, ex.plores how senior executives moved towards faster time-to
market in the rapid-paced world ofdata systems at Seaaate Technolol): while 
striving to help employees achieve important life goals. 

In these detailed case studies readers will find practical examples of how 
executives take action on both a one-on-one basis as well as in organization
wide initiatives to make work flex.ible and supportive of employees' lives 
beyond work, while persistently focusing on critical perfonnance goals. Ifyou 
are interested in learning more, please contact the author at 
friedman@wharton.upenn.edu 

III International JOllrnal ofLeadership Education 1(1): J 1-64. 
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AIliedSignal1 

Sharon Lobel2 

Seattle UniverSity 

Abstract. The AlliedSignal case demonstrates how a leader establishes an organizational 
culture that demands superior perfonnance, while allowing employees to "have a life outside of 
work.... Two senior executives, one an avowed "workaholic" and the other a mother, who insists 
on making time for her family, talk about work/life balance and flexibility. They stress the 
importance of getting to know employees and supporting them as "whole persons." Clear 
objectives, frequent communication, talented staff, and "family friendly" employer programs 
enhance their efforts. Employee comments from focus groups and interviews round out the 
executives' perspectives The case can provoke discussion about whether the responsibilities of 
executives prevent them from having "work/life balance"'; and whether employees truly have 
choice about voicing and acting upon work/life values that may be different from those of their 
boss. What kind ofculture and leadership style do readers find attractive? Teaching notes and 
additional discussion questions are included. 

Keywords: leadership. work/life balance, goal setting. organizational culture, human resource 
management, organization change management. 

Exeeutive Summary 

The AlIiedSignal case revolves around a leader's ability to integrate an 
unyielding demand for bottom-line results with a focus on the whole person. 
How does Sandra Beach Lin "walk the talk',? How do others reflect her style? 
What has she been able to achieve using this approach? 

Since 1993, AlliedSignal has developed a wide range of work/life 
programs and policies to support employees. AlliedSignal recently received an 
award from the National Council of Women for Family Friendly programs 
recognizing its contributions to the advancement of women in corporate 
America. From 1995 to 1997. employee satisfaction with benefits increased 
from SO percent to 63 percent, corporatewide. 

AlliedSignal's CEO, Larry Bossidy, joined the company in 1991. He 
earned a reputation as a hard-driving leader who places a "stretch" on top of 
the goals that people set for themselves. Headlines about Bossidy in the 

I. 	 AlliedSignal merged with Honeywell in 1999 after the interviews for this case were 
completed. The new organization is called Honeywell. Larry Bossidy retired as Chainnan 
of Honeywell in 2000. He returned as Chainnan and CEO of Honeywell in July 200 I and 
retired one year later. 

2. 	 This research was funded in part by a Sloan Foundation Grant tlB 1999-76. 

mailto:friedman@wharton.upenn.edu
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popular press read "Larry Bossidy won't stop pushing" and "Tough guy." 
AlliedSignal had 29 Quarters of greater than 13 percent net income growth, 
which validates Bossidy's approach. 

The case site is the Specialty Wax & Additives group, one offour Strategic 
Business Enterprises (SBE) within the Specialty Chemicals Strategic Business 
Unit (SBU) at AlliedSignal. Sandy Lin is vice president and general manager 
of the Specialty Wax & Additives group, with 800 employees. 

Despite her short tenure of I8 months at AlliedSignal, Sandy Lin has come 
to be known as a leader who inspires her direct reports to accomplish stretch 
goals without compromising important aspects of life outside of work. Says 
one of her direct reports, "Sandy sees everyone in the business as more than 
just a business person. While demands for performance are very high, she is 
comfortable with each of us formulating a personal process for meeting the 
various demands. ... When she talks to you, she is interested in what's 
happening in your life, beyond your contributions to AlJiedSignal. Other 
leaders say that this is their approach, and yet when it comes down to it, there 
is very little sensitivity about meeting home responsibility in addition to office 
responsibility. " 

The case presents elements from conversations with Sandy's senior 
manager, her direct line and staff reports, and a focus group of employees. 
These conversations provide insights into how others see Sandy'S unique style 
and how it has affected their performance and morale. Individuals describe 
changes in the culture of Specialty Wax, although they acknowledge that there 
is still much room for improvement. 

Sandy's style, at this point, is not a catalyst for change outside ofSpecialty 
Wax. If she successfully meets her challenging performance goals, others 
within the broader company may become curious about how she was able to 
do so. 

I. Introduction 

AlliedSignal's Specialty Wax and Additives group is one of four Strategic 
Business Enterprises within the company's Specialty Chemicals Strategic 
Business Unit. Sandra Beach Lin is the Vice President and General Manager 
of the Specialty Wax and Additives group, working under Gary Cappeline, the 
President of Specialty Chemicals. (Exhibit I includes an organization chart). 

Specialty Wax's headquarters are in Morristown, New Jersey, but the 
group is spread across eleven sites, including overseas locations in Belgium, 
Britain, and Asia. The group has about 800 employees, ofwhich 500 are hourly 
(including 200 union members), 100 are non·exempt salaried, and 200 are 
exempt salaried. Sandra Beach Lin began her career at AlliedSignal five years 
earlier, and was based in Singapore for the first two years. She has been in her 
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current position for a little over a year. Gary Cappeline also joined Specialty 
Wax about 8 year ago. . 

Waxes are derived from oil and ethylene and are custom tailored for 
customer formulations. The Specialty Wax group produces wax for candles, 
firelogs, adhesives, cable, plastics, textiles, packaging, rubber, and ink. 

Petroleum - and hence wax - is a volatile market, and generating new 
products is very important. The right raw materials must be at the right place 
at the right time to make products that customers want at the price they 
demand. With several oil refiners in the United States de-emphasizing or 
eliminating their wax business, the supply/demand chain is shifting. The wax 
business is affected by oil prices and supplier availability. 

The Specialty Wax and Additives group functions in this highly 
competitive environment. And on top of it, the executives have a tough man 
for a boss: Larry Bossidy, AlIiedSignal's chiefexecutive officer. He is a man 
who constantly pushes the company - every division in this highly diversified 
enterprise - to reach ever-higher financial objectives. 

We try to set different goals every year. For example, one year it might be 
growth, productivity and return on capital. And by the way, ifyou don't make 
12 percent retum on capital, we'd just as soon have you share your expertise 
with somebody else. I have trouble with nonfInancial objectives. Often they 
are as obscure and vacuous as they sound. 

Larry Bossidy, CEO, AlliedSignal 

(Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3 show the 1998 and 1999 goal linkage chart for 
Specialty Wax and Additives) 

Larry Bossidy, who joined AlliedSignal in 1991, has earned a reputation 
as a hard-driving leader. Headlines about him in the popular press speak of 
how he "won't stop pushing" and describe him as a "tough guy." Once his 
people set their business goals, he places a "stretch" on top. AlliedSignal's 
financial performance seems to validate Bossidy's approach. 

When you set your operating goals, it's a challenge. But then Larry puts on a 
stretch. It loses its stretch and it becomes your promise. This creates 
tremendous pressure and anxiety. This is how you get 29 quarters ofgreater 
than 13-percent net income growth. Not everyone can deal with it.... 

Lloyd Wilky, Human Resources Director, Specialty Wax and Additives 

And what happens if goals - that is, the "stretched" goals - are not met? 

People get reprimanded. I haven't seen people fIred because they don't meet 
target, but they will be duly impressed with their vulnerability. 

Specialty Wax Employee 
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Larry Bossidy is a man known for valuing people who work hard, and for 
rewarding them with promotional opportunities. 

Some people want tools to relieve them ofresponsibility. Others wrestle with 
the challenges. They acknowledge it's not an easy place to work in, but 
they've figured out the balance between payoff and costs is in their advantage 
and that the organization is rich with resources to help you own whatever 
you're willing to take responsibility for. Larry holds you responsible. He's 
never going to let you off the hook from the results that he expects, but he'll 
respect you for the issues that you face. 

One of Sandra Beach Lin's Direct Reports 

When Larry Bossidy took over as CEO, AlliedSignal was showing 
productivity improvements and net income improvement. He demanded more. 
For 1999, Bossidy's strategic goals were growth, continuous employee 
learning, and a focus on quality with Six Sigma tools. 

2. 	 The AlliedSignal Culture 

The backdrop for the challenges facing the Specialty Wax & Additives group 
is a corporate culture at AlliedSignal that puts great demands on employees. 
What is it like to work at the company? One employee, to roaring laughter, 
said: "It's pretty laid back." Then he added: ''Not!'' 

Chum and bum is a reputation that AlliedSignal has on the street. It's a 
difficult environment to work in, and to sustain that level of energy. 

Susan Hofman, Director of Diversity and "Human Resources Services3 

People are here seven days a week. Some people expect a Sunday morning 
meeting. It may be a customer emergency, but quite often we do it to 
ourselves. 

Allied Signal Employee 

Meetings start at 7 a.m. and run until 6 p.m. It's hard to get stuff done around 
other times. After weeks of meetings, you have a pile of stuff on your desk 
and people think you've been on vacation. 

Allied Signal Employee 

One particular aspect ofthe AlliedSignal culture - which starts at the CEO 
level and permeates the company - is particularly "painful", to use one 
employee's word. 

3. 	 In the new Honeywell organization, Susan Hofman served as Vice President of Global 
Diversity until her retirement in 200 I. 
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I have never seen a presentation culture like this one. We attempt to create 
more information per piece of paper, and more pieces of paper per unit time, 
than any company I've ever worked for. It's tough to change. This is the 
culture. 

Gary Cappeline, President, Specialty Chemicals 

If you're not comfortable in setting your boundaries, AlliedSignal will suck 
everything out ofyou. It takes a certain amount ofcourage to say I can't come 
to this meeting, or I can do this but under these conditions, as opposed to 
going along with what everyone is going to do. The best companies should 
not require you to use that courage in that way. 

One of Sandra Beach Lin's Direct Reports 

There are people who are not only attracted to this kind of culture but who 
thrive in it. 

You can either accept it and figure out how to take advantage of it, or you can 
walk out the door. I have to accept the fact that it doesn't always feel good, 
but I do my best work when I'm in that situation. 

Lloyd Wilky, Human Resources Director, Specialty Wax and Additives 

These numbers are within our grasp, because the people that we hired, they're 
professionals. They know that ifwe don't make our numbers, they're the ones 
in trouble. I don't need to pound on them. These are people who pound on 
themselves for the most part. 

I'm always going to give 100%. And I have a team that can do that. And I 
trust them to do that. 

Sandra Beach Lin, VP and General Manageer, Specialty Wax & Additives 

3. 	 Corporate WorkILife Programs and Policies 

Alongside the push for performance, there have been a variety of steps taken 
at the corporate level to help promote work/life balance. When Susan Hofinan 
became AlliedSignal's director of diversity and human resource services in 
1993, she already had been with the company for a long time. But beginning 
with her tenure, AlliedSignal began to develop a more formal approach to 
work/life issues. 

The company has a written work/life philosophy: 

The balance of work and life is a business challenge to AS and a personal 
challenge to our employees. We are committed to: providing work 
environments that are reinforced by policies and practices that are flexible 
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and supportive ofachieving this balance; and retaining and attracting the best 
talent. 

AlliedSignal Work/Life Initiatives Policy Statement 

Under Susan Hofman's guidance, the company has instituted several 
formal policies and programs at the corporate level. Some are available only in 
lJeadquarters; others are more widespread. (Exhibit 4 shows the Hewitt People 
Practices Inventory) 

On the larger scale, there are written guidelines governing flexible work 
arrangements, which include designing and implementing telecommuting, 
flextime, compressed workweeks, reduced worktime options, part-time work, 
job sharing, and phased or partial retirement. The company offers supports 
"Help When Life Happens Program", a companywide Life Events Line, 
resource and referral for childcare and maintains an on-site Child Development 
Center serving 126 children at its Morristown headquarters. There are medical 
screenings, a health and fitness center, and a workplace planning center where 
employees have electronic access to information on flexible work 
arrangements, dependent care programs, and wellness. 

Employees can take advantage of a "Concierge Service" offering an on
site company store, credit union, dry cleaners, foods-to-go, shoe repair, 
prescription service, and personal mail and package service. Relocation 
services are provided, and there are flex dress codes. 

Even in this chum and bum environment, a lot is going right. In 1999, 
AlliedSignal received an award from the National Council of Women for 
Family Friendly programs, recognizing its contributions to the advancement of 
women in corporate America. And in surveys conducted between 1995 and 
1997, employee satisfaction with benefits increased from 50 percent to 63 
percent corporatewide. 

4. Defining a Culture Through Leadership 

Sandra Beach Lin joined Specialty Wax with hardly room to breathe. 
AlliedSignal had purchased a wax competitor, Astor, just nine months earlier. 
Her task was to integrate Astor's operations while firmly rooting the culture of 
profitability and growth demanded by Bossidy. And to do so, she brought 
together one of AlliedSignal's most diverse management teams - a team that 
includes Pam Roach. 

When Pam Roach arrived at AlliedSignal's Specialty Wax and Additives 
group as the director ofmarketing, it was clear to her that she was in a different 
environment. She had first joined AlliedSignal some fifteen years earlier, and 
was told then that since she was a salaried employee she worked for the 
company twenty-four hours a day. Pam Roach was expected to pick up voice 
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mail every weekend, be on call around the clock to speak with her boss, and 
handle customer service any time, day or night. 

Travel was part of Pam's job 70 percent ofthe time. Spending Sundays on 
an airplane was a regular part ofher work routine. During the week, she'd often 
set out for another location after putting in a full day at her office, arriving at 
the new location at midnight. 

Pam internalized these expectations. When people came to her and asked 
why they had to entertain a customer until 11 p.m. on a weekday, and made the 
case for time after 5 p.m. being personal time - not AlliedSignal's time - she 
would think they were speaking "another language". 

Today, in the Specialty Wax group, Pam speaks that other language. For 
Pam, spending time with her people, trying to understand their personal issues 
around achieving higher levels of success and productivity. is time well spent. 
She attributes this change in her approach directly to Sandy's influence. 

Sandra Beach Lin set out to define a culture for Specialty Wax. She began 
with AlliedSignal's own seven "core values" for the corporation: customers, 
integrity, people, teamwork, speed, innovation, and performance. The 
Specialty Wax "high-performance culture" has four components: customer
driven; we value relationships; commitments matter; teamwork gets results. 
These are integrated by an overarching emphasis on growth as a measure of 
effectiveness. Sandy's hiring practices, communication norms, and emphasis 
on trust-building reinforce these values. 

To start with, it's hiring the right people. That starts at the top level all the 
way down to supervisor, making sure they have respect for the individual, 
working to develop the people who work for you. We have a commitment to 
forty hours of training for everyone, including operators. 

The second thing is communication. We can never overcommunicate, so we 
keep trying different methods to deliver information. 

The third thing is trust. And that goes all through the organization, whether 
it's the person packing bags in Belgium, or a shift supervisor in Orange, 
Texas, or a sales rep in Asia. We trust them to make their own decisions and 
to do the right thing and also to help find their own balance. 

Sandra Beach Lin 

Sandra Beach Lin's "Whole Person" Philosophy 

More than any specific policy or program, Sandra Beach Lin's focus on the 
"whole person" is the cornerstone of the culture she is building. Sandy 
communicates to her people that work/life balance matters to the business, and 
that the ''whole'' person matters, not just the ''work'' person. This philosophy 
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is finnly grounded in business objectives. For example, one of the issues for 
AlliedSignal is that other companies are picking off their talent. For Sandy, a 
focus on the whole person is not an end in itself, but is a vital means of 
protecting the company's investment in its people. (Exhibit 5 includes excerpts 
from Sandra Lin's presentation) 

We want to make Specialty Wax such a great place to work that we have 
fewer retention problems. A big part of that is work/life balance - making 
sure that people who work here know that they are welcome to be who they 
need to be. 

Sandra Beach Lin 

People like Pam resonate with this message. 

When you think about how much time you spend at work, it's probably more 
self-fulfilling and productive to have the attitude about work that you have 
about life. You need to be working with people at something where you can 
be your whole self. Sandy's leadership of this business makes it easy to be 
yourself. She doesn't force you to deny yourself. 

Pam Roach, Director of Marketing, Specialty Wax & Additives 

But Sandy's focus on the whole person also comes naturally to her. She 
enjoys getting to know her people on a personal level: what's going on in 
people's lives outside ofwork, and the names of their spouses and kids. 

I hope we know a little bit of what's going on in people's lives outside of 
work. I always ask people: How's your wife? How's your husband? How are 
your kids? 

Both of Denise's sons broke their legs last year playing football. I told her to 
do whatever she needed to do. Ifshe needed to work out ofhome, that would 
be okay. 

It's important, first of all, that we know about these things, and the only way 
you can know is ifyou try to make some contact. I try to maintain contact and 
take a real interest - I hope people see it as a real interest. 

I also think it's fun to talk to people about what they're all about. So that's the 
way I do it. 

Sandra Beach Lin 

Whenever she can, she takes the opportunity to acknowledge that her 
people have lives outside ofwork - as in her weekly voicemail messages to her 
direct reports. 

International Journal 0/Leadership Education I (I) 

Before I get started on a few of the items that came out of the Specialty 
Chemicals Team Leadership meeting this week, I just wanted to remind all of 
you that one of the most important things about being a leader is balancing 
everything we've got coming at us. And I'll tell you, if you think it's busy 
now, it's going to get even busier. 

Our number one priority is not just making the numbers but exceeding the 
numbers. We've got [she lists a number of business changes and priorities] 
... and, on top of all this, everybody's got to live their lives. I just want 
everybody to think about how you're spending your day and also how you're 
utilizing your team to the best of their capabilities so you're not doing it all. 
And, as you know, I'm fully supportive of you. I'm behind all of you 100 
percent. 

Sandra Beach Lin 

Open communication is another element of Sandra Beach Lin's 
management style. She has an open-door policy. and everyone is free to speak 
with her. Her managers exhibit no defensiveness about employees talking with 
Sandy, because they view her as fair. 

There is still room for improvement, but we've come a long way. Sandy is 
very high energy. She grasps onto things really quickly. She realizes the value 
of how changes will benefit us. She walks around the floor, talks to people, 
really tries to get to know them. 

Lynn O'Rourke, Executive Administrative Assistant to Sandra Beach Lin 

Sandy even keeps a "scorecard" of how much time she spends each week 
with each ofher direct reports, many ofwhom are located around the globe. As 
she explains, this helps ensure that each person feels "connected". (Exhibit I 
depicts Sandra Beach Lin's scorecard) 

Another key to her management style is flexibility regarding how work 
gets done. Sandy doesn't tell employees how to do things, only what the end 
result should be. She gives employees the flexibility to deal with issues beyond 
work. For example, at a meeting that started at 4 p.m. on a Friday, everyone 
present said at the beginning they had to leave at a reasonable time. So, Sandy 
cut the meeting short, promptly at 6 p.m. 

Sandy was very supportive when I had to leave for three weeks to go 
overseas, at a moment's notice, to adopt a child. 

Specialty Wax Employee 

Sandy sees everyone in the business as more than just a businessperson. 
While demands for performance are very high, she is comfortable with each 
ofus formulating a personal process for meeting the various demands. There 
is no set time that everyone must be in the office, come hell or high water. A 
scheduled meeting needs to be based on people's personal needs, say to drop 
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children off to school. She is flexible about people working from home. 
When she talks to you, she is interested in what's happening in your life, 
beyond your contributions to AlliedSignal. 

Pam Roach 

I trust in people and let them do the job. 

Sandra Beach Lin 

This trust is accompanied by a resolute attitude regarding problem 
behaviors among employees. 

I don't want to pound on people, but I won't tolerate high-handed tactics, 
yelling, belittling, or other non-professional behavior. We call people on 
these problems. 

One plant manager was very autocratic. He was not welcoming suggestions 
from employees. So, we changed him. 

Sandra Beach lin 

There are broader skills involved in Sandra Beach Lin's management 
style. Beyond the business acumen that got her into the leadership position of 
the Specialty Wax group, she possesses a certain "emotional intelligence" that 
fuels the interpersonal trust and respect she values and role models. 

Still, AlliedSignal is a large company, and Sandra Beach Lin's approach 
to issues ofwork/life balance is not considered the nonn. 

Other leaders say that this is their approach, and yet when it comes down to 
it, there is very little sensitivity about meeting home responsibility in addition 
to office responsibility. 

Pam Roach 

5. Role Modeling 

Susan Hofman characterizes Sandy'S leadership style as having integrity. 
Sandy is a role model for high perfonnance and work/life balance. She 
"practices what she preaches". Employees say that Sandy will not travel on 
Sunday night. She'll bring home a ton of work, but won't come in over the 
weekend. She is vocal about when she has to leave early to tend to a personal, 
non-work priority - and in doing so has reinforced that leaving meetings for 
personal reasons is okay in the culture. She doesn't hesitate to bring her 
children to work. And she shares with her direct reports things about her own 
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personal situation, constantly reinforcing her acknowledgement of their work! 
life issues. . 

Regularly you hear Sandy making comments about her work/life balance. It 
might be an oflband comment. Or we've had an all-day meeting and she says 
she has to leave because it's her daughter's birthday and she has a bicycle to 
give her. And she's real conscious about communicating that at the 
beginning: 'I have this boundary today and I want to keep to it.' Then I want 
to do my part to help her meet that goal. She is really conscious ofthe impact 
of the things she does on her children. And she talks about them. 

Anne Tiefenthaler, One of Sandra Beach Lin's Direct Reports 

When you're in her office at 7:30 and her daughter calls asking whether she's 
going to be home for dinner tonight, you know that she's in the ditch with 
you. She's wrestling with the same stuff you are. She's not perfect, but she 
somehow balances all this stuff. 

Lloyd Wilky 

Role modeling work/life balance is easier when your own boss is 
supportive. 

One time I went to read to my daughter at school. I told Gary [Cappeline). 
Usually, I wouldn't have to mention it to him, but we had an important 
meeting that day that I would have to cut out of. He said, "By all means, go. 
But there are times that I may have to tell you that you can't do that." 

We've always been honest with each other. 

Sandra Beach Lin 

Indeed, Gary also underlines the importance of a ''whole person" 
ph ilosophy of management. 

Being a leader requires a number of leader behaviors, one of which is to 
manage the entire person that works for you. You're not just offering 
management to the person who's here ten or twelve hours. You're offering 
support to a person who has to live a whole life. It's foolish to believe that a 
person who is unfulfilled in their personal life will be able to tum it off like a 
toggle switch when they walk in the doors at AlliedSignal. So, to the degree 
that you can add fulfillment to the whole life, you're helping them add value 
to their employer. 

Gary Cappeline 

. And like Sandy, Gary also supports a flexible attitude about how work gets 
done. 
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Within the confines of reasonableness, all I see is output. When that output 
occurs is quite immaterial to me. If someone feels that they need to attend a 
school function for a child, or a spousal function, or something that they need 
to do for themselves, I'm quite relaxed about that. That doesn't mean I'm 
going to be relaxed with less profit at the end ofthe quarter. But I'm certainly 
relaxed giving as much leeway as I can for people being out of the office 
during the nonnal course of a working day. 

Gary Cappeline 

But there is a key distinction in their behaviors. Unlike Sandy, Gary is not 
a role model for work/life balance, although he is supportive ofthe idea and its 
practice. 

I've been honest with you all the way through, so I think I'll be honest now. 
I don't practice what I preach. I talk about it for my employees ditTerently 
from how I operate for myself, which is not a good thing, not for the obvious 
reason that I may be losing balance, but because I send signals to people like 
Sandy, "Don't listen to me. Watch me." That's the danger. When I joined 
in December, I warned them about this. I said you're going to hear me say 
all these wonderful things about work/life balance, but you're going to 
observe that I don't live it. I'm a maniac. I understand that I am. But don't 
you be. 

Gary Cappeline 

Although Gary supports the choices that Sandy and others make, he recalls 
a particular conflict he faced and how he opted to behave. 

I missed the championship basketball game for my sons. And it still bothers 
me to this day. It was three years ago. Both boys were playing in 
championship games, one on Saturday and one on Sunday, and I was away 
that weekend. It wasn't imposed on me; I imposed it on myself. 

But the fact is, you want to be part ofthat life at school. To the degree we can 
be flexible, it doesn't matter whether it's at 3 in the afternoon or 7 at night. 
You can depend on employees coming through for you ifyou show flexibility 
with the work schedule for them. 

It all sounds wonderful looking down from the top. But the reality is I did 
miss that championship game and there are going to be instances where one 
has to miss them. The question is: Do you always have to miss them? I think 
that ifyou know your employer really, really, really doesn't want you to miss 
it, and is as keen as you are that you don't miss it - there's a subtlety here 
you may end up electing to miss it, as I did, but you've got no one to put it otT 
on. 

Gary CappeJine 
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Gary describes these difficult choices in tenns of the responsibilitie~ 
executives have to important stakeholders - shareholders, employees, and 
family. 

[Today, if I had the choice between my sons' championship games and 
work], I'd go on the business trip. Sandy has 700 people that depend on her. 
They depend on what she does for their livelihood. That has to be weighed. 
And she has two beautiful children that depend on her for her motherhood. 
And that has to be weighed. These are tough decisions. And in my case, it 
was clear to me that what I had to do that weekend for the company was more 
important. Now would you make the same decision? I don't know. But the 
beauty of it is that my boss didn't make the decision. I did. 

To be honest, at the end of the day, we're here to serve the shareholders as 
well as our children. And if the person is consistently showing imbalance 
towards the home front, we have to react. Quite frankly, I've never had to do 
that .. .I've been supervising people since 1976. Never have I ever said to 
somebody, gee you're really imbalanced away from the company and 
towards your home front. You need to give us more time. [But I've had the 
other situation] consistently. 

Gary Cappeline 

6. Driving Performance with Goal Deployment 

Goal deployment is central to Larry Bossidy's management approach for all of 
AlliedSignal. Sandm Beach Lin has made it a central part of her efforts in the 
Specialty Wax group. 

Since becoming CEO in 1991, Bossidy has opened each new year with 
stmtegic goals that serve as the foundation for the goal deployment process. 
For 1999, these goals are: drive growth by providing products and services of 
enhanced value to our customers; increase employee skills and opportunities 
by a commitment to learning; and apply Six Sigma tools to drive productivity 
and generate cash flow. These corpomte stmtegic goals serve as the basis for a 
"goal tree." 

Each strategic business unit defines how these goals will drive their 
activities. Ultimately, each AlliedSignal employee should have an idea ofhow 
his or her activities contribute to the ovemll corporate objectives. 

Sandy uses a tried and true important business process, goal deployment, and 
really makes it come alive to address how you get the best from people. You 
get the best from people by thinking about them as a whole person and being 
sensitive to how you're going to help them win in all aspects. 

Lloyd Wilky 
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What's nice about goal deployment is it helps make clear what is expected, 
what people are committing to, not just me saying this is what we've got to 
do this year. If there's trouble along the way, and problems, and life 
intervenes, then we work these things out, but if I don't know the people, if I 
didn't speak with them enough, then I wouldn't know what was going on. 

Sandra Beach Lin 

Goal deployment is enacted at the individual level, in part, through 
AlliedSignal's Integrated Performance Management and Development 
(IPMD) review process. In the IPMD process, managers and their direct 
reports create Development Action Plans to help employees strengthen 
attributes defined as core competencies for success at AlliedSignal: business 
acumen, customer focus, vision and purpose, values and ethics, bias for action, 
commitment, teamwork, innovation, developing people, performance, and 
technical skills. Sandy integrates the corporate IPMD process, goal 
deployment, and the emphasis on continuous learning to help focus on the 
"whole person." 

In the IPMD process, people talk about what they want to do next. That's 
where we can get into a discussion about woridlife balance and work/life 
priorities. 

Sandra Beach Lin 

Sandy's keen interest in people a key part of her natural management 
style - helps people meet performance and personal goals. But her style has 
not brought about formal changes in the existing corporate process of gool 
deployment. Although individuals have discretion in means they use to 
achieve difficult performance goals, individuals do not document work/life 
goals on their goal trees. Still, there are signs that this is within the realm of 
possibility. 

Goals outside of work are not corning directly into goal deployment. But, 
when I was building my own goals, even though I didn't build anything from 
outside of work into those goals I was very conscious of how many things I 
could put into my goals so that I could still have a life outside of work. 

Anne Tiefenthaler 

Lloyd Wilky is one person who is building personal goals into formal 
processes. When he realized that he was using his talents only at work, and 
wanted to do something for the community, he included partnering with the 
Morris County Chamber of Commerce as one of his personal learning plan 
goals for 1998. 

Sandra Beach Lin acknowledges the potential for further - and more 
formal - integration of performance and work/life goals. 
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We're really in our infancy in documenting woridlife goals. It's something 
we can talk about. In the IPMD process, people talk about strengths and 
development needs, but at this point they're still tailored around work. 
Documenting these goals would legitimize them further. 

Sandra Beach Lin 

7. Exeeutives Who Diseuss The "Undiseussahles" 

Discussion of work/tife balance is not always welcome in the American 
corporate setting. In the Specialty Wax group, it's a regular part of informal 
conversations. 

At myoId job, people would talk about the ballgame from the night before, 
but not about their kids. It's wholesome and positive here to hear people 
talking about soccer games and children - because that's who they are. 

Pam Roach 

Talking about work/life balance is also sanctioned in more formal arenas. 

We have a "New Manager Assimilation" process. When a new leader comes 
in, all of us sit down together - with the new manager out of the room - and 
say what we know about the new leader and what we want to know. Then he 
or she comes back in. 

In my session, Gary really talked about woridlife balance. He said: I'm not 
going to make this easy on you. You have to help find it yoursel[ 

Sandra Beach Lin 

Just as Sandy brings work/life into the formal IPMD process with her 
direct reports, Gary has raised the issue with her. 

At the end ofmy performance review, Gary asked me: how do you do it? We 
went into a twenty-minute discussion. 

What I do is try to protect the time with my family. That's why I don't come 
in on the weekend. 

Sandra Beach Lin 

Even at meetings of the most senior executives, work/life is on the agenda 
for discussion. 

We agonize a lot. But there's a beauty about it, because people that are 
agonizing care. I've been to three corporate executive council meetings, and 
work/life balance has come up two times out of three. Did we come out with 
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well thought-out plans to address this issue? No. Do we communicate a desire 
to address this issue? Yes. And we leave it up to people like me to create a 
better culture, one more embracing of the balance. 

Gary Cappeline 

Furthermore, there is a willingness to confront employees in an effort to 
resolve problems ofworkllife balance. 

When I do find people that are imbalanced, the first thing I try to do is 
ascertain why they are imbalanced. Is it self-imposed, or is it a perception that 
the company is demanding it? 

What I have found is that in nine out of ten cases - and I mean that literally 
- it is self-imposed. Then the issue becomes: maybe they don't like the home, 
maybe they're happier outside. If that's the case, that's the employee's 
business. I don't legislate morality. But ifit's that one out often cases where 
they perceive that the company requires it, then I straighten them out 
because I am the company. 

Gary Cappeline 

Pam recounts how Sandy has come to talk to her a few times about how 
she really doesn't have to spend so many hours at work and it would be a good 
idea if she went home. Pam says, "I really appreciate it because I know she 
means it." Still, Pam says she voluntarily opts for the long hours because, after 
only four months, she is learning a lot and trying to make a contribution at the 
same time. 

8. Particular Challenges 

There are, ofcourse, things about AlliedSignal that pose particular challenges 
to the accomplishment of Sandra Beach Lin's goal of instilling a culture that 
supports work/life balance and a whole person philosophy. One of the biggest 
barriers may be the short-term, bottom-line orientation of corporate 
management. 

I'd like to see a longer-term focus, not on the month and the quarter, but on 
years and decades. 

Specialty Wax Employee 

Another challenge is that employees often feel they owe the company 
more when the company affords them flexibility. 

International Journal ofLeadership Education /(1) 

I was given the option to telecommute so I could stay home beyond twelve 
weeks after the birth ofmy daughter. I was putting in more time than if I was 
physically here. They're doing this much for me. I need to do extra. 

Specialty Wax Employee 

Ifwe take a Friday off, we know we'll be working on Saturday and Sunday 
to make it up. There's always a cost - and don't forget it. 

AlliedSignal Employee 

Handling everything on the plate is another challenge, one only 
compounded by being a public company. Each day, AlliedSignal's senior 
leaders have to be ready to answer to the shareholders for their actions and 
decisions. The main focus at AlliedSignal is on numbers and making people 
"stretch" beyond the goals they think are reachable. not work/life balance. 

I think it takes a lot of management commitment to make these two things 
come together successfully. I think that we're a lot closer than we have been 
in the past, under previous management, where we had a lot of guys whose 
wives worked at home and who had a different perspective on work/life 
balance. Now we have a lot of people whose spouses work outside of the 
home, and I think we get a lot more sensitivity. 

Anne Tiefenthaler 

With a plate full ofstretch goals, employees may find it difficult to decide what 
they can or cannot accomplish. while keeping consistent with their personal 
aspirations and choice around work/life balance. 

I think there's no clear-cut answer. One scenario is that the employee and the 
supervisor come to the conclusion that there is just too much content to allow 
for a vital personal life. These two things just cannot simultaneously exist. 
Then the question becomes whether the employee will accept an assignment, 
a change in content, that would allow him or her to have a full personal life. 
That could mean a lateral, or even lower-level, assignment, where the content 
isn't quite as stringent. Or it could mean that we get two people, each working 
three days a week, instead ofone person working six days a week. 

You have to keep in mind in many instances...that the company is going to 
show more flexibility than the employee. The employee wants it all. They 
want to keep their current job. They love their current job. And they want to 
continue to do It all. Sometimes a major life event like the birth ofa child will 
trigger a re-evaluation, but most times it's more insidious than that. The work 
just creeps and creeps and creeps and suddenly it's choking them. 

Gary Cappeline 

Despite all these challenges, Sandra Beach Lin is attempting to drive 
change. She is open about her desire to build a culture that reinforces 
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accountability for resu Its and that supports employees as "whole persons" with 
unique work/life choices. She aims to make it a part ofthe culture that people 
will responsibly figure out how to meet their goals, taking into consideration 
whatever is necessary. 

The culture change in the Specialty Wax group is underway, but is 
certainly not completed. 

I've worked for three major corporations. In terms of work/life balance, 
recognition, and caring, AlliedSignal is already way out there. What we need 
to do is get our managers to talk to our people. We've moved from an 
autocracy to at least the middle, where we do trust our people to manage their 
own time and their decisions, but we haven't gone as far as we could. And I 
suspect that with each passing year, we will make more progress. Because 
that's the way of the world. Because the kind of technique to manage people 
from when we entered the workforce is very different for people coming out 
ofbusiness school. They expect to be treated with more flexibility, and ifyou 
can't give it you'll lose them. So, in many respects, the employee is forcing 
us to be flexible. And the nice thing about AlliedSignal is that we're not 
giving in to the trend; we believe the trend is right. 

Gary Cappeline 

9. The Top Priority: Making the Numbers 

Meeting goals still rules the day, though, at AlliedSigna1. 

We're getting a tremendous amount of pressure to make sure we make our 
numbers. If we don't make our numbers, we're the ones in trouble. 

Sandra Beach Lin 

The push to surpass the goals is relentless; with oil prices at high points, 
the pressure is even greater. Wall Street looks at quarterly results more than at 
the satisfaction of employees. 

Can Sandra Beach Lin become a catalyst for change outside of Specialty 
Wax? Ifshe successfully meets her challenging performance goals, others may 
become curious about how she was able to do so. If she doesn't meet her 
numbers, will she survive? Should she? 

International Journal 0/Leadership Education I (l) 

Postseript: 

Within Honeywell, Sandra Beach Lin served in several roles including that of 
President of Bendix Commercial Vehicle Systems. In 2002, she left 
Honeywell to become President of Closure Systems International, a global 
division of Alcoa. In 2005, she was appointed as group vice president, 
Specialty Materials and Converting at Avery Dennison Corporation, based in 
Pasadena, California. A very Dennison is a Fortune 500 company with 2004 
sales of $5.3 billion. Products include peel-and-stick postage stamps, 
reflective highway safety products, brand identification and supply chain 
management products for the retail and apparel industries, and specialty tapes 
and polymers. 

Gary Cappeline left Honeywell to be a chemical industry partner for Bear 
Steams Merchant Bank. In 2002, he returned to Ashland (for whom he had 
worked for almost 20 years beginning in 1974). He was named president of 
Ashland Specialty Chemical Company and subsequently elected senior vice 
president and group operating officer of Ashland Inc. in 2005. 
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Exhibit 4: Hewitt People Practices Inventory. Survey completed by Susan 
Hofman in preparation for Fortune's most admired companies process. 
Hewitt People Practices InventoryTM 

About This Inventory 

The Hewitt People Practices InventoryTM gathers information about 
philosophies, policies, programs, and practices affecting people in 
organizations. Please provide information on each practice that has been in 
existence since at least January 1998 to the present. Unless otherwise 
specified, please answer for full-time employees in the United States only. It 
is important to understand not only the prevalence and utilization of key 
programs and policies, but also the philosophies and qualitative data that 
differentiate organizations as places to work. We urge you to take advantage 
of the space provided for commentary so we better understand your 
organization as a place to work. Please feel free to attach additional pages as 
necessary. 
The following are some definitions of terms used throughout the People 
Practices Inventory. 

• 	 Managerial/Professional (M/P) Employees: Exempt workers, 
including technical or supervisory employees who are not paid 
hourly. 

• 	 Hourly/Administrative (H/A) Employees: Nonexempt workers, 
including clerical, production, or service employees who are paid on 
an hourly basis. 

Part III - Work Environment 
Question 24 - Part 2 
Please briefly describe other practices in the area of Work Environment that 
make your organization a great place to work. 

AlliedSlgnal's leadership creates an environment where people and our 
customers are valued, goals are clear, two-way communication is a priority and 
continuous improvement Is expected. Opportunities to learn and grow are 
numerous and employees/associates are encouraged to work hard, concentrate 
on things that add value, and then celebrate success and reward excellence. 

"Visual Workplace" Is a great example of how we communicate goals and 
accomplishments. From the manufacturing sites to corporate offices, teams 
calculate metrics, and proudly design and display their accomplishments for all 
to see. 
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Part VI: TlmeIWorklLife 

DepttKle.t Can A!IIIlICIIlICt! 

49. Which of the: following dependent can: assistance programs are offered to your employees? 
(Pleose checl 011 thai apply.) 

Available: 

To Mosl or To Some Ona 
All Employees Case-by-

Employees Case 
Basis 

Pa-enting _in... X 
Child care 1'IIOIIR:e and ",femd services X 
Adoption resource and ",femd servien X 
Ekier care resoun:c and Rlfemd servi_ X 
On-site mild care X 
Reimbunement of ovtmighllweekend 
dependent core when bwIi_ requires 

X 
parent 10 be away 

On-sile before and after school child care 

Otr-site before and after scbool child care 

On-tile mother'. roomllactatioo program X 
SicklemeI'JI'IICY child care IJI08I1IIIII X 
Child care center dillCOllllts X 
Reserved ..-. in child care cenlerl X 
Summer~. X 
School holiday mild care IJI08I1IIII X 
Employee mil)' use OWII !licit day to care 
for sick filmily momber 

X 

Paid maternity 1_beyond thai !!peCified 
in Di!lllbility plans ( additional weeks) 

Dllpendent care spending IICCOlmI X 
Paid patemity leave ( weeks) 

Adoption assistance (do4l.. maximum per 
child: SJIMIO) 

X 

Paid leave for adoption ( 4 weeks) X 

Other (please specify) "Help When Life X 
Happen" 

so. Ifyou offer child care subsidies, how do you determine the subsidy? 

X Sliding scale rates at on-sile c;enters 

X Direct payments to employees, based 011 family income 

X Match of employee contributions 10 pre-tax savings accounts (speeify match: % match) 

X COVtl\"IIF ofoperating costs at on-site center (specify coverage: 1664,000 per year) 
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Convtlll"~elPtl'lOll.1 Servl~tl 

51. Which of the following convenience/personal services are offered to your employees? 

(Please check all that apply.) 

Av.lI.ble: 

To Most or All To Some On a Case-

Employees Employees by-Case 
Basis 

Free meals (e.!!., breakfast, lunch) X 
Partially sobsidized meals or cafeteria X 
Take-home meals X 
Cas"al dress: 

Every day X 
Fridays only 

S"mmers only 

Personal concierge services (e.!!., X 
pmonal ~fl or food shoppin!!, car 

repair, etc.) Please 8ft Tab \,1 ror 

dnllli 


Convenience services (e.!!., dry X
cleaning service, postal service, film 

procemn!!, etc.) 


On-si!e convenience store X 
College planning assistance X 
Personal travel services X 
Home porchasin!! assistance (e.g., X
referrals, resOllrces, brokerage assistance) 

8ft Tlb \,1 ror d .. tlil. 


Employee eredit union X 
On-site A TM 01' banking services X 
Relocation services X 
Voter registration X 
Van pooling X 
OiS<1ouots on entertaimnent (e.g., X
movie tickets, amusement parks, 

theatres, etc.) 


OiS<1O\mt merchandise/service X 
program (e.g., for aulomobiles, 

clothes, computers, pmonal services) 


Other (p/eo.•e ,"f'Iecif.v) 
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S2. 	 Which of the following alternative work arrangements are made available for employees? 

For those arrangements that are made available. please estimate what percentage of 

employees Il5C each arrangement. 

Available to Not Avail- %or 
Most or All able Employ-
Employees Widely. but eesUsing 

on a Case- this 
by-Case Arr8llge

Basis ment 

Flextime (O""ibie or X
nonstandard IllTiwi and 

departun! lime) 

Reduced hour employment (less 
 X 1%
than 40 hours per week) 

Job sharinS (multiple people 
 X 2%
share one job for reduced hours)

Compl'ftsell worIt week (e,g,. 
 X 40-4* 
four days, I().hour~S)
Telecommuting ( ing from X 5·10%
home durinll part or all of the 

work week) 

Summer hours (e,g., reduced 
 Xhours for summer months)
• Heavy utilization in 

manufacturing facilities 
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Part IX: Completing the Story 

88. 	 Below are statements we would like you to complete. These will be valuable in 
helping us understand what makes your environment great and what events 
shaped that environment. Attach additional pages if necessary. 

• Employees stay with this organization because ... 

I. 	 With employees' help, our CEO has built AlliedSignal into a financially solid, global 

company with a secure future. His leadelShip and our track record ofconsistent earnings 

and sales growth makes us a company for which people are proud to work. 


2. 	 The work is demanding, but challenging and interesting. Employees who desire the 

excitement of a fast-paced work style thrive in the AlliedSignal environment. 


3. 	 Employees are offered unique learning opportunities and experienees in the classroom 

and on-the job. Managers support them in spending at least 40 houlS a year in formal 

training, making them more marketable now, and for the future. 


4. 	 AlliedSignal otTelS tremendous development and advancement opportunities throughout 

its global organization for employees who perform well- 70% ofour openings are filled 

internally. 


s. 	 Employees develop powerful and meaningful relations with ... 

Their boss, based on mutual trust and respect. ManagelS learn how to deal 
openly and honestly with their employees and are expected to promote learning, 
coach performance, and recognize excellence. 
Their peelS. based on mutual support and teamwork. Most employees work in 
self-directed work teams and the culture is one of collegiality and mutual sup
port. You work side by side with great people and they inspire you to do your 
best work. 
Their customelS. based on a win-win partnelShip. Employees get the organiza
tional support that allows them to delight their customelS. 
The company, which spends its money in ways that help employees achieve all 
their life goals, not just their work objectives. 

6. 	 Employees receive very competitive pay and benefits, such as a dollar-fur-dollar match 

in the 40lK up to goA. oftheir pay. 


7. 	 To otTset the demands ofthe job, employees receive support for meeting work and life 

challenges via alternative and flexible work programs and state-iJf-the art work-life pro

grams, many ofwhich are accessed through our "Help When Life Happens' 800 number. 


8. 	 Employees are recognized and rewarded for their work. There are recognition programs 

for everyone. People at all levels have internal mechanisms by which they can recognize 

each other for help and support and reward their colleagues. People do great things at 

AlliedSignal every day and we match the recognition with the achievement. We strive to 

recognize the right people: for the right performanee with the right reward. 
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9. 	 Change is not simply something we IIIIk about. Our drive to become a Six Sigma com

pany has provided employees with the tools and authority to analyze problems and fix 

them. Employees are empowered to enact improvements in the way we do business on a 

day-to-day basis. 


10. 	 Employees feel that they are respected as individuals and tbeir contributions are truly 

valued. 


• 	 Our organi7.ation is a great place towork because ... 

AllledSigrwl is a greal place 10 worlefor many ofthe same reasons that people choose to stay with this 
organi=alion. In addition... 

I. 	 Through constant communication from all levels ofmanagement, employees are "kept in the loop" 

on all aspects ofbusiness strategy and performance: they know how they are doing as individuals 

and teams, and they know how we are doing as a company. We cocos on eliminating jargon from 

our vocabulary and telling employees what's happening in the business as soon as possible so all 

of us can better participate in decision mating. 


2 	 We constantly strive to provide a more trusting work environment in which everyone is open and 
honest in his or her communicatioon. A two-hour learning session called "Straight Talk," which 
many ofour leadelS have completed, is helping us move toward our goal. Much ofwhat is covered 
in the session may seem like common sense - good listening, directness and clarity - but partici
pants tell us it really helped them to be motivated to deal more directly with their employees. 

3. 	 We make tough decisions necessary for continued growth with caring and conem for the employ
ees atTected to ensure that they are well taken care ofand that their transition is well provided for. 
For exarnple, ifa busness is relocated, additional kiosks are often imported for internal job posting 
so that atTected employees may have added resouroes and assistance with locating positions at 
other neamy facilities. 

• 	 Our organization is successful because ... 

I. 	 Our leadelS feel that every employee ought to act like they own part ofthe company and they are 

encouraged to do this by beina owners. In fact, employees own more than 11% of the company, 

and through tbe AlliedSignal Savings Plan, are the largest group ofshareboldelS. More than 

41,000 employees - from the shop floor to tbe corporate office -- earned shares worth 594 million 

in 1996 simply by contributing to their own future through the AlliedSignal savings program. 


2. 	 Our lOBI of beiDI premier in eyerytbjDIl we do includes how employees are treated and how they 
feel about working here. We recognize that there's no way we can continuously meet the chal
lenges ofglobal competition, customer satisfaction, and continuous improvement uDless our pe0

ple are engaged and 100 percent committed to the company's success. So, being a "Six Sigma" 
company, we will continue to seek employee feedback, implement their ideas, and strive to be a 
company that truly 'walks the talk" of its commitment to people as its greatest resource. 

• 	 The one or two people and/or events in our company's history that had the biggest impact 
on how our organization culture treats people are... 
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Larry Bossidy, who has inspired us all to personally strive to be premier, and instituted a culture that 
rewards excellence. 

Karen Clegg. President of our Federal Manufacturing and Technology business, who, by her business 
success, has become a role model to many women in our organization, while at the same time creating 
an environment of participation and caring through modeling these behaviors with all employees. 

Part x: Other Unique Practices 

89, 	 Please use the space below to describe any other unique practices that make your 
organization a great place to work, 

Our "Total Value" strateIY which has enabled us to communicate to associates how all of 
our programs -- including those that support their health and well-being.. life planning, 
work-life balance, learning.. and financial security -- combine to make their lives as Allied
Signal employees successful, rewarding. and satisfying. The combination of these pro
grams gives employees the tools to manage their careers and their lives so as to achieve 
their personal goals, while at the same time making a valued contribution to our organiza
tion. 

Bujldjna trust and supervjsm:y skills It is imperative to build the relationships required for 
the workplace of tomorrow. This means developing supervisory and employee skills to 
operate effectively in a delayed, high-performance work organization. Leadership behav
iors identified by employees as most critical to the relationship include clear, direct and 
two-way communication; openness and flexibility; active commilment to employee devel
opment and learning; recognition; and performance coaching.. These behaviors will be the 
emphasized during performance management diseussions and emphasized in the leadership 
development curriculum. 

Improyjn& communications with employees to ensure that they know about and take 
adyantaae ofall the tools and QlIJKII1!!Ilities that are available. We need to make it easy for 
employees to understand how AlliedSignal adds value to their lives. A special focus of 
employee communication becomes answering the question, "What's in it for me?" Spe
cific areas of attention include the value ofownership; skills and competencies that make 
you more valuable and employable; challenging work that provides intrinsic rewards; and 
contemporary employment practices that maximize choice and flexibility. 

We continually measure the effectiveness ofour people strategies using bi-annual world
wide and quarterly interim employee satisfaction surveys, multi-rater/360 degree feedback 
for leaders, program utilization metrics, and our ongoing skip-level meetings and focus 
groups. Importantly, while we know that our state-of-the-art programs and practices may 
attract employees to our door, what makes them want to stay .. give their very best -- is 
knowing that they are respected, valued, and that their contributions will be recognized. 

Importantly, while we know that our state-or-the-art programs and practices may 
attract employees to our door, what makes them want to stay - give their very best - is 
knowing that they are respected, valued. and that their contributions will be recog
nized. 
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I:xhibit 5 

Specialty Wax and Additives 
Creating a High Performance Culture 

CUstomer DrNen 
• 	 f'- priMly I. filllc 'lirilh ntetomllfl9 
• 	 n·.IK1IIIIIIJIIII.ltoml.... Irtt....1i1 

meeIIJi!lf... _ .......lIiIIll 

• 	 MeIlill!JII.It'tlilllSPA(~R 

We value Refatiomhips 
• 	 TMlldldmpoct"""""
• 	 P..... i_lim_. fII....d IhlJlllllt 
• 	r.o-. JOt .<IIi...... willi ........., 


a<t ..""l!II ....... 

• 	 Tbe·WWc· ......__,IMtjl.. 

1Ia.·w..r ..... ... 

CoIrdments Matter 

• 	 We JDHt cOtnuIi....aIW· to lb.

"""*"......1Id 10 eodl ........ 
• 	 Notnpri•• 

Teamwork Gets Results 
• 	 We -mCitep<OIdk'liy. _ .. 
.Il~ 

• 	 kWe '"... hi lllillott!b... 
• 	 Wlllaadltllltedd Ie... ded.Iicn. 
• 	 wunllnlUriQllyrecoplu 

.c<oIJIIlIi*ntDt 

Growth ;s the ltleasure ofOur Effectil'eness! 
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Exhibit 6: Sandra Beach Lin - Leadership Team Contact Checklist 

Leadership Team Contact Checklist 

Leadership 
Team 
Members 

III 
01 

11/ 
08 

1/1 
15 

III 
22 

III 
29 

12/ 
06 

12/ 
13 

121 
20 

II 
03 

1/ 
10 

1/ 
17 

Nelson ,/' ,/',/' ./ ./ ,/' ,/' 

Dirk ./ ,/'./ ./ ./ 

Nancy ,/' ./ ,/' 

Bill ,/' ./ ./ ./ ./ 

Vicki ./ ././ ./ ./ ./ ,/' 

Bentley ,/' ././ ./ ./ ./ 

Fred ./ ././ ./ ./ ./ 

Michael ./ ./ ./ ./ 

Steve ./ ,/' ./ ./ ,/' 

Pam ,/' ./ ./ ./ ./ 

Mike ./ ./ ./ ././ ,/' ./ ,/' ./ 

John ./ ./ ./ ,/' ,/' ./ 

Jeremy ,/' ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 

Ann ./ ./ ,/' 

Lynn ./ ./ ./ 
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AlliedSignal 
Sbaron Lobel 
Seattle University 

Teacbing Note 

Synopsis and Overview 

The "Allied Signal" case revolves around a senior leader's effort to integrate an 
unyielding corporate demand for bottom-line results with her desire to create 
an environment wherein employees can make choices that lead to workllife 
balance. The context is a relatively small group within a large, multinational 
corporation driven by a well-known, high-pressure chief executive officer . 

Specifically, the case describes the Specialty Wax & Additives group, one 
offour Strategic Business Enterprises (SBEs) within AlliedSignal's Specialty 
Chemicals Strategic Business Unit (SBU). Sandra Beach Lin is the vice 
president and general manager of the Specialty Wax & Additives group, with 

800 employees. 
The AlliedSignal CEO, Larry Bossidy, joined the company in 1991. He 

has earned a reputation as a hard-driving leader who places a "stretch" on top 
ofthe goals people set for themselves. Headlines in the popular press describe 
"Bossidy" as a ''tough guy" who "won't stop pushing." AlliedSignal has had 
twenty-nine quarters of net income growth greater than 13 percent, which 
validates Bossidy's approach . 

Specialty Wax & Additives is under tremendous pressure to meet tough 
goals. Its products are a byproduct ofoil processing, and the petroleum market 
_ and hence the market for wax - is volatile. Generating new products is very 
important; you need the right raw materials at the right place at the right time 
to make products that customers want and at the price they demand. With 
several oil refiners in the United States shutting down their business or moving 
to recycled products, the supply/demand chain is shifting. The wax business is 
affected by oil prices and supplier availability. Specialty Wax and Additives 
makes wax for candles, firelogs, adhesives, cable, plastics, textiles, packaging, 

rubber, and ink. 
Despite a short tenure at AlliedSignal-less than two years - Sandy Beach 

Lin has come to be known as a leader who inspires her direct reports to 
accomplish stretch goals, without compromising important aspects of life 
outside of work. One direct report describes her as someone who sees more 
than just a "business person" in those who work for her. She is known for 
showing genuine interest in the personal lives of her employees, and focuses 
on the employee as a "whole person". 
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From Sandy's senior manager, her direct line and staff reports, and a focus 
group ofemployees, we learn how others view her unique style and how it has 
affected their performance and morale. Individuals describe changes in the 
culture of Specialty Wax, although they acknowledged that there is still much 
room for improvement. 

We also learn that Sandy's style is not a catalyst for change outside of the 
Specialty Wax & Additives group - at least not so far. There is some sense that 
if she successfully meets her challenging performance goals, others may 
become curious about how she was able to do so. 

The case can be used to demonstrate several basic lessons: 

I. 	Senior leaders play a critical role in effecting positive work/life
related change. 

2. 	 When a business organization sets concrete, difficult goals, there 
can be value in giving discretion in how those goals are met. 

3. Cultural change 	in a large, traditional organization may require 
numerous pockets ofchange, operating fairly independently. 

4. 	 Hiring the "right" people can make a big difference. 

Suggested Study Questions 

• 	 What extent of change is possible in an established business 
organization? 

• 	 What difference is made by bringing in new leadership and new role 
models? 

Sandy Beach Lin emphasizes the importance of hiring the right people. 
Change in Specialty Wax & Additives involves a group of people who share 
similar values and vision. The creation of a new culture, as Sandy is 
attempting, is a daunting task, but one made easier by the fact that she is not 
working with a group ofindividuals wedded to "traditional" views about work, 
life, and the interaction between the two. 

More than half of the senior leadership group at AlliedSignal 
corporatewide has a tenure of less than five years. Sandy Beach Lin has 
assembled a group of talented individuals who reinforce and reflect her style. 
Moreover, her senior manager, a confessed workaholic, validates open 
dialogue about work/life. 
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• 	 Where should lines be drawn between the organization making 
work/life-related decisions for employees and the employee's 
choice in those decisions? 

• 	 Is transfer ofchoice to the employee a key feature ofan ideal flexible 
work environment? How does the organization affect, directly or 
otherwise, the choices that employees make? 

• 	 Do executives face unique dilemmas in choosing an appropriate 
work/life balance for themselves? What guidelines can they use to 
make their choices? 

The organization sets concrete, difficult goals and expects individuals 

to meet them; people have discretion in their methods of achievement. Goal 
deployment is a tool, and Sandy Beach Lin uses that tool. Her keen interest in 

people is her style, which helps people meet performance and personal goals, 

but the tool remains unchanged. 
The organization is still in its infancy when it comes to documenting 

work/life goals in its goal deployment process. Still, AlliedSignal's corporate 
culture blends accountability, responsibility for decisions, and choice. Gmy 
Cappeline describes the "beauty" of this blend when he says that missing his 

child's basketball game was his decision, not that ofhis boss. 

• 	 What is the role of a senior leader in effecting positive work/life 
change? 

• 	 Does the senior leader need to be a role model for work/life balance, 
especially when we want to acknowledge and support individual 
differences in choices people make? Or is some other paradigm 
possible? 

In such a large organization, Sandy's style has the most effect on her direct 
reports. Eventually, those further down in the hierarchy may feel the effects 
through the behavior of their supervisors, but this trickle-down process may 
take a great deal oftime. 

• 	 What is the likelihood ofa senior leader who serves as a role model 
to her reports having lateral influence? Upward influence? 

Sandy Beach Lin's influence laterally - that is, outside the Specialty Wax 
& Additives group - seem unlikely. Her ability to influence upward seems 
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limited. She may earn her superiors' respect, but it seems unlikely she will 
contribute to a change in their management style. Culture change in a large, 
traditional organization may require numerous pockets of change, operating 
fairly independently. The ability to learn from one another across business 
groups may be limited. 

• 	 Consider three principles for affecting positive work/life change: 
clarifying what's important; recognizing and supporting the "whole 
person"; continually experimenting with the way work is done. 
What is being done in the Specialty Wax & Additives group to 
embrace these three principles? 

Goal deployment certainly suggests adherence to the first principle. Sandy 
Beach Lin's own actions demonstrate a strong commitment to the second 
principle. Is there evidence ofwork redesign on a global or individual basis? 

• 	 What does Bossidy's strategy of organizational growth, six sigma, 
and stretch goals suggest about the overall culture? 

Such a strategy may create a culture where people are invited to "love it or 
leave it." Those who cannot keep up with the intensity may not survive. 

• 	 What do Sandy Beach Lin's efforts to create a different culture 
within the larger AlliedSignal culture portend for her future? 

• 	 Ifshe doesn't meet her numbers, will she survive? Should she? 
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Proving Leo Durocher Wrong: Driving 
Work/Life Change at Ernst & Young 

A case on the role of senior business leaders in driving work! 
life cultural change I 

Stewart D. Friedman, Cynthia Thompson, Michelle 
Carpenter and Dennis Marcel 
University ofPennsylvania. Wharton 

Abstract. Describes initiatives at Ernst &. Young, LLP (E&Y) in the late 1990's designed to 
tnmsform the organization's culture to make it more supportive of life beyond wotk in order to 
attract and retain the best talent. CEO Phil Laskawy led the way, through his personal leadership 
and frequently stated position that "people issues" are his top priority. Laskawy created the 
Office for Retention (OFR) to improve opportunities for women and life balance for all 
employees. Its director, Deborah Holmes, reported directly to Laskaway. The OFR developed 
new approaches to addressing life balance challenges. Described here are two such prototypes 
and their innovative practices (e.g., revising the work week's structure, discussing workllife 
considerations with clients, restructuring consultant-client relationships, dialogue about work/ 
life issues in account teams, etc.). Also described is E&Y's "Life Balance Matrix," which 
leveraged the firm's approach to knowledge management and information technology to create 
a dynamic repository for E&Y's life balance tools. 

Keywords: leadership, work/life, human resources, gender equity, careers. 

Executive Summary 

Ernst & Young, LLP (E&Y), one of the "Big 5" accounting and consulting 
firms in the United States, has invested heavily over the last several years in 
the transformation of the organization and its culture to make it more 
supportive of life beyond work. The tight labor market for talented 
professionals in accounting and consulting has driven firms competing in these 
fields not only to create work environments that attract the best and the 
brightest. but also to ensure retention ofexisting employees. 

Chairman and CEO Phil Laskawy led the way. He demonstrates 
.tremendous support of life balance and other retentionprelated initiatives. 

I. 	 This research was funded in part by a Sloan Foundation Grant #BI999·76. The authors 
wish to thank Deborah Holmes, her team in the Office of Retention, and the many other 
people at Ernst &. Young who supported this study. 
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Through his personal leadership and frequently stated position that "people 
issues" are the top priority for the remainder of his tenure in office, he has 
personally advanced the cause ofretention and life balance, and engaged other 
senior leaders to do the same. 

Laskawy created the Office for Retention (OFR) to improve opportunities 
for women and life balance for both men and women. The OFR's director, 
Deborah Holmes, reports directly to the chairman. Since its inception, the OFR 
has worked with people at all levels ofthe firm to develop new approaches to 
addressing the life balance challenges. The OFR developed life balance 
prototypes in partnership with leaders and staff in several ofthe finn's practice 
areas and captured their best practices. 

The case describes two of the main prototypes, including the innovative 
work/life practices tried in them (e.g., revising the structure of the work week, 
openly discussing work/life considerations with clients and restructuring the 
nature of the consultant-client relationship, requiring explicit dialogue about 
work/life issues in account teams, and more). The case also discusses E&Y's 
"Life Balance Matrix", created by the OFR by leveraging the firm's approach 
to knowledge management and information technology. The Life Balance 
Matrix is a Lotus Notes database that serves as a dynamic repository for 
E&Y's life balance tools. 

The case discusses the OFR's partnering with E&Y's Consulting Services 
practice to implementthe Life Balance Matrix on various accounts through the 
Account-Centric Retention Initiative (ACRI). The ACRI is an effort to bring 
to the account level a dedicated focus on continually retaining the best talent 
in the field. 

1. Introduction 

Ernst & Young LLP, with FY 1998 total revenues of$5.5 billion, is one ofthe 
"Big 5" (until recently known as the "Big 6") accounting and consulting finns 
in the United States. The finn employs 30,100 people in 81 locations 
throughout the country - in 39 states, Puerto Rico, and the District of 
Columbia. 

The "Big 5" firms each work in much the same way. 

While the practice of [these] finns continues to be a business which 
essentially delivers services on an hourly fee basis, the finns are becoming 
increasingly diversified and complex in their service/product offerings and 
billing practices. 

"Emerson's 1998 Big Six Annual Report" 
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The varied services Ernst & Young offers its clients are reflected in the 
finn's four broad practices. Assurance and Advisory Business Services 
(AABS) comprises auditing and other traditional financial services with high
impact consulting services aimed at enabling clients to improve their finance 
functions. Tax Services comprises compliance and consulting functions 
related to corporate taxation. Corporate Finance provides a variety of value
added financial advisory services to client organizations. And Consulting 
Services helps companies solve mission-critical problems through such means 
as strategic advising, enterprise-wide process transformation, information 
technology, and competency development. 

In Survey 1991, Ernst & Young's annual survey of its employees, 
management got an earful from the more than 11,000 people who responded. 
While the finn came out well in general on issues ofemployee satisfaction, one 
issue stood out: there were 3,011 written comments regarding "life balance", 
more than on any other topic. Clearly, there was tremendous concern 
throughout the firm regarding how to balance work and life beyond work. 
(Exhibit 1 includes the workllife balance questions from Survey 1991. Exhibit 
2 presents an excerpt from the firm's response to the survey results.) 

The survey confirmed what the finn's leadership already knew, namely 
that Ernst & Young employees were finding it difficult to balance the demands 
of work and home life. The survey also highlighted problems related to career 
opportunities, the absence of senior role models, and the lack of mentoring 
opportunities for women. Many women were leaving the firm because ofthese 
problems. 

Within its industry, the retention problem is not unique to Ernst & Young. 
And it has implications. 

For fiscal 1998, the most significant constraint to growth will be limitations 
to being able to hire qualified staff. Every firm is currently resource 
constrained.... [T]he finns would have hired more people ifthey could have 
found them .. . 

Every firm seems to recognize the importance of maintaining high levels of 
profitability per partner as it relates to retaining and attracting top 
professionals.... [Q]uality of life issues [have begun] to take precedence over 
earnings. 

"Emerson's 1998 Big Six Annual Report" 

Ernst & Young had already set out on the path of addressing these sorts of 
issues. Just the year before, in 1995, Chairman and CEO Phil Laskawy had 
created and then chaired the Diversity Task Foroe to address issues affecting 
the retention, development, and advancement ofwomen in the finn. The task 
force commissioned a study by Catalyst, a national, not-for-profit organization 
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that works on issues facing women in business, to study the situation and 
recommend a course ofaction. Deborah Holmes was the Catalyst team leader. 

The Catalyst team took a hard look at Ernst & Young. They conducted 
focus groups with managers and senior managers. They interviewed principals 
and partners. They even spoke with high-performing people who had 
voluntarily left Ernst & Young. And they identified a number of issues 
concerning women in the firm and major issues of work/life balance affecting 
both women and men. 

Catalyst confirmed the results of Survey 1997: that Ernst & Young 
employees - both women and men - were facing work pressures that affected 
their ability to achieve a healthy workllife balance. 

In its report, Catalyst quoted a senior manager describing the retention 
problem. 

The majority of people I see leaving the finn do so because they have kids. 
Men are leaving for that reason, too, but they don't say it. When they leave, 
they don't say: "I just want to spend more time with my kids." What they say 
is: "I've got this great opportunity where I will be able to make more money 
without these horrendous hours." 

Ernst & Young Senior Manager 

Rich Namerow, a partner responsible for a Healthcare Consulting account, 
stated his business case for dealing with the retention problem. 

If I lose a key player in the middle of an engagement, I lose revenue because 
my client is unhappy. You only need a few of these to feel the pain. This is a 
pragmatic, not an altruistic, issue. 

Rich Namerow, E&Y partner 

However, while both men and women were affected by their inability to 
achieve a healthy work/life balance, these difficulties seemed to have a greater 
effect on the women at Ernst & Young. Women were choosing to leave the 
firm at greater rates than their male counterparts. Women may have felt the 
pressures of workllife balance differently than men, especially since women 
were far more likely to have spouses who also worked full-time outside the 
home. But more generally, women did not see partnership as a realistic career 
goal. These women felt excluded from the informal networks that put junior 
men in contact with male partners on a regular basis. While junior men 
interacted regularly with male partners, women at Ernst & Young saw fewer 
role models to emulate. In addition, many of the client-development activities 
traditionally accepted by the firm were more appealing to men than to women. 
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A Boston [E&Y] senior manager had her expense report rejected after she 
took a client for a manicure. The problem: It wasn't for golf or one ofthe few 
other traditionally male diversions readily approved by the firm. 

"Accountants Have Lives, Too, You Know", Business Week (Feb. 23, 1998) 

Catalyst drew this conclusion: 

To ensure continued delivery of outstanding client service, Ernst & Young 
must reduce turnover of valued, trained client service staff. This will require 
an understanding ofwork-life balance for all staff, as well as more support for 

. users of the firm's reduced-work options .... 

Most people who feel the firm's goals are out of synch with their own 
personal and career goals perceive they must leave the firm, make personal 
sacrifices with which they are not comfortable, or pursue other options (e.g., 
reduced work) which too often are linked with second-class stature. 

"Improving Retention and Career Development ofWomen at Ernst &Young" 

The task force recommended establishing a team to focus on improving the 
conditions identified by the Catalyst study, and Phil Laskawy created the 
Office for Retention in November 1996. 

It's pretty obvious that the first finn to crack the code - the finn that figures 
out how to work most effectively with women, how to make them feel 
connected, how to get them to stay with us, how to help them reach their 
fullest potential - is going to win in the long run. 

James S. Turley, E&Y Metro New York Area Managing Partner 

Phil Laskawy has stated repeatedly that people issues are his number-one 
priority for the remainder of his tenure at Ernst & Young's helm. Asked what 
drives him to pursue these issues with such intensity and focus, Laskawy 
explains that when he was 10 years old he heard that Leo Durocher, the famed 
baseball curmudgeon, had said, "nice guys finish last". 

I've always had a commitment to believe that this shouldn't be the case. This 
is not about being a nice guy; it's about doing the right thing. 

Phil Laskawy, E&Y CEO 

Creating the Office for Retention was part of Phil Laskawy's attempt to 
"do the right thing" by putting people issues at the forefront of the firm's 
concerns. Since its inception, the OFR has worked with people at all levels of 
Ernst & Young to develop new approaches to addressing the work/life balance 
challenges employees face. The initiatives speak to very real problems faced 
by the firm. 
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The Office for Retention is a new function, reporting directly to Chairman 
Phil Laskawy, whose mission is to improve retention at Ernst & Young, 
especially among women. This function grew out of the work of Ernst & 
Young's Diversity Task Force ... to address the concern that turnover among 
women is higher than men. Women comprise one-half ofall new recruits, but 
are just 20 percent of the firm's population ofpartners, principals, and senior 
managers. Clearly, this "brain drain" is robbing E&Y of outstanding talent. 

From a January 9, 1997, Company Message to All E&Y Personnel 

The Office for Retention is a unique group for Ernst & Young, charged 
with addressing the improvement of work/life balance for men and women in 
the finn. Phil Laskawy convinced the Catalyst team leader, Deborah Holmes, 
to come on board as the OFR's director. She reports directly to Laskawy and 
works closely with him to ensure his involvement in all OFR initiatives. As a 
sign of the importance of the function, OFR's offices are just down the hall 
from the CEO's office at E&Y's headquarters in New York City. 

Since its fonnation, the OFR has grown to a staff of nine, including 
professionals with backgrounds in organizational change, organizational 
development, human resources strategy, women's issues, and strategic 
communications. The group has championed several work/life balance and 
women's initiatives throughout the finn. (Exhibit 3 reproduces a timeline of 
OFR and related E&Y activities from January 1996 to February 2000.) 

Internal networking: linking women across the firm's practice areas and 
creating the support structure so critical to employee satisfaction and career 
development. 

External networking: ensuring that women are used effectively in client 
development, and giving women an appropriate role as representatives ofthe 
firm to the business community. 

Mentorlng: creating a culture in which the leaders of today understand their 
responsibility to help develop the firm's future women leaders. 

Life balance: exploring ways for all E&Y employees to contribute their best 
to the firm while achieving the appropriate balance between work life and 
personal life. 

From the" 1998 Office for Retention Annual Report" 

Women are a special focus of the Office for Retention. This is indicated in 
a letter from Phil Laskawy and Deborah Holmes addressed "to the people of 
Ernst & Young:" 

Women bring to the workplace a diversity of thought. perspective and 
experience that no firm can afford to disregard. That wealth of ideas and 
experience makes the work environment richer and enhances our 
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relationships with our clients, reasons enough for Ernst & Young to dedicate 
so much attention to the challenge ofwoman's retention. 

The underlying issues that cause women to leave our firm - like access to 
leadership, appreciation for life balance, the availability of role models and 
mentors, the need for affiliation - are, ofcourse, people issues. As we address 
these issues for women, we'll make Ernst & Young a better place to work for 
all our people. 

Clearly, Ernst & Young isn't the first firm to focus on retention. But first 
doesn't matter half as much as best does, and when the people of Ernst & 
Young set our minds to something, we do it better than anyone else. Already, 
we're ahead ofthe pack as the only professional services firm with a retention 
effort that reports directly to the chairman. And as far as we know, we're the 
only enterprise in the country - public or private - with a database offlexible 
workers and an on-line toolkit to help our people through the process of 
applying for a flexible work arrangement. 

So, here's our pledge: Ernst & Young is going to address the retention 
challenge more effectively than anyone else. And the benefits - to the people 
of Ernst & Young and everyone we touch - will be enormous. 

From the "1998 Office for Retention Annual Report" 

Phil Laskawy has been involved in shaping a philosophy of work/life 
balance for Ernst & Young that drives a variety of initiatives to help 
employees. That philosophy is summed up in a company statement. 

Life balance is achieved when people integrate their personal goal for a full 
life outside of work with their professional goal of delivering superb client 
service. Given today's workforce demographics and business environment, 
the challenges of balancing one's professional and personal lives are very 
different than in the past, and require new approaches. 

Creating a win-win work environment in which our people balance their 
professional and personal lives is crucial to retaining a highly qualified staff 
and providing superb client service. Our prototype experience and research 
have shown that, when people feel free to be innovative and creative as they 
integrate their professional and personal lives, commitment, morale, and 
retention improve. Consequently, the firm can avoid the high costs associated 
with employee turnover - recruiting, training, and assimilating new 
employees - and maintain consistency on our client-serving teams. 
Ultimately, the commitment and creativity generated by the emphasis on life 
balance can be leveraged to enhance client service, resulting in more 
balanced people, more satisfied clients, and a more profitable finn. 

From the Ernst & Young "Life Balance Matrix" 

Once established, the Office for Retention set out to develop work/life 
balance, women's networking, and women's mentoring prototype programs 
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in partnership with leaders and staff in several practice areas - to address the 
needs identified by Catalyst. These prototypes fall into four broad categories, 
identified by the OFR (see Exhibit 4 for additional detail on prototypes). 

This case is concerned primarily with life balance prototypes. The Office 
of Retention ran two such prototypes: one in a Tax and AABS environment; 
another in a Consulting Services environment. 

2. Tax and AABS Life Balan~e Prototype 

Ernst & Young chose the San Jose and Palo Alto offices of Tax Services and 
AABS at which to initiate a prototype program to address issues of work/life 
balance. These offices seemed a perfect choice for the prototype: located in the 
heart of the Silicon Valley, they faced intense competition for talent. Also, the 
continuing turnover of male and female talent posed problems. And, the firm 
viewed the leadership in the office as right for the prototype. 

Brad Herrmann, a partner in the office, was given responsibility for 
managing the entire prototype. Roger Dunbar, the area managing partner, took 
overall leadership responsibility for communicating about the prototype with 
E&Y staff. A self-described "different animal," Roger grew up in the Silicon 
Valley. He thinks and acts "outside the box," is charismatic, takes risks, and is 
very smart. "People initiatives flourish" in San Jose and Palo Alto, he believes, 
and he viewed the prototype as "an opportunity to help people see the future." 
That was the message Roger communicated to everyone. 

Roger Dunbar's view of prototypes themselves reflects his outside-the
box thinking. He sees them as experiments from which to learn. 

The eighteen-month prototype began in January 1997 with a meeting of 
senior professionals and representatives of the Office for Retention, who made 
the business case for addressing work/life balance. The prototype's goals were 
to reduce turnover and to begin to build a culture in the office that would 
promote better work/life balance and help make it possible. 

The group that met in January 1997 brainstormed potential solutions to the 
retention problem, discussed barriers to those solutions, and then consolidated 
the discussion into seven distinct topic areas: Leaders as Role Models; Triage 
Clients and Management of Client Demands; Management Skills; 
Telecommuting; Evaluation Process; Professional Hires; and Administrative 
Support. Leaders for seven teams - corresponding to the seven topic areas 
were identified and enlisted, each chosen for their concern about the issue, 
willingness to work on the prototype, and ability to energize team members to 
make something happen. Some 100 people served on the teams. 

Over four months of meetings, the teams outlined an action plan with 
short- and long-term solutions to the retention problem. After briefing the 
entire Life Balance steering committee (including the Area Leadership Team 
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and E&Y's vice-chairman for human resources), the team began to work on 
building detailed implementation plans. The solutions developed by the teams 
ran the gamut from major initiatives to small office "rules", such as the 
institution of casUal dress in the office, everyday, and a new policy for 
checking voicemail over the weekends and during vacations. 

On a larger scale, the offices decided to communicate Ernst &. Young's 
workllife balance philosophy to clients. Partners committed to making 
themselves more available to employees. A telecommuting pilot was 
developed for thirty to forty employees. The "Peer Review" process was 
expanded to include additional levels and reviews that are more frequent. 

This prototype didn't attempt to define clear objectives and set measures 
as a means to determine if and to what degree the prototype was successful. In 
Roger Dunbar's view, the prototype simply made sense and didn't need 
numerical data for validation. And he seems to be right: all participants 
interviewed two years later about the prototype concurred in the opinion that 
it was "successful". The prototype team found that internal and client demand 
could lead to "burnout" and hence to turnover. A utilization committee was 
established to oversee the deployment of employees, how many clients and 
how many partners they work with, and the number ofhours they are working. 
With this information, the office has been able to identifY potential life balance 
problems and address and resolve them before they become unmanageable. 

To participants, the San JoselPalo Alto prototype spurred an examination 
of processes in the offices that have a direct bearing on employees' sense of 
workllife balance. It underscored that one's success with work/life is very 
much integrated into all ofErnst &. Young's people practices, policies, culture, 
and so on - in other words, it cannot be dealt with apart from the overall work 
picture. 

Employees who were part of teams from the beginning of the prototype 
state that there is a noticeable difference at the San Jose and Palo Alto offices. 
They say it has become acceptable to discuss personal needs, family issues, 
and the impact they might have on one's ability to complete the work. 
Employees believe that Ernst &. Young cares about work/life balance, and they 
feel comfortable that the firm recognizes that work may have a negative 
influence on that balance. The fact that E& Y would even identifY this issue as 
critical to the business, and then attempt to address it, is considered significant. 

As a result, people in the San JoselPalo Alto offices state that they feel 
better about Ernst &. Young as an employer. Still, given the client-service 
nature of E&.Y's business and the fact that billable hours show how one has 
accomplished their work, there is lingering skepticism from some about the 
real ability to achieve "balance." 
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3. Consulting Services Life Balance Prototype 

Whereas the Tax and AABS prototype focused on the San Jose/Palo Alto 
offices, the Consulting Services Life Balance Prototype was quite different in 
that it supported a group working on an engagement for a specific E&Y client 
_ in this instance, Consulting Services employees working on an engagement 
with a Fortune 50 manufacturing client. Again, the Office for Retention 
provided guidance. 

E&Y's turnover problem was resulting in the loss of some of its best 
people. The manufacturing client noticed that it was losing some of its best 
consultants. Employees were expressing their view that the firm didn't allow 
for communicating about issues not directly about work. People didn't feel 
comfortable asking, for instance, whether they could leave early on a given day 
for a child's birthday, or for some other family-related reason. In the Ernst & 
Young culture ofold, the beliefwas that "ifwork is your life, you're balanced." 

Nonetheless, consultants were burning out from the stress and long hours 
ofthe consulting engagement. Senior managers and partners were asking what 
they could do to help these employees do a good job, be happy, and stay with 
E&Y for the long term. What they were really asking was about the different 
ways they might structure the work. They created a steering committee to 
develop initiatives for the consultants, and - from a Life Balance Survey used 
at the initiation of the prototype and then through a series of discussions 
picked out some things on which they could focus. 

Several initiatives emerged. The heart of the effort was the life balance 
"contract". A new workweek schedule was developed, called the "3-4-5 
workweek": three nights out of town, four days on site with the client (a 
minimum of forty hours), and the fifth day in the consultant's home office. In 
addition, midweek travel for work/life balance-related reasons, such as 
birthdays and anniversaries, was instituted. Consulting teams would meet to 
develop calendars for the engagement that incorporated these work/life 
balance dates. They would also meet on a daily basis to discuss project status, 
work/life needs, and whether those needs are being met. 

Central to the entire prototype was putting the E&Y initiatives into context 
for the client. The client was told what Ernst & Young was up to, and why: 
"This is how we can serve you best." 

Key to the entire Consulting Services prototype was the role of senior 
leaders. Mark Hauser, the partner heading up E&Y's work for the 
manufacturing client, served as a role model; on occasion, he would fly home 
from the client site during the middle ofthe week, demonstrating that it was an 
acceptable thing to do. Partners encouraged discussions about work/life 
balance. 

At the heart of the pilot was the contract - called the "Life Balance 
Qperating Agreement". 
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The Life Balance Operating Agreement is designed to surface career and life 
balance goals, detennine engagement roles and processes, and assist 
individuals and project directors in assessing whether a person and the 
engagement are a "good tit," given their current life balance goals and the 
requirements ofthe project. 

From the "Procedures" Section of the Account-Centric Retention Initiative 
Life Balance Operating Agreement 

This contract provided an "excuse" for discussing work/life issues and 
opened up the conversation for all staff. In fact, the discussion that follows 
completion of a contract is seen as more important than the contract itself. 
(Exhibit 5 presents excerpts from the Life Balance Operating Agreement 
form.) 

Most participants have deemed the Consulting Services prototype 
successful. As one senior partner said, "Most ofthe time it was well received." 

Before the work/life initiatives, the culture in the consulting engagement 
was ''macho'': consultants would brag about how many hours they worked. But 
the new attitude is different. It says, for example, that ifyou're not taking your 
vacation, you're not balancing - you're failing. 

Bob Forbes, an engagement partner working on the client account, 
reported to the Office for Retention that the client was very interested in the 
Life Balance initiative because it helped retain and attract quality E&Y 
consultants for the engagement team. Some client managers, facing similar 
work/life balance challenges, even expressed interest in learning about E&Y's 
Life Balance tools for possible application on their internal teams. 

4. The Life Balance Matris 

The prototypes played a crucial role in one of the OFR's most significant 
initiatives, the Life Balance Matrix. It was through the prototypes that many of 
the tools codified in the Life Balance Matrix were first created. 

The Office for Retention leveraged the firm's approach to knowledge 
management and information technology to create the Life Balance Matrix, a 
Lotus Notes database that serves as a dynamic repository for Ernst & Young's 
work/life balance tools and best practices (Exhibit 6 presents a picture of the 
first electronic page ofthe matrix). Implementation ofthe Life Balance Matrix 
is aimed at fostering a culture at E&Y that recognizes and integrates into the 
engagement-planning and -management process the full spectrum of 
professional and personal needs of E&Y employees. According to the OFR, 
the specific intent of its implementation is to: 
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• 	 Provide engagement team leaders with tools to improve the 
engagement-planning and -management process and extend the 
dialogue regarding life balance to include the client. 

• 	 Foster discussion and innovation among staff on how work is 
accomplished to enhance both their life balance and client service. 

• 	 Ultimately improve the firm's retention and profitability. 

The Life Balance Matrix is organized by the type of implementation 
("area/office" for those practices that typically serve clients by area or office, 
and "engagements" for those practices that typically serve clients with 
engagement teams) and by the timeframe of implementation ("quick hits" or 
"longer term"). The matrix includes the following sections: 

• 	 Business Case - provides the rational for the firm to focus on life 
balance 

• 	 Business Challenges - challenges and solution scenarios 
illustrating the integration of various tools to resolve team issues 

• 	 Best Practice Tools - a summary, discussion, current areas of 
application, sample tools, related best practices, and resource 
contact by type and time frame of implementation 

• 	 Implementation - provides roll out guidance and contact 

• 	 Life Balance Contacts - lists people throughout the firm working 
on life balance 

• 	 Join Our Discussion - a discussion database for people to share 
their experiences and ideas on life balance 

• 	 Life Balance Factoid .. - provides data points, research findings, 
and quotations concerning life balance 

• 	 OFR Links - to the OFR website and other OFR databases 

• 	 Feedback - allows users to provide feedback concerning the 
database 

Rollout of the Life Balance Matrix in select Consulting Services (CS) 
accounts was one ofthe first steps. 
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The OFR's work goes well beyond the creation and maintenance of the 
Life Balance Matrix. The formalization of work/life policies has played a 
centml role in the OFR's work. Ernst & Young has had Flexible Work 
Arrangements (FWA) since the 1980s. Now, there are three databases to 
support FWAs, each containing policies and procedures related to FWAs. The 
"FWA Database" also contains profiles of 500 E&Y employees currently on 
FWAs (of some 1,700 employees who take advantage of FWA). The "FWA 
Roadmap" helps people navigate the process of developing, negotiating, and 
implementing Flexible Work Arrangements. And the "FW A Toolkit" provides 
re~urces to the HR community to support FW As. The evolution of FWA 
resources at Ernst & Young continues with the development of Flexworks, 
which integrates all firm FW A knowledge into a single intranet site. 

The Office for Retention has spearheaded the creation of a Life Balance 
Steering Committee, which includes representatives of the OFR, the national 
Human Resources office, and all practice areas. The committee's mission is to 
improve communications concerning work/life balance issues throughout 
Ernst & Young, leverage work/life balance initiatives across practice areas, 
and develop and implement work/life balance policies. 

5. Account-Centric Retention Initiative 

Following a reorganization of Consulting Services in late 1998, members of 
the Office for Retention opened up a dialogue with Robert McIlhattan, the vice 
chairman and head of U.S. Consulting Services, and several of his leaders 
regarding a second wave of work/life balance prototypes. As a result of these 
discussions, Consulting Services and the OFR would partner to create an 
Account-Centric Retention Initiative (ACRI). This initiative would roll out the 
Life Balance Matrix in several accounts and provide dedicated OFR and 
Human Resources support to engagement-based "retention coaches," to serve 
as the team focal point for retention-related activities. The ultimate goal is to 
fine-tune the Life Balance Matrix on these accounts and then roll it out to a 
broader audience. (The Life Balance Matrix is being used in eleven Consulting 
Services accounts, as well as three Tax and AABS areas). 

Nowell Rush, the director of human resources for U.S. Consulting 
Services, partnered with the Office for Retention to prepare a kickoff meeting 
in Chicago for the ACRI, which was held in March 1999. 

We're rolling out ACRJ on a small basis first. Work-life balance is part of a 
larger initiative to get HR support down to the account level. The vision is to 
have retention coaches work with engagement teams to help develop leaders 
at all levels of the firm. 

Nowell Rush, Director of Human Resources, U.S. Consulting Services 
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Bob Mcllhattan opened the Chicago meeting and stressed the backing of 
senior leadership in an effort to overcome initial resistance. 

The real ity of partners' resistance was there. The first step in creating change 
is to put in your language. The OFR is a banner we can rally around. 

We need to create an environment to allow people to develop leadership in 
their whole lives. Yau don't walk in to the office and become a leader at 7:00 
a.m. 

Robert Mcllhattan, Vice Chair, U.S. Consulting Services 

Rich Namerow - the partner who led the first work/life balance pilot on 
the Healthcare ConSUlting account described his experiences with the life 
balance tools (some ofwhich later evolved into the Life Balance Matrix), and 
explained to those present how improving consultant morale had led to greater 
effectiveness with the client, .better results with the client, and reduced 
turnover. And Bob Forbes, the partner on the Consulting Services Life Balance 
Prototype engagement team, also addressed the kickoff meeting. He described 
the use ofthe Life Balance survey, and its integration into all engagements. 

6. Bringing the Issue to the Forefront 

Several themes emerged from the two prototypes and from Ernst & Young's 
overall efforts in the work/life balance arena. In the Consulting Services 
Prototype, the most important outcome of the initiatives has been that it 
brought the issue to the forefront. People take the question ofwork/life balance 
more seriously than ever before. The issue of retention has come to the 
forefront, and there's widespread recognition that work/life balance issues are 
key to retention. 

Among the E&Y consultants working on the manufacturing engagement, 
the actual prototype seems less important than the new attitude that it is not 
only legitimate to talk about work/life issues, but that it is necessary for the 
health and proper functioning of the team. 

Both prototypes taught that client involvement is central. Although the 
Tax and AABS Prototype didn't involve clients directly, participants 
detennined that - because they work in a client-driven service industry 
figuring out how to involve the client in the change process (or even as the 
catalyst for change) will make the change "take" more quickly and be 
sustained. Clients get what they want. 

The role of senior leadership has emerged as a central factor. Bob 
McIlhattan has personally been involved in the planning and development of 
the Account-Centric Retention Initiative to improve work/life balance and 
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retention on engagement teams. And the OFR routinely provides practice area 
leaders with updates concerning work/life balance and retention-related 
initiatives in all practice areas. Additionally, the OFR practice area specialists 
maintain an ongoing dialogue with area leaders concerning OFR initiatives. 
(Exhibit 7 presents a list of selected press stories about the wock of the OFR 
and E&Y's initiatives.) 

One senior executive puts things this way. 

By setting a goal of being the "employer ofchoice," we've started a process 
of discovery. It's causing us to look at everything differently - how we 
mentor our people, assign them to projects, prepare them for career 
advancement, even how we work with them to set expectations about the way 
they balance work and personal life. We don't know exactly where it will lead 
us, but we can be sure it'll be good for our people, for our clients, and for the 
firm. 

Richard S. Bobrow, Senior Vice Chair, AABS and Tax Services 

Phil Laskawy, Ernst & Young's CEO, is quite visible in the finn's work/ 
life balance initiatives. He chairs the Gender Equity Task Force (fonnerly the 
Diversity Task Force), which supports the efforts of the OFR and brings 
together senior leaders from across practice areas to champion work/life 
balance initiatives. He includes work/life balance or other retention-related 
issues in his periodic finnwide voice mails. He also meets frequently with 
Deborah Holmes, the OFR director, to address a variety of retention-related 
issues, and they attend leadership meetings to discuss these issues with senior 
finn leaders. Many at E&Y point to Laskawy's involvement as the most 
important critical success factor for the work of the Office for Retention. 

Seven times over the last two decades there's been a focus on women's 
issues, and this is the first time we're seeing real change. Why? We now 
believe It's a real business imperative. And Phil bas made it a personal 
priority. 

Jim Freer, Area Managing Partner, Pacific Southwest 

My goal is not to convince a lot of 58-year-olds to change, but to have an 
organization in the future that accepts balance, tbat it's the right thing to do. 

Not all are following my lead, so we need to keep pusbing along. Getting buy
in is a key dilemma. If we bad done it the old way - giving a lot of speecbes 
- it wouldn't have worked. The initiative bas been driven through a prototype 
approacb. 

We try and we learn. We have enougb champions now. 

Phil Laskawy, E&Y CEO 
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The chainnan's commitment and sense of purpose is recognized 
throughout Ernst & Young. Employees believe that he fully values and 
supports the work/life balance efforts (see Exhibit 8 for sample messages to the 
Office for Retention from Ernst & Young employees). What he says, how he 
says it, and the frequency with which he communicates to employees about 
work/life balance makes a tremendous difference in the finn. He has taken a 
"leap offaith," believing that the effort to transfonn Ernst & Young will enable 
the finn to hold on to its best people. 

Phil Laskawy and other key E&Y leaders have made it clear that despite 
all their efforts, a question lingers. Will it all work? 

We've not seen it not work. But at the end of the day, will we still be the best 
and have this kind of work environment? 

Phil Laskawy, E&Y CEO 

Nevertheless, the senior leadership of Ernst & Young - particu larly Phil 
Laskawy - presses on with a series of initiatives devoted to changing the 
culture of the finn. Laskawy knows that the work won't be done in the brief 
time before his retirement, but that it will be carried on by his successor. He 
has stated that he expects the fruits ofhis labor to be born well into the future. 
As the "1998 Office for Retention Annual Report" states: "there must be a 
change in culture" if the "people of Ernst & Young are to make the 
environment more inviting ..." 

It's just short of two years since the OFR came into existence. In that time, 
we have seen the commitment of people at all levels of the firm to get this 
work done. Our chairman, Phil Laskawy, says that when the people of Ernst 
& Young set their minds to something, they do it better than anyone else. We 
believe him. 

We must be realistic: culture change does not happen overnight. Work to alter 
ingrained patterns of behavior is often slow and incremental. But our 
experiences over the past two years is of women leaders eager to be role 
models for junior women, of male leaders committed to opening their circle 
to women, ofpeople in all lines of business excited about rethinking the way 
work is accomplished so that personal needs are met as effectively as client 
needs. Ifthat experience is any indication, we will accomplish our goals, and 
we'll do it better than anyone else. 

The OFR team has appreciated every call, every e·mail we've received about 
our work. We think ofthe people who have communicated with us - to help, 
to commend, to criticize - as our advance guard for change, our friends, our 
conscience, our network. 
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We urge you to become part of that network - to declare your commitment. 
volunteer your services, tell us when we're off the mark, suggest new ways 
of leveraging our accomplishments to sustain the momentum for change. 

From the "1998 Office for Retention AMual Report" 
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Exhibit J: OFR Timeline 

(Sources: "1998 Office for Retention Annual Report"; "1999 Office for Retention Annual 

Review"; OFR quarterly reports) 

J..22§ 
Janllary 

Gender Equity Task Force relains Calalysl 

M(II' 
. 	 Calalysl presenls Ihe findings from ils sludy 10 Ihe Gender Equity Task Force. 

Oc/nhel' 
Firsl annual Emsl el Young Partners Conference. 

Emsl el Young's Office for Relenlion (OFR) eslablished wilh Ihree employees. 


Nm'emher 
HollDes presenls 10 1,500 Ernst el Young partners allheir meeting (held every Ihree yean). 

ill1 
.Iamlol)' 

OFR adds fourth leam member 10 work on Flexible Work Arranl'emenls Dalabase. 

The OFR inlemal networkinl' prololype is launched in Ihe Mid-Allanlic area. 

The OFR life balance prololype is launched in Ihe San JoselPalo Alto area. 


March 
OFR adds fifth leam member 10 work on women's menloring prololype in Upper Midwesl. 

April 
Eil'hl San Jose/Palo Alto life balance solulion leams presenllheir research, goals, and recommendations 10 Vice 

Chair of HR Tom Hough, Regional Managinl' Partner David Reed, and members oflhe prolotype sleering commil

lee for approval. 

The women's menloring prolotype is launched in the Upper Midwesl region. 

Flexible Work arrangemenls (FWA) Dalabase is launched. Receives 7,000 "hils' in Ihe finl monlh. 


May 
The exlemal networking prolotype is launched in Ihe New Enl'land area. 

Jlllle 
OFR expands 10 six 10 add slalislical analysis and research capabililies. 

.Il1lv 
. 	 In San Jose/Palo Alto, based on work in Ihe life balance proIotype, comprehensive evalualion sessions are held for 

slafT and seniors, manager promolions are announced early, and perfonna"ce bell curve is eliminated. 

Augrt.</ 
Finl Women's Fonun i.launched in Ihe Mid-Allanlic area 10 rave reviews. Over forty professional women anend. 
Topic is BecoII/i"g a Portlier at Em.'/'(' tn'IIIg. 

Seplenlher 
OFR launches ils Inlernel sile. 

Casual dress is implemenled Ihroughoullhe Pacific Northwesl area. 

Two-day managemenl skills education for more effeclive personal and leam managemenl is ofTered for all managen 

in Ihe Pacific Northwesl area. 


Oc/nher 
The enlire Consulling Services Life Balance Prolotype engagemenl leam receives a survey on life balance issues. 

Nm'emhe,' 
A new ulilizalion commillee, 10 manage employee workload and ensure deploymenl by skill sels, is fully function

ing for AABS in San JoselPalo Alto. 

Second Women's Fonun is held in Mid-Allanlic area. Topic (Charting Y,,"r En,.l)' e"",er 1'011, 01 Em,''(' YOII"g) is 

so popular Ihallhe session is over-subscribed in two hmll's, and a secoud session musl be scheduled. More Ihan 80 

women allend Ihe Iwo sessions. 

Denver office eSlablishes ils women's leadership group wilh a dinner meeling. Subsequent events (held quarterly) 
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have included lop women executives from oulside Ihe linn sharing Iheir keys 10 success. 

December 
One hundred twenty women partners atlend the second annual Emst el Young Women Partners Conference. 

The linl annual Rosem';e Meschi Award is presenled 10 Emst el Young Chainnan and CEO Phil Laskawy. 

A survey ofpa1icipanls in the women's menloring prolotype yields overwhelmingly positive results. 

An area-wide policy recommending freedom from e-mail and voice-mail during vacation goes inlo effecl in San 

JoseIPalo Alto. 

FWA Roadmap is launched. 


.l22I 
January 

Cleveland creales AABsrrax sleering commincc for women's iSSlles, including women's professional netwm. 

OFR Director Holmes is named 10 the Crain ~ New York Bu.ine.. "40 Under Forty" list. 

Wall9reet Joumal profiles Flexible Wm Arrangemenls Database. 


February 
Bu.;ne.. Week publishes article focusing on lbe San JoselPalo Allo life balance proIotype. 

April 
The Upper Midwest steering commincc endorses finnwide introduction ofthe Women's ACCESS Prosnm, succes

sor 10 Ihe women's menloring proIotype . 

Cleveland MC, PelOD, and CBK hold Iheir firsl professional women's networking evenl. 


May 
SI. Louis MC lalDlches professional women's network. 

OFR adds sevenlh member 10 handle linnwide rolloul of life balance initiatives. 

Exlended OFR learn meeting held wilh members of steering comminccs from all OFR proIotypes. 

Five internal nelwolting solution leams presenl research, goals, and recommended solutions 10 area leadership and 

Ihe proIOIype steering commin ... 

Allanla MC group holds ils second women's neIWming ,elreal. 


July 
FWA Database and Roadmap proliled on All Thing. Cotuideml, a nationally syndicaled program on National Pub

lic Radio. 

OFR adds eighth learn member 10 increase linnwide awareness of women's initiatives. 


Augu.t 
OFR discusses plans for finn wide inlroduclion of Women's ACCESS Program and Life Balance Matrix 10 a meet
ing of Area leaders in AABS, Tax, and Managemenl Consulting. 

&ptember 
Senior leadership in Tax and AABS approves rolloul of Women's ACCESS Program 10 Ihose prac:lices. 
OFR announces fmalists for the 1998 Rosem';e Meschi Award. 

NaW!mber 
Consulting Services establishes an Office of Diversity and Life Balance. 

Telewm pilol begins in Pacific North West AABSrrax Area 

Women partners at Emst el Young number more Ihan 200 for Ihe firsltime. 

Women's PLAN, our exec:ulive developmenl progrlllll for women, announced allhe Women's Leadership Confer

ence. 


m2 
Jt1IIuary 

Professional Women's Nelwolt Dalabase launched 10 support women's networking groups and forums finnwide. 
Fartllne magazine nllllles Emst el Young one oflhe 100 best companies 10 wm for in America, and ciles the Office 
for Relenlion and its wm 10 fosler menloring and nelwolting for women and life balance for all Eel Y people. 
Women's PLAN, our executive developmenl program for women, launched with 27 women, each of whom is 
..signed a Managemenl Commillcc menlor 

February 
Life Balance Matrix launched. 

Finnwide Idewm guidelines prepared for presenlation 10 Ihe Managemenl Commill ... 


March 
Accounl-Centric Relention Initiative launched in several consulting engagemenls. 
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April 
• 	 The third annual Rosemarie Meschi Award proe:ess launched with a call for nominations from Phil Laslcawy 10 all 

Ernst & Young people and distribution ofa booklet profiling the 36 finalists from Ihe 1998 award. 

May 
Nominations for Rosemarie Meschi Awards increase by 74 percent over the previolls year. 

.lillie 
A Women's ACCESS prototype begins in tbe Consulting Services west Area. 

AII~/I.'I 
Links 10 e.~tern.1 women's professional networking groups added to Professional Women's Networks Dat.base. 

September 
Ernst & Younl! is awarded HII.•int!:.~. & H<'OIII, mapzine's lirs! annual Productivity Plus Award. 

Telework pilot ends. 


O,1"ber 
L8fI!C·scale lrials ofthe Life Balance Matrix launched in three AABS/TIIlI areas. 

Represetlt.tives from tbe women's networking groups lirmwide fOlTll a national steerinll committee. 

""liillg Mother magazine places Ermil & Young on ils list of the best companies for working mothers for the third 

time. 


N,,..emher 
We reach 20 women's networking grOllps lirmwide. 

The fourth annual Women's Leadership Conference is held in Orlando, Florida. Thirty male leaders join 375 women 

partners and principals fro,n the North American firm and froth EYIlinns across Ihe "lobe. 

Women comprise 10 percent oflhe partner population in the lirm, up S percenlalle poinls in five years. 

TIle women in PLAN lI81her to network and disctlss development opportunities specific to professional women in 

Ihelinn. 

Winners of the third annual Rosemarie Meschi Award proe:ess announced. 


Oecemher 
Women '5 ACCESS launched in all 12 AABSfTax areas. 

The GulfC08!!1 AABSfTax Area holds its lirs! annual meeting for all women in the area. 


1I11III 
JOIIllary 

Pm'I,me mapzine places Ernst & YOURII on ils liSi ofthe 100 best companies to work for in America for lhe second 
consecutive year. 

Fehn.at}· 
The Women's ACCESS Database is launched 10 support leaders and colleagues with discussion topics, program 
guidelines, and a discussion area. 

International Journal ofLeadership Education I (I) 

Exhibit 4: Office for Retention Prototypes (adapted from the OFR website) 

Mm/oring 

lbe Upper Midwest prototype wu desiped to ereaIe a mentorins culture in which the leaders oftodlly UIIdersIand that 
part oftheir line responsibility includes developins women 10 be lIIIIong the leaders of tomorrow. 

A Sleering Committee cMrtCf'Cd thrw toIutionteam. to desip mentorins lIPIlnJIIChes tailomlto the needs of women at 
diffinot levels in the orpnil8lion: 

Pairs - a traditional one-oIHIIIe rdlllionship, when! female managers and senior managers ~ paim:I individually 
withparmm 
"Quints» - when! thr. female _ion met with partner and senior manager as a {!I'OIIP. and when! IlrIISS-funetional 
rdlllionships were encouraged 
Circles - when! II to 10 female IIIlIItmet with a manager. senior manager, and pattner to di_ career iUlles 
selected by the l!f'OIIP 

In/enrol Networling 

The Mid-Atlantic prototype looked at communication, decision-making, and teamwork to lind ways to ensme that women 
were included in the formal and ittfonnal business processes that sunoond key business decisions and business opportuni. 
ties. 

In addition to the steerinll c:ommittee. there were five toIution teams womnll on the Mid-Atlantic prototype, focusinll on 
the followinll i-. 

Hoidinl! individuals itt leadenhip positions responsible for neIWorkinl! opportunities 
360 dep'oe _ent 
Infonnation sh8rin1l -lender dift"eRnees in c:ommunications 
C- phuminll for women 
Women's forum aeries 

Extemol Netwotitng 

The New Enlll..d proIoIype fucused on external neIWorkinll: creatinS straIeJ!ies and approaches for ensurinll that the 
linn's_en _ repretICIIIed II leaden and experts in the local business _manity, and for enhancinll the external net· 
workinll and relationship-bulldinll efforts ofbolh women and men, 

The Steerinll Committee chanCf'Cd four solutionleams to desip external neIWorkinll approIK\hes tailored to the needs of 
women and men II Senior level and above: 

Focused networkinll 

New networkinll ideas 

Toolkit development 

Commllllication straIeJ!Y 


Life Balance I 

The San ~IoAllo prototype focused on life balance. seekinllto develop ways that all AABS and Tax penonneI
p.mers u well as employees, _ u well U womell. people who work full-time as well as IIIoee on altemative schedules 
- could Khieve their opIimum baI....,. between work and personal life, PI:oIotype patticipants el<plored more innovative 
and effective ways to lead, perfOrm, and evaluate work to allow for greater individual ftexibility in how time was spent 
both within and outside the workplace. 
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I,ife /1olollce ] 

The Consulting Services Life Balance Prototype e.plored ways that both men and women in Consultin~ Services could 
continue to deliver the outstanding quality of service to which our clients have become accustomed, while also enjoying a 
full life outside work. 

In it. initial meeting, the steering committee chartered four solution teams to e.plore specific areas related to life balance: 

Engagement Planning, Staffing, and Management - how can we incorporate principles that recognize the impor

tance of life balance into how we nm our engagements? 

Travel- given that travel is a fact of life in consulting, what steps can we take to minimize potential negative 

impact on our people's personal lives? 

Rewards and Recognition - what can we do to show people that we value their total contribution to the firm and 

the community? 

Leaders as Role Models - how can we make our leaders more aware of the life balance issues faced by the people 

they manage, and encourage these leaders to model behavior reflecting the importance of a balanced life? 


An in-depth survey was conducted to provide a clearer understandin~ ofthe life balance challenges faced by team mem
bers. This was followed by the joint developonent of "life balance a~ments" between team members and their project 
managers to provide a framework for working together on the engagement. 

ElIhlblt 5: Account-Centric Retention Initiative Life Balancing Operating Agreement 

(excerpts) 

ACCOUNT-CENTRIC RETENTION INITIATIVE 

LIFE BALANCE OPERATING AGREEMENT 

Ove",le" 

The Life Balance Operating Agreement is used by engagement teams to facilitate discussion and understanding oflife bal· 
ance issues and project requirements among team members and their leaders; to help team members articulate their life 
balance goals; and to ensure team members understand project requirements. Life Balance success on an engagement is 
defined as each team member meeting or e.ceeding hislher individual life balance goals as identified in tbe agreement pr0

cess. It i. also understood that overall engagement success incorporates not only life balance success, but also success in 
meeting or ""ceeding other project objectives such as on-time delivery of deliverables, e.ceedir,g the needs and service 
expectations of the client, and engagement profitability. 

Pmredurn 

During the implementation of the Account-Centric Retention Initiative, the start-up phase of a new engagement, or the 
assimilation of a new team member, each engagement team member develops hislher en~agement life balance criteria and 
initiates the development of the Life Balance Operating Agreement. It is to be completed by all team members who are 
projected to spend at least 160 hours on an engagement. Typically, team members will develop an agreement with their 
project director, who will in tllm develop an agreement with the enga~ement partner. Agreements will be revisited as part 
of the exi.ting enga~ement review process or when there is significant change in client ""pectations or an engagement 
team members life situation. 

The Life Balance Operating Agreement is designed to surface career and life balance goals, determine engaJ!e1nent roles 
and processes, and assist individuals and project directors in assessing whether a person and the engagemeut are a "good 
fit," ~iven their life balance current life balance goals and the requirements ofthe project. 

Additionally, the Life Balance Operating Agreement is used to: 

Document the life balance agreement bel\veen the engagement team members and engagement leaders 
Identify the scope, buundaries, and time frames of team activities 
Describe e.pectations of each engagement team member for the engagement 
Set clear project expectations for each engagement team member 
Desi~nate feedback interventions 
Communicate mutual understanding of the a@reement 
Seek "win-win" solutions for both tbe engagement team member and the project director 

International Journal ofLeadership Education 1(1) 

Exhibit 6: Life Bllince Mltrlx 

Life Balance Matrix 
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Exhibit 7: Media Attention for Work-Life Balance at Ernst &. Young (selections) 

"The 100 Best Companies to Work for in America" - Fortltne, January 10,2000 

"100 Best Companies for Working Mothers: Fomwenlh Annllol Survey of Family-Friendly Companies" - Worting 
Mother, October 1999 

"Commitmenl" -Skymal!azinc, September 1999 

"And the winner is ..... - BIt.•ine.•.• & Heallh. Au~st 1999 

"Hcarinl Them Roar" - HI/mOIl RI!.<O/lTCe E.teClllive. JUDe 4, 1999 

"The 100 Best Campaniesto Work for in America" - Fortlllle. January II, 1999 

"The New Loyalty: Grasp II. Earn II. Keep 11." - Wo,*'01'Ce. November 1998 

"Employers help workers handle balancing act: Large. even small companies compete on more than salary. get ram
ily-frichdlier" - Crain RNew tort BIl.•, .. e .•.•• October ~·II, 1998 

"100 Best Companies for Working Mothers: Thirteenth Annual Survey ofFamily-Fricndly Companies" - Jfurting 
Motller. October 1998 

"Can't ."rvive on work alolle: To stop the e"odus oftalented employees. Emst &: Youn!! is injecting a healthy bal
ance between job and home into its high-powered corporate culture" - Bl/sille,U & Heollh, September 1998; "Pr0
ductivity PI"s" column 

"Families arc their btlsiness" - New roft Dollv New.•, JUDe 14. 1998 

"Fie" Times Let. Good Employees Stay Puf' - N ... , .•day, March 22, 1998; "Money &: Careers" column 

"On the Mommy Track: Flexible schedules offer healthy balance for employees. boosl productivity and loyalty for 
area companies" - Dolla.• BI/,';ne... JOllnoal, March 20-26. 1998 

"Accountants Have Lives. Too, You Know" - B"s;l/c.,.• Week. February 23.1998; "Social Issues, Work and FalR
ily" seclion 

"Accoulltin, Firms BailIe to Be Known A. Best Workplaces" - 71le Wall Slrcel.Jmlnlol. January 21. 1998: "Work 
&: Family" column 

"Flexibility can be a tuming point for cmployeetumover" - TIre B"",..,(i/ol>e. November 25. 1997; "Workplace 
Isslles" column 

"Flexible schedule no longer leads to a dead end for many workers" -l11e DoIla.• Momillg N ... , .•• November 19, 
1997; "Career Stratc,ies" c:oIumn 

"New Jersey Father Keeping Career on Track" - lhe Chri.•'ian Science M'Nlllor. October 27. 1991; "Work and 

Money" c:oIum" 
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Exhibit 8: Sample calls and emails received from E&.Y employees by the Office for Retention , 

From a senior vice presidenl (May /998): 

"OTIe ofmyoid buddies at Coopers &: Lybrand is now aI E&: Y in Allanta, and he tells me that it is clear to him thai E&:Y is 
'head and shoulders above all other Big 6 accounting fmns in walking the talk· ... 

From a womQIIlhonking E&-r for lhe Mld-AIIQIIlic privacy room (July /998): 

"Although I am long paslthe nursing-mother stage,' am inacdibly grateful to E&:Y for this room for nursing mothers in 
the linn. II is yelanolber example of how considerate of watting mothers the finn is:' 

From a womQII who worb in E&: Y~ Chicago office (OClober 1998): 

"'Thank you for the bade-up childcare facility in ChicalO. II's a warm and friendly place where my 2-year-old son looks 
fOlWard to loinl everyday. I ~iale E&:Y's generosity and am really glad to be hm." 

From a senior manager in lhe COIls/llling Sen·ices Higir-Growlh Middle Martel Prod/ce (November /999): 

I nearly left E&:Y because of life-balance issues. I'm so excited to see the 1999 Annual Review. Please lei me know if II18Il 
assist in any new initiatives the OFR is planning in my area." 
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SAS Institute 

Ellen Bankert, Mary Dean Lee and Candice Langel 
University 0/Pennsylvannia. Whorton 

Abstract. This case explores how and why SAS Institute has been so successful in a turbulent 
industry and a challenging, highly competitive business environment and what role its leader has 
played in that success. SAS Institute is a privately held software company based in North 
Carolina that experienced double digit revenue growth from 1976 when it was founded by the 
current CEO, Jim Goodnight. to 2000 when this case was Written. What is most unique about 
this company, however, is a work environment and culture designed to promote cootented and 
motivated employees by providing interesting, satisfYing work in a physical setting that offers 
very generous perks for employees and their families, like on-site medical care, a full gym and 
fitness center, and childcare center plus a 35 hour work week. As a result of the CEO's vision 
ofthe kind of WOrkplace he wanted his company to be, long before the term family-friendly was 
even coined, SAS has consistently broken industry records on annual employee tumover rates 
and has won recognition in numerous surveys on "Best Places to Work" surveys in such 
magazines as Fortune, Business Week. 

Keywords: leadership, work environment, work and family, organizational culture, employee
centered, organizational strategy, family-friendly. 

I. Introduction 

People find it hard to believe that working at SAS Institute, Inc., a North 
Carolina-based software company, is for real. Jim Goodnight, the founder and 
chief executive officer, has carefully crafted a community of employees who 
seem literally to live the good life at work. From the outset, he envisioned 
establishing a company that would be a fun place to work, with a stimulating 
environment that would encourage creativity and with extensive on-site 
resources so people could be productive. 

That description, though, could fit any number of companies. The 
difference at SAS Institute is that Goodnight saw - and went - much further. 
He decided to demonstrate in word and deed that his company truly cares about 
its employees. His guiding standard for decisionmaking is how he himself 
would like to be treated. 

In a quiet comer of North Carolina, there's a place that contradicts most of 
the assumptions of modem business. In an era of relentless pressure, this 
place is an oasis of calm. In an age of frantic competition, this place is 

I. This research was funded in part by a Sloan Foundation Grant #B1999·76. 
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methodical and clearheaded. In a world of free agency, signing bonuses, and 
stock options, this is a place where loyalty matters more than money. 

This kingdom, a secluded realm west of Raleigh, is home to an all-but
unknown group ofsoftware wizards whose output touches every aspect of life 
- from what medicines get developed to who gets a mortgage. Although this 
company is thoroughly modem, ... there is something fairy-tale-like about 
the place. The inhabitants are happy, productive, well rounded - in short, 
content in a way that's almost unheard-of today. They are loyal to the 
kingdom and to its king, who in tum is the model ora benevolent leader. The 
king - almost unbelievably - goes by the name Goodnight. 

Fast Company, January 1999 

Jim Goodnight emphasizes that, in his view, what he has done at SAS 
Institute isn't rocket science. He often expresses amusement at how much 
attention and raised eyebrows he gets for something that to him is just 
"common sense." He does not characterize SAS Institute as a family-friendly 
employer, and that's not what he set out to create. He wants people to enjoy 
beinS at work, and most of what he does is derived from that simple 
philosophy. A company fact sheet explains this "employee-friendly" 
approach: 

Employee-friendly benefits reflect Dr. James Goodnight's philosophy at SAS 
Institute: "Ifyou treat employees as ifthey make a difference to the company, 
they will make a difference to the company." SAS Institute's founders set out 
to create the kind ofworkplace where employees would enjoy spending time. 
And even though the workforce continues to grow year after year, it's still the 
kind ofplace where people enjoy working. 

Excerpt from the SAS "Employee-Friendly Benefits Summary" 

That's the reason SAS Institute provided childcare in the basement of its 
first building: one of the few early employees needed it, and the absence of 
worrying that came with that childcare was key to making sure that employee 
enjoyed being at work. Messages like this email message to Jim Goodnight 
are common: 

I started three weeks ago in the Publications Department ... I never imagined 
that I would have a job where I look forward to coming to work in the 
morning and forget to check the clock in the afternoon to see when it is time 
to leave. I work with a charismatic manager and my team is full of creative 
and hardworking individuals who have done their utmost to make me feel 
welcome. As a Liberal Arts Manager (from UNC even), I didn't envision a 
software company as the "ultimate job" but then I guess I didn't know enough 
about SAS. You have a wonderful company and I am thrilled to be here. 
Thank you. 

SAS Institute Employee 

international Journal ofLeadership Education J(1) 

But is SAS Institute successful as a business? 

1. The Company and Its Produets 

Founded in 1976, SAS Institute is an intemationalleader in data warehousing 
and decision support software. Some 3,400 employees work at the company's 
headquarters on the 200-acre campus in Cary, North Carolina. There are 
another 1,900 employees scattered at offices throughout the world. Sales in 
1998 were $870 million double its revenue only six years earlier. In 1999, 
they exceeded $1 billion. SAS Institute is the world's largest privately held 
software company. 

The company boasts some remarkable financial numbers: 1997 was the 
twenty-second consecutive year ofdouble-digit revenue growth. With 31,000 
customers in 120 countries, SAS Institute counts all but two ofthe largest U.S. 
companies as users of its products. 

The Institute's core product, base SAS software, was originally developed to 
analyze agricultural data on IBM mainframes at North Carolina State 
University. Over the years, the SAS system became a complete information 
delivery system, including more than 25 fully integrated modular 
applications that allow an organization complete control over its data - from 
data access, to data management, to data analysis, and presentation. 

Excerpt from "SAS Fact Sheet" 

SAS Institute does business differently than most software companies. 
Rather than sell its software, SAS leases to its customers - a strategy of 
immense importance in understanding the company's relationship to its users. 
The fact that leases must be renewable annually creates a tremendous emphasis 
on customer satisfaction and quality. As SAS Institute sees it, the leasing 
strategy "helps keep the company sharp" by ensuring that technological 
advances are driven solely by customer needs. 

Our leasing strategy has been a critical piece of the company's success. It 
keeps us on our toes and forces us to be tied in very closely to our customers. 
That's not always the case in the software business. 

SAS Institute manager 

A key is ongoing research and development. SAS Institute reinvests more 
than 30 percent of revenue in R&D. 

We really focus on what the customer wants, and then we have the resources 
to invest in delivering it. 

SAS Institute employee 
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This attention to the customer has paid off: nearly 90 percent of SAS 
Institute customers renew their annual leases, and 70 percent of these, on 
average, increase their business. 

3. How It All Began 

SAS Institute puts an enormous effort into keeping on the cutting-edge of 
technology. The company also puts an enormous amount into creating and 
sustaining its remarkable work environment (see Exhibit I for a company fact 
sheet on the SAS "employee-friendly history"). How did it all begin? 

A colleague shares a story about Jim Goodnight's work experience before 
founding SAS Institute. It seems Goodnight worked briefly at NASA. What he 
found there was an environment in which people did not communicate. Any 
effort to build trust was absent: NASA used timecards to make sure that 
employees worked their full allotment ofhours, and there were metal detectors 
to ensure that'employees weren't stealing. 

That wasn't all. At NASA, executives were supposed to be seen as 
"different" from the rest of the workers. There were special executive parking 
areas. ExeCutives had their own break and dining area, with free, "good" 
coffee. Everyone else had to dump a quarter into a vending machine if they 
wanted coffee or a soft drink. 

Goodnight decided that when he started his own company, he would create 
a very different environment. 

The primary goal has been to create a workplace in which employees can 
produce great results because they are working in a fun, stimulating, and 
resource-rich environment. More than a focus on employee productivity, 
however, SAS Institute's focus is on employee effectiveness. Goodnight's 
motivation is business-related, but he and company spokespeople - always 
make it clear that SAS Institute is what it is because of Goodnight's views on 
how people should be treated. 

Jim Goodnight is perceived throughout the company as a "regular" guy, a 
down-to-earth man with a strong value system and incredible technical gifts. 
He is not seen as a stereotypical CEO, and appears to value being seen as 
different. The director ofcommunications tells a story ofGoodnight agreeing 
to be interviewed for a story in GQ on "three CEOs you don't know but 
should." The photographer wanted a picture of each CEO next to his car. 
Goodnight thought it was odd that they'd want a picture of him by his car, a 
Ford station wagon. When the communications director explained that the 
other CEOs might be driving something a bit fancier, Goodnight's response 
was to wonder aloud how those people cart their junk to the dump. 

Business Week data from 1997 indicate that 79 percent ofSAS respondents 
listed the highest choice - "a great deal" - when asked: "Do the leaders ofyour 
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company support work-family programs?" Only 38 percent of respondents 
from all the companies totaled together listed the highest choice. ' 

4. Differentiating from the Silicon Valley 

It is only over the past two years that SAS Institute has become much more in 
tune with the public relations value of touting its unique work environment, 
and has begun to take steps to get on various business magazine lists of family
friendly companies. The importance, according to the company, goes beyond 
the corporate image with customers: it is a key factor in recruitment and SAS 
Institute's retention ofemployees. SAS has created an environment that seeks 
to bypass many of the problems faced by its rival firms in California's Silicon 
Valley and elsewhere, where "chum and bum" is the order of the day. 

The Valley has its own proprietary ways ofburning and churning its soldiers. 
Sure, burnout plagues almost every comer ofcorporate America. In fact. it's 
so bad on Wall Street that the New York Stock Exchange recently installed 
defibrillators on the Exchange floor to revive brokers suffering heart attacks. 
But Silicon Valley's maniacal, anything-goes. startup-driven pace creates a 
weird bubble of a world .... 

In a Valley where kids out of Stanford University are racing to become 
millionaires by age 30, where years ofwork can be wiped out if a competitor 
beats you to market, no one has formally studied the burnout rate among 
driven Silicon Valleyites. Yet the Valley way of life and work is the clinical 
definition of stress: extreme unpredictability with little control. 

Upside, July 1998 

In the spring of 1998, William M. Mercer, Incorporated - one of the 
leading U.S. human resources consulting organizations - released a report 
based on a survey it conducted under co-sponsorship with the Pittsburgh High 
Technology Council, an employers' group. The Mercer survey offered 
respondents ten reasons from which to select as the "most significant reasons 
for turnover" at their companies. Participants cited the following: 

1. 	 aggressive hiring practices of competitors (cited by 54% of 
participants) 

2. dissatisfaction with income (49%) 

3. 	 dissatisfaction with career opportunities (46%). 

Other often-indicated reasons for turnover include dissatisfaction with 
management practices (41%). employees' dissatisfaction with their type of 
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work or projects (34%), and a feeling that the organization lacks direction 
(22%). 

PR Newswire, May 20, 1998 

In the software industry, employee turnover averages as much as 20 
percent and some firms face even higher turnover rates. Many have taken to all 
sorts of incentives to keep employees at their jobs. 

At a time when annual turnover in some information technology shops is as 
high as 30% and filling empty positions can cost anywhere from two to five 
times' an employee's salary, IT managers are discovering that it takes more 
than just a paycheck to keep their people happy, according to Brian 
Anderson, vice president and general manager of the San Francisco office of 
Personnel Decisions International, a global management and human 
resources consulting firm in Minneapolis. IT managers are also finding that 
offering a buffet of "softer" benefits - anything from on-the-job training to 
days ofT to elegant dinners - builds loyalty, makes work more enjoyable and 
nudges employees to think twice about sending ofT a resume when a 
headhunter calls. 

Compfllerworld, June 28, 1999 

SAS Institute's unique work environment and family-friendly programs 
. contribute to the company's astonishingly low 4 percent turnover rate. 

A typical software company of SAS's size loses 1,000 employees per year. 
At SAS, the number lost is about 130 - which translates into almost 900 
employees per year whom SAS doesn't have to replace. The result: a huge 
reduction in expenses for recruiting candidates, for flying them in for 
interviews, and for moving new hires across the country, as well as a 
reduction in the amount of work time lost while jobs remain unfilled. 

Two independent consulting companies Hewitt Associates and the 
Saratoga Institute - have estimated that the cost of replacing a worker runs 
between I and 2.5 times the salary of the open job. The more sophisticated 
the job, the higher the cost. So, given a factor of 1.5 (which is conservative) 
and an average SAS salary of $50,000, the company arguably saves $67.5 
million a year, compared with what its competitors shell out. That comes to 
an extra $12,500 per year per employee that SAS can spend on benefits. 

Fast Company, January 1999 

The company estimates its low turnover rate translates into some $60 to 
$62 million in savings. 

Asked whether it's important to be on the lists, Goodnight responds: 
"Well, I'd rather be on them than not, but I'd rather be reading about how great 
ollr products are." It is a sentiment that rings true in light of how Goodnight 
acts, and it's backed up by what the head of corporate communications 
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remembers: "In the early days, we were almost reclusive about touting who w~ 
were or what we did for employees. We wanted to be recognized for our 
products. It took us a long time to convince Jim Goodnight that we should be 
talking about this other stuff." 

s. The Work Environment 

Several overarching features of the work environment at SAS Institute make 
the company unique. Coupled with the "perks" - often quite unusual - that 
employees enjoy, these features help define the special SAS culture. (Exhibit 
2 presents a summai)' of"employee-friendly" benefits at SAS.) 

First and foremost is that the company's values are employee-centered. 
SAS Institute seeks to send a strong message to all employees that the 
company truly cares about every man and woman on its payroll, as individuals. 
Some of that caring is manifested in tangible things, from the on-site 
health care facility to the piano player in the company cafeteria (or cafe, as it is 
called in SAS Institute literature), who helps ease the frenetic pace one so often 
finds at lunchtime in other companies. It can be found in the financial planning 
courses that the company offers to all who work at SAS Institute. And it can 
be found in the discounts on residential property in the headquarters town of 
Cary - Goodnight invests in real estate, completely apart from SAS Institute, 
and offers 10 percent offundeveloped lots where he has an interest. 

One example ofemployee-centeredness can be found in the fact that each 
employee has his or her own office. There are no cubicles. While SAS Institute 
describes this as a way to maximize productivity, it also fits in with the 
operating principle for Jim Goodnight: that's how he would like it were he 
"just" an employee. 

Another significant feature of the work environment is employee 
interdependence. SAS Institute has structures in place to encourage - and even 
demand - teamwork. Employees will tell you that it's easy to get help when 
needed. Seeking out help when needed is critical to success within the 
organization. One senior executive describes what it takes to fit in at the 
company. 

You need to care about a sense of contribution, you need to value humility 
over individual recognition, and you must want to work in an environment of 
total interdependence. If you need a lot ofego or tangible compensation, this 
is not the place for you. 

Jeff Chambers, SAS Institute Director of Human Resources 
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The SAS Institute reward system encourages interdependence. For 
instance, everyone in the sales organization gets a bonus, depending on 
performance relative to other members of the salesforce but relative to target. 

There's really not much competition within sales. We're not competing with 
each other, but competing with our own target. 

SAS Institute Employee 

I could definitely make a lot more money elsewhere, but I wouldn't have 
nearly as much fun. 

SAS Institute Sales Professional 

SAS Institute encourages a genuine spirit ofrisk-taking. Many employees 
comment on their ability to take risks, and most everyone agrees that it really 
is okay to fail. As one employee in technical support says, "We can try 
anything within reason here." 

To be sure, there is some downside to this encouragement of risk-taking. 
Some employees perceive that competition is deliberately established between 
work groups as a way to create new ideas. They criticize this approach for 
wasting resources and setting up unnecessary competition. But this sentiment 
is clearly a minority one. 

Another feature of the environment is challenging work. The key reason 
people come to SAS Institute is for the work - and it's why they stay. 

Motivation is not a problem here. Everyone has a strong desire to excel. 

SAS Institute Employee 

That the SAS Institute work environment is resource-rich also contributes 
to the unique culture. Employees are given what they need to do their jobs. 
Everyone you talk to mentions this. 

If you need something here to get your job done well, you'll get it without a 
big hassle. 

SAS Institute Employee 

You're given the freedom, the flexibility, and the resources to do your job. 
Because you're treated well, you treat the company well. 

Fast Company, January 1999 (quote from employee) 

The physical surroundings and facilities make a big difference at SAS 
Institute. Lots of companies have campuses, but the amenities at the SAS 
campus are legion. There's a gym, healthcare center, and childcare center. 
Every floor in every building has one or more "break rooms" stocked with 
coffee, tea, cold drinks, cookies, crackers, and other refreshments. Each 
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Wednesday, the break rooms are stocked with large canisters filled with M&M 
candies - a perk lots of employees mention, half-jokingly, as their favorite 
thing about working at SAS Institute. 

All of the benefits and perks are available to all employees. and everyone 
on campus is a SAS Institute employee: software engineers, salespeople, 
childcare workers, groundskeepers, and so on. Goodnight believes strongly 
that people are much more committed if they are part of the company. All 
employees have the same exact bonus plan potential (of course, higher-paid 
people are paid out at a higher rate). 

There are no designated parking spaces and no executive dining room. 
Goodnight and other senior executives eat lunch regularly in one of the two 
company cafeterias. 

One particularly notable thing about the SAS Institute work environment 
is that the company sees little need to produce specific documents about the 
culture precisely because it is so pervasive. While there are a few, though brief, 
descriptive pieces about the company in which the SAS Institute philosophy is 
clearly articulated, and the philosophy does feature prominently in some ofthe 
company's customer-focused material, there's a sense that the culture is so 
strong that it doesn't need to be neatly summarized and put on a plaque. 

SAS is just a very pleasant place to be. You don't see plaques on the wall 
telling us that because it doesn't need to be said. The niceness surrounds you 
and, while a lot ont is visible, there are subtle things done that are important, 
too. 

SAS Institute Employee 

6. Maintaining The Work Environment 

Ask employees who or what is responsible for the work environment at SAS 
Institute, and everyone agrees that Goodnight created the culture and still has 
a huge effect on how it has evolved over time. Despite that he is no longer 
directly involved with most decisions related to the SAS Institute work culture, 
Goodnight's original vision has spawned a self-perpetuating culture, and 
"new" decisionmakers now share his vision - which governs the variety of 
philosophies, strategies, and practices adopted by the company over twenty
three years. Four practices stand out. 

"Hire hard" recruitment philosophy. Many people inside SAS Institute 
attribute the longevity of the company's culture to the heavy emphasis placed 
on recruiting. It is very tough to get hired: there's a strong emphasis not only 
on technical skills but also on attitude. One often hears SAS Institute people 
explain that "we hire hard and manage easy," meaning that folks have a lot of 
autonomy in their jobs. (Exhibit 3 summarizes the extensive hiring process.) 
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In 1999, SAS had about 20,000 applicants for roughly 200 posted open 
positions. 

35-hour workweek. SAS Institute's written policy is that the standard 
workweek is thirty-five hours. 

It used to be that we had to work much longer hours to get the work that 
needed to be done completed. With all the advances in technology, we don't 
need to spend so much time at work. 

Jim Goodnight 

While most employees don't actually work thirty-five hours on a regular 
basis, people talk about how the choice is there and that such a choice makes 
all the difference. Among those who choose to work longer hours, there's a 
strong sense that they do so by choice and out of a love for their work, as 
opposed to a lack of productivity or because of unreasonable workloads. 
According to the 1997 Business Week data, 66 percent of SAS Institute 
respondents strongly disagreed with the question: "Are you expected to work 
long hours no matter what it means for your personal or family life." This 
compares with 29 percent ofall respondents. 

Employee and manager surveys. SAS Institute relies heavily on employee 
input through its annual employee satisfaction survey. Most of the questions 
seek to gauge the overall work environment at SAS Institute, and only a few 
are work-life specific. Results ofthe survey are posted for several weeks on the 
company's intranet, and each year key areas are identified for improvement. 

In 1996, SAS Institute introduced its first management feedback survey, 
through which all managers are rated by their direct reports. The results, which 
are widely discussed within the company, are also posted on the SAS Institute 
intranet. Top-rated managers receive individual recognition. 

Compensation system. So many benefits set SAS Institute apart from its 
competitors. When it comes to pay, though, SAS employees get the average (or 
in some cases below the average) for the software industry. In addition, unlike 
at most other software companies, there are no stock options. Every SAS 
Institute employee does participate in profit sharing and is eligible for a bonus, 
and the company has paid a bonus each year since its founding. Each manager 
is given a pool ofbonus money to divide as he or she chooses. 

Goodnight's view has always been that SAS Institute doesn't have to offer 
high salaries to get people either to come or stay, given everything else the 
company provides to its employees. He has always wanted people to come to 
work at SAS Institute for the work itself, and stay with the company for the 
work. In the SAS Institute view, money should not be the key motivator. 
People that care primarily about the money can easily be bought, the reasoning 
goes. 
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Money is not talked about, though. The company's compensation systel!l 
is a somewhat taboo subject among SAS Institute employees. Salary levels are 
not posted within the company, so an employee looking to move within SAS 
Institute has no access to pay information. Just as he doesn't want new hires 
coming for the money, Goodnight doesn't want people moving around the 
company just for pay. 

7. The Role ofThe Leader 

SAS Institute is a very flat organization: there are, in essence, only four layers 
between the bottom and Jim Goodnight. This means that Goodnight has a large 
number of direct reports. 

The SAS Institute work environment was clearly initiated by Jim 
Goodnight himself. He is the principal driver, though several of his direct 
reports play key roles. Executives at SAS promote the culture through 
example. 

For example, the vice president ofcommercial sales has two children in the 
SAS Institute daycare center: After heavy travel periods it's not uncommon for 
her to announce to her staff that she won't be in for a few days so she can spend 
some time with her kids. And John Sail, the company's number-two executive 
and only other owner, is very visible on campus as a man whose work behavior 
promotes the company's philosophy. 

While most of the major features ofthe culture were initiated and led from 
the top, programmatic ideas typically come from the grassroots level. SAS 
Institute's work-life manager explains that new ideas bubble up through the 
organization. If they're specific ideas for employee services, she has a lot of 
autonomy for being creative and adding things to SAS Institute's offerings. 
More substantial policy change issues go through the human resources vice 
president and potentially get the thumbs up or down from Goodnight. 

So very much of the SAS Institute culture is the product of the CEO 
himself, and it is instructive to consider Jim Goodnight's leadership style 
which is a bit ofan anomaly. 

Goodnight is viewed as a "silent leader," one who gives the people below 
a lot of autonomy. At the same time, his is a very strong presence within the 
company, and most major decisions bubble up to him - as well as many 
smaller ones. 

Is he too controlling? He appears to be very much on top ofall the details 
ofthe organization, and chooses at times to be come involved in issues that one 
would not typically imagine catching the attention of a CEO. Conversely, he 
appears to give his direct reports a clear direction of where SAS Institute is 
going on the product/technology front, and then let's them run their own areas. 
Direct reports often go two or three weeks with no interaction with Goodnight. 
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Meanwhile, the CEO spends almost 50 percent of his time programming, so 
he's very involved with the product line on a daily basis. This passion for the 
technological side of the business is very clear to employees. 

Dr. Goodnight spends a lot of his time programming, which is very cool. 

SAS Institute employee 

Asked how he can afford to spend so much time on programming, and told 
that most other CEOs wouldn't do the same, he responds: "I don't know what 
they do all day. Probably poking their noses in where it doesn't belong." 

Goodnight appears to be a leader who gathers the input of his direct 
reports, but not in a typical team fashion. 

Recently, SAS was considering a substantial investment opportunity. Jim 
asked many of his direct reports for their input, and he listens well. He's not 
looking for consensus, though. He takes it all in and then makes a decision 
fairly quickly. In this case, he decided not to go with it. 

SAS Institute Manager 

Also, his direct reports rarely come together to meet as a team. 

I hate meetings. I think most of them are a waste of time. 

I'm the boss that doesn't like to manage much. I like to do start-up stuff and 
then move on to something else. I like the creative side ofthings. 

Jim Goodnight 

I wouldn't say this to Jim because he would die, but this is a meeting-oriented 
culture. We probably could use more meetings of the department heads, but 
that's not Jim's management style. 

SAS Institute Senior Manager 

Goodnight's business for growing the business is to look out over only a 
short two- to three-year horizon, given how rapidly technology changes. He 
assesses developing technologies, invests in some heavily, and give people the 
latitude to make them work. 

Jim's approach is to place some bets on mUltiple technologies in the hopes 
that one will prove right. Since he started the company, his vision has been 
incredibly accurate. 

SAS Institute R&DManager 
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All the evidence points to the fact that SAS Institute is doing things right. 
The company continues to grow, and employees are thrilled to have their jobs. 
SAS Institute has made the top of most ofthe lists various business magazines 
publish about the "best places to work." In both years of the Fortune "Best 
Places to Work" survey, SAS Institute finished third. In the 1997 Business 
Week survey, SAS Institute ranked fourth within its comparison group overall, 
and at the very top of the list if you take only employee opinion into account 
(that is, rather than including the employer survey on programs and policies). 
And SAS Institute has been on the Working Mother "Best 100" list ten times 
since 1989, and has been recognized as a ''Top I 0" company six ofthose times. 

. Of course, the entire SAS Institute story does leave a lingering question: 
could a similar "utopia" be created at a company that has to answer to 
shareholders? 
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Exhibit I: SAS Institute Fact Sheet - "Employee-Friendly History" 

SAS Institute, Inc. has a solid record of providing an employee friendly work 
environment since the company was founded in 1976. The programs have 
grown in depth and breadth throughout the company's history, and the Institute 
continues to explore ways in which SAS Institute can best meet the needs of 
employees. 

I. 	 23 consecutive years - profit sharing plan 

2. 	 23 consecutive years - discretionary bonus for employees in 
December 

3. 	 23 consecutive years - 35-hour work week and flexible work 
schedule. Employees who are parents particularly enjoy this benefit 
because it allows them to participate in special events at their 
children's schools. Some parents choose to arrange their work 
schedule to that they are able to meet their children at the school 
bus stop every afternoon and be a part ofafter-school activities. 

4. 	 23 years - work-friendly perks, including Friday breakfast goodies; 
Wednesday M&Ms; fresh fruit on Mondays; generous break rooms 
stocked with soft drinks, juices, cotTee, tea, crackers and peanut 
butter; winter company-wide party; spring family picnic; family 
Halloween party; and numerous family activities throughout the 
year. 

5. 	 19 years - company-sponsored on-site childcare statTed by 
employees. Two centers serve the needs of 328 children ages 6 
weeks to 5 years of age. When the new Bright Horizons Child Care 
Center opened in April 1996, the total number of children rose to 
500. Qualified employees at regional offices receive subsidized 
childcare at a comparable center near their locations. 

6. 	 14 years - self-funded on-site healthcare center statTed with family 
nurse practitioners (two full-time physicians joined the statT in 
1995) 

7. 	 15 years - on-site recreation and fitness center 

8. 	 15 years - weltness program 

9. 	 14 years company subsidized on-site cafe 
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10. 14 years - self-funded indemnity plan with low deductible 

I I. 	10 years - additional paid week off between Christmas and New 
Year's Day 

12. 	9 years - Employee Assistance Program 

13. 7 years - Work-Life Initiatives Department 

14. 6 years - eldercare program, Generation to Generation 
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Exhibit 2: SAS Institute Fact Sheet - "Employee-Friendly Benefits Summary" 
(excerpts) 

The Institute provides a generous benefit package to all U.S. employees, which 
includes: 

• 	 Paid sick leave 

• 	 Two weeks paid vacation for all employees, with an additional week 
for employees who have been with the company five years or more 

• 	 Paid holidays (with an additional paid week off between Christmas 
and New Year's Day) 

• 	 Fully paid health insurance (also available for dependents and 
domestic partners) 

• 	 Profit-sharing retirement plan 

• 	 Paid education and training expenses 

A" U.S. employees also get to take advantage ofthese other employee-friendly 
benefits: 

• 	 On-site healthcare center (no cost to employees and their covered 
dependents) 

• 	 On-site recreation and fitness center (no cost to employees, family, 
domestic partners) 

• 	 Extensive well ness program 

• 	 On-site childcare 

• 	 Company subsidized cafe award-winning gourmet cuisine and a 
piano player to help create a relaxed atmosphere; breakfast and 
lunch available 

• 	 Elder Care program 

• 	 Flexible work environment and 35-hour workweek 

• 	 Annual bonuses 
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• 	 Other fun perks include free ftesh fruit every Monday; M&Ms on 
Wednesday, and breakfast goodies every Friday; break rooms 
stocked with complimentary soft drinks, juices, crackers, coffee, and 
tea. as well as first aid supplies; and employee events and 
celebrations. including the annual Family Picnic, the elegant Winter 
Party. and end-of-the-month parties. 

The Institute's employee-friendly philosophies are not limited to headquarters 
and other United States offices. Because the needs of employees in other 
countries vary greatly depending on that country's culture, each office tailors 
its benefits to best suit the needs of those employees. 

• 	 In Heidelberg, Gennany, European headquarters, public 
transportation is the nonn for all citizens, and is a significant 
expense for commuters. The Institute pays 100 percent of the public 
transportation costs for all employees in that office. 

• 	 In the Madrid. Spain. office, SAS Institute presents a birthday gift to 
each employee, provides lunch tickets redeemable at area 
restaurants, and funds an inter-company football competition. 
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Exhibit 3: SAS Interview and Hiring Process 

I. 	 Posting ofposition 

2. 	 Applications accepted (immediately; this "open period is typically 
open for two weeks) 

3. 	Position closes. 

4. 	 During and after the "open period," Human Resources sifts through 
applications and provides the hiring manager with qualified 
applicants to the hiring manager. This process lasts for roughly ten 
days. Qualified applicants must demonstrate certain "skills" 
requirements via the application. 

5. 	 Over approximately one week, the hiring manager conducts phone 
interviews with applicants to determine who should be brought in 
for a face-to-face interview. 

6. 	 Human Resource schedules "First Round" interviews immediately 
upon receipt of the hiring manager's candidate list. 

7. 	 The hiring manager interviews candidates. These interviews 
typically also involve members ofthe work team, as well as people 
outside the specific reporting group who will work with the person 
in the position. Second and third interviews, along with skills 
assessment testing, are not uncommon. 

8. 	 The hiring manager selects a candidate and Human Resources 
offers the position. 

9. The candidate begins working for SAS either on the 1st or 16th of 
the month. 

The candidate is interviewed to discuss required skill sets, but also to look for 
personal and cultural fit within the company. SAS looks to match "attitudes" 
related to teamwork and work/life balance. Specifically, the company looks for 
people who value camaraderie, who enjoy being part ofa winning team more 
than being recognized as an individual star, and who understand the holistic 
personal benefits ofworking within a company that has a philosophy of"workl 
life" balance. While SAS does not believe the company can teach attitude and 
life philosophy, it does teach and enhance professional skills related to these 
areas through professional training programs. 
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SAS Institute 
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Teaching Note 

1. 	 Synopsis and Overview 

SAS Institute, the world's largest privately held software company, has 
received considerable media attention in recent years for the "utopian" 
environment for which it has become known. The company's physical 
surroundings have been described as country club-like, and include two 
childcare centers, a fully staffed health center, private offices for everyone, 
state-of-the-art athletic facilities, and a host ofunique amenities. The company 
offers employees unlimited sick days and a 35-hour workweek. 

SAS Institute also stands out with respect to what it doesn't offer. There is 
no executive dining room. There are no reserved parking spaces and no 
coveted offices for executives. And unlike most of the software industry, there 
are no stock options and pay is average. Employee turnover is far below the 
industry norm. 

From the inception, Jim Goodnight - SAS Institute's founder and CEO 
(who owns two-thirds of the company) - set out to create a particular kind of 
work environment. It has been sustained over time. Goodnight is the key driver 
behind the company culture - a man with a value system and philosophy that 
are central to what SAS Institute is today. 

Several elements describe the SAS Institute culture: employee-centered 
values, employee interdependence, a spirit of risk-taking and freedom, 
challenging work, richness of resources, and the company's physical 
surroundings. 

The SAS Institute case can be used to demonstrate several basic lessons: 

I. 	Senior leaders play a critical role in effecting positive workllife
related change. 

2. 	There is an important connection between specific work/family
related benefits and the actual work environment within which 
these are offered. 
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3. 	 In the software industry, the ability to enrich oneself financially 
may not be all that matters to employees - contrary to the 
conventional wisdom. 

2. 	 Suggested Study Questions 

• 	 What characteristics make SAS Institute unique? 

• 	 Which of these characteristics are fundamental to creating the SAS 
Institute culture? Which contribute, but to a lesser degree? 

• 	 Do some characteristics matter more to certain individuals or groups 
ofemployees? Matter less? 

• 	 What is the connection between specific work/family-related 
benefits and the actual work environment within which these are 
offered? 

• 	 What do the "perks" SAS Institute offers employees say to potential 
recruits? 

• 	 How important are the "funkier" perks, such as the piano player in 
the cafeteria or the weekly del ivery of M&Ms? 

While it's easy to highlight some of the mainstream work/family benefits at 
SAS Institute (such as subsidized, on-site childcare and the 35-hour 
workweek), these would mean little were they not part ofa work environment 
that promotes interdependence, is a fun place to be, offers stimulating work, 
provides employees with the resources they need to get their job done well, and 
places a significant emphasis on attitude when hiring. 

• 	 Are there "types" of employees who would not fit within the SAS 
Institute culture? Which types? 

• 	 How important is this? What does it mean given SAS Institute's 
industry and the market conditions for software? 

• 	 What do you think about the 35-hour workweek? 

• 	 How real is it? 
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While not everyone works a 35-hour week, SAS Institute employees do 
seem to spend a tot less time at work than do their counterparts in other 
companies. Even more important is the issue ofchoice: while employees may 
not work 35-hour weeks on a regular basis, the fact that they can when they 
want or need to is important. 

• 	 How would you assess Jim Goodnight's leadership style? 

• 	 To what extent is Goodnight the "keeper of the culture"? 

• 	 Can the SAS Institute culture be maintained after Goodnight retires? 

A huge piece of SAS Institute's success as a premier employer is 
attributable to the deeply held values of its founder and CEO, Jim Goodnight. 
Most employees at present believe that the culture is so strong that it would 
survive a change in leadership. 

There is a lot of room for disagreement among students on this point. But 
as a privately held company, Goodnight does hold the succession decision. Is 
seems likely that he will select a successor not only for her or his business 
leadership ability but also for shared values. 

Nonetheless, the power of having a leader with very clear values around 
the importance of family and that work should be fun, combined with the 
respect that he receives throughout the company for his technical competence 
and vision, cannot be overstated. 

• 	 What are the implications of the flat management structure at SAS 
Institute? 

• 	 What are the implications of the way in which Goodnight's direct 
reports operate? 

The obvious advantage of the flat structure is that employees do not feel 
far removed from the top of the company, which would appear to help instill 
the company values. Conversely, there may not be sufficient opportunities for 
upward movement. 

There appears to be a disconnect between the company's emphasis on 
teamwork and the apparent lack of ''team ness" among Goodnight's direct 
reports. 

• 	 Is SAS Institute's strong financial performance the reason the 
company offers what it does to employees, or is it the opposite: do 
the programs and the environment contribute to the company's 
success? If so, how? 
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• 	 Are there issues important to employees where SAS Institute could 
improve? 

The compensation system may need improvement. There is a lack of 
communication around compensation. The company de-emphasizes 
compensation purposely: SAS Institute does not want people moving around 
or coming to the company just to make a lot ofmoney. 

• 	 Consider three principles for affecting positive work/life change: 
clarifying what's important; recognizing and supporting the "whole 
person"; continually experimenting with the way work is done. How 
does SAS Institute demonstrate that it embraces these principles? 

• 	 How replicable is the SAS Institute success story? 

• 	 How and what can other companies learn from SAS Institute? 

Many observers ofSAS Institute claim that it's difficult to replicate SAS's 
work/life-related success, given that the company is privately held, is led by a 
man with values that seem quite different from those ofmost other CEOs, and 
has very high margins that make the environment affordable. But there may be 
common-sense decisions that the company has made that transcend these 
conditions and thus make the SAS Institute example more widely applicable. 

~ International Journal ofLeadership Education 1(1): 115-/58.
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Abstract. This case pertains to the managing of events that surrounded Seagate Technology's 
shift to a team-based work environment in 1998. The case focuses on the High Perfonnance 
Products (HPP) division, a business segment which comprises roughly 40"10 of Seagate's total 
annual sales and specializes in the design, manufacturing, and marketing of ultra-high. 
performance disk drives. The effectiveness of the restructuring of the HPP division into core 
teams is examined from the perspectives of corporate, senior, and middle management. In the 
context of this major initiative, the Senior Vice President in charge of the HPP division has 
articulated two business objectives: faster time to market and employee work-life balance. The 
extent to which these goals are effectively implemented and achieved are explored from the 
vantage points of the firm's chief technology officer, the HPP division head, middle level 
management, human resources, and the employees who are affected by the change initiative. 

Keywerds: organizational change, leadership, teams, work-life balance, high-tech industry, 
human resource management. 

1. Introduction 

It's the end of a long executive meeting. Esther Williams steps out of the 
conference room where the discussion has revolved around "core teams" and 
how they are going to help Seagate meet its objective of faster time to market, 
which is being pushed aggressively by the company's CEO. She has just spent 
three hours listening to presentations about how Seagate's work is going to be 
transformed, and she's wondering whether there's a place for work/life 
balance in the face ofall this fast-paced change. 

Esther Williams, Seagate's manager of Corporate Benefits, reaches for 
her cell phone to call Sue Eklund and discuss the meeting. Eklund is in charge 
ofTraining, Learning, and Development for Seagate's Twin Cities Operations 
(TCO). 

Sue Eklund and Esther Williams first met in October 1997. They are the 
self-described "co-conspirators" who have focused TCO and the Enterprise 
Storage group on the importance ofworkllife issues. 

When they met, Esther Williams was in the process of formulating her 
vision for work/life programs and looking to secure support from Seagate's 
corporate management. Sue was struggling to develop a leadership model for 

1. This case pertains to events at Seagate Technology up to June 1999. 
2. This research was funded in part by a Sloan Foundation Grant #B 1999-76. 
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TCO. Sue Eklund's manager suggested that she contact Esther Williams to ask 
for some feedback. They've been working together ever since, against the 
backdrop of a highly competitive industry and a diverse and dispersed 
company where technology change of one kind or another can seem like an 
almost everyday event. 

2. The Company and Its Financial Performance 

Seagate designs. manufactures, and markets products for storage, retrieval, and 
management ofdata on computer and data communications systems. Founded 
in 1979, Seagate today is an eclectic company, thanks to a host ofmergers and 
acquisitions. From 1985 through 1997, Seagate acquired approximately fifteen 
businesses and invested in or merged with at least seven additional companies. 
In its first decade, Seagate established itself in the low-cost, high-volume 
market niche of disc drives, a position analogous to that of K-Mart in the 
discount retailing industry and was known for its production-driven mentality. 

Overall, Seagate employs about 85,000 people worldwide. The company's 
headquarters are in Scotts Valley, California. (Exhibit I presents a snapshot of 
Seagate's organization chart.) 

For the fiscal year that ended on July 3, 1998, Seagate's revenues were 
$6.82 billion, a decline ofapproximately 23.7 percent from the previous year's 
$8.94 billion. The losses for FYE 7/3/98 totaled $530 million, compared to net 
income of $658 million for the previous year. (Exhibit 2 presents Seagate's 
annual financial performance.) 

Senior management attributed the decline in revenue to 

a continuing decline in the average unit sales prices of the company's 
products as a resu It of intensely competitive market conditions, a lower level 
of unit shipments reflecting continuing weakness in demand for the 
company's disc drive products and a shift in mix away from the company's 
higher priced products. 

Seagate 1998 Annual Report 

On June 28, 1999, Seagate Technology announced that due to weaker
than-expected demand for its disc drive products, together with price 
deterioration for its desktop disc drive products, it would not meet its earnings 
estimate for its fourth fiscal quarter ending July 2. The company was not alone 
in its lowered earnings expectations: the storage industry is very competitive, 
and dropping prices affect all disc drive manufacturers - who find they must 
take some action to address a changing marketplace. 
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For the most recent fiscal year, which ended July 2, 1999, Seagate's 
reported revenues were unchanged from the previous year, but net income 
increased to $1.176 billion. 

On June 7,1999, Seagate's stock (traded on the New York Stock Exchange 
under the ticker symbol SEG) closed at $33. Out of 15 analystS employed by 
the Zacks Brokerage Research Center, the majority expressed optimism about 
the firm's future prospects: five gave their highest recommendation of"Strong 
Buy"; seven analysts recommended "Moderate Buy"; and the remaining three 
analysts recommended a neutral "Hold" position on the company's stock. 

3. The Disc Drive Business 

Seagates's products include disc drives and related disc drive components 
(e.g., recording heads), tape drives, and software. The disc drives are the 
components on which data are stored and from which data are retrieved. Disc 
drives enable the storage and access of large volumes of data that cannot be 
economically stored in the random access memory (RAM) ofthe computer's 
central processing unit. Exhibit 3 presents the primary components ofa typical 
disc drive. 

Disc drives are a commodity business, one that yields modest margins. 
There is continual, rapid technological change, the product Iifecycles are 
relatively short, user needs change quickly, and customers are not terribly 
loyal. In short, competition is fierce. 

Seagate's mtUor competitors include IBM, Western Digital, Quantum, 
Maxtor, Fujitsu, Sun, Hitachi, and Samsung. Seagate and IBM hold the largest 
share of the market for high-end disc drives. 

Success in the disc drive market is driven by performance and being first 
in line on the "Qualification Train." Performance is measured on the basis of 
five criteria: I) rotation speed (measured in revolutions per minute), which 
affects the time it takes to access data); 2) access time speed (expressed in 
milliseconds), which is the time needed to position the recording heads over a 
selected track on the disc surface; 3) media data transfer rate (expressed in 
megabits per second), which is the rate at which data is transferred to and from 
the disc; 4) storage capacity (currently measured in gigabytes), which is the 
amount of data that can be stored on the disc; and 5) reliability or quality 
(expressed in terms of mean time between failure - MTBF - or usage hours 
e.g., 300,000 hours ofexpected reliability). Being first in line on the Qual Train 
translates into getting a customer test unit (CTU) ready for your customer 
before your competitors are able to do so. 

Seagate's largest customers - who will give the lion's share of their 
business to whichever company is first to produce a CTU - are Compaq, Dell, 
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EMC, Gateway, and Hewlett-Packard. Being first on the Qual Train is also 
essential to continued profitability. 

Ifyou are three months late to market on a product that has an eighteen-month 
Iifecycle, you will lose one-third of your revenue and two-thirds of your 
profit. The customer isn't terribly loyal. This is a commodity market, not a 
performance market. 

Tom Porter, Seagate's Chief Technology Officer 

A recent article in Storage Review - an independent trade journal that 
evaluates the disc drive industry (and also the leading independent storage 
authority on the Internet) - stated that "traditionally, one looks to Seagate or 
IBM to introduce the first of the next-generation units." In fact, Seagate 
received the 1998 Compaq Supplier Partnership Award for its outstanding 
performance in "meeting Compaq's goals for technology leadership, 
technology alignment, quality, availability, responsiveness, and cost." 
However, in 1999 Western Digital was the first to introduce the next 
generation of SCSI drives. 

What's crucial is what we deliver and when we deliver it. 

Brent King, Director, Seagate Transformation Office 

4. 	 Seagate's Enterprise Storage Group 

Seagate's Enterprise Storage group (ESG) division specializes in the design, 
manufacture, and marketing of ultra-high performance disc drives. Built with 
a mUltiple interface platform and characterized by extremely high rotation 
speeds, storage capacity, and performance reliability, these disc drives serve a 
variety of high-end needs - including applications in digital video, video-on
demand, file servers, workstations, mainframes, and supercomputers. 
Seagate's enterprise storage disc drives make possible the electronic booking 
ofairline flights and the myriad financial transactions conducted daily at A TM 
machines all over the world. 

Design and production pilot centers for ESG are located in Oklahoma and 
Minnesota. Most of the company's products are manufactured overseas in the 
Far East, with limited production in the United States (Minnesota, Colorado, 
and Oklahoma sites). Seagate's presence in Minnesota stems from its $450 
million acquisition in 1989 oflmprimus Technology, the disc drive division of 
Control Data corporation. 

ESG accounts for roughly 45 percent ofthe company's total annual sales. 
The division contributed 41 percent, or $846 million of revenues, to the 
company's overall finances for the quarter ending January I, 1999. In the 
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second quarter. ending April 2, 1999. ESG contributed 54 percent, or $915, 
million in sales. (Exhibit 4 presents ESG's recent quarterly performance.) 

The ESG division has established its reputation with two major drives: the 
Barracuda and the Cheetah. Both disc drives were selected by leading 
computer publications as the best choices based on value, storage capacity, and 
speed. Computer Reseller News picked the Barracuda SO as the top high
capacity drive in its March IS, 1999 edition: "For those who recall when 50 
Mbytes was astonishing. this drive will leave you speechless." And Hewlett
Packard announced in April 1999 that it would be integrating the fifth
generation high-performance Barracuda (Barracuda 18LP/36, 1,200-rpm) in 
its award-winning HP AutoRAID Model 12H. PClComputing selected the 
Cheetah 18LP as the "fastest hard drive on the planet. 

Seagate's success with the qualification process is illustrated by what 
happened with one of the generations of the Cheetah 10,000-rpm disc drive. 
The company got to the customer first and, as a result, won 100-percent market 
share. 

Even with the success of Cheetah and Barracuda, though, the highly 
developed competition in the disc drive industry has hit Seagate hard over the 
last few years. 

5. 	 Ratrudurlng into Core Teams 

From a technology standpoint, IBM had long been recognized as leading the 
disc-drive industry. Historically, Seagate was very good as a "fast follower" on 
the technology curve. In 1991, Seagate was edged out by the competition, 
which helped contribute to Seagate's performance downturn. Seagate 
executives decided it was time to change strategies. The company wanted to 
move from a low-cost manufacturer and fast follower to a position of low-cost 
manufacturer and technology leadership. Steve Luczo, Seagate's CEO, 
articulated seven corporate objectives to address the new strategy. 

I. Improve time to market for all products. 

2. Technology leadership. 

3. Improve 	 material management and develop strategic supplier 
relationships. 

4. Develop strategic relationships with key customers. 

5. Create world-class manufacturing processes. 

6. 	 Provide best-in-class product and process quality. 
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7. Employer ofchoice. 

Seagate's design centers had, historically, been organized around function, 
with one product line manager in charge of tracking the progress of all 
programs and with senior management heavily involved in day-to-day 
decisionmaking as well as strategy formulation. In 1998, the firm undertook a 
restructuring of the design centers, including ESG, under Tom Porter's 
leadership, to meet the corporate objective of faster time-to-market (TIM). 
(Exhibit 5 presents a summary slide from one ofTom Porter's presentations to 
employees during the summer of 1998.) 

Guided by consultants, Tom Porter implemented various product 
development process-related initiatives to increase functional excellence and 
improve the overall efficiency of product development and materials 
management within the corporation. Perhaps the most visible structural change 
instituted to improve time to market was the organizational redesign ofdesign 
centers into core teams organized around individual projects. 

Core teams direct projects from the product planning stage through drive 
development. In ESG, generally speaking, it takes about eighteen months for 
a team to complete its work, from Phase 0 (product planning) through Phases 
1-6 (design, integration, qualification, pilot, transfer, and ramp, respectively). 
At the end of Phase 6, the core team disbands. Members of the team either join 
new core teams or return to their respective functional areas. 

Each core team is guided by a team leader and includes six individuals who 
come from each of the respective functional areas of design engineering, 
product line management, materials and process engineering, quality control 
(reliability), operations, and manufacturing/factory. The teams are physically 
located in one common area, aimed at promoting more direct and multi-way 
communication between and among core team members. 

Empowering the core teams to take ownership over the operational aspects 
and daily decisions surrounding a particular project was intended to speed up 
the development process and thereby improve time to market, one of Steve 
Luczo's primary corporate objectives. The reorganization also had a secondary 
benefit: senior management would have more time available to spend on 
corporate visioning, strategy formulation, and employee development. 

As 	part of the restructuring, Site Management Teams (SMT) were 
established in Minnesota and Oklahoma. These teams typically include senior 
managers from engineering, manufacturing, finance, marketing, quality, 
materials, human resources, product line management, and the factory. The 
SMTs set high-level business and technical direction, enabling the core team 
and functional organizations to do their jobs. They also provide development 
direction by setting strategies, managing resources across all projects, and 
ensuring the success of core teams through the phase-approval process. 
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The Transformation Team Office was also established, with fourteen 
members representing the two ESG sites. It supports, interacts, and 
communicates with the core teams, and the functional departments. It also 
works to improve the TTM-related work of the core teams by supporting 
process initiatives, including Functional Excellence, Pipeline Management, 
Functional Strategic Planning, Organizational Learning and Development, Six 
Sigma, and SLAM (Share Leader All Markets). 

Another group that emerged is the F.O.C.U.S. (Focused on Culture and 
Unified Solutions), which evolved from a former group oriented around 
increasing total customer satisfaction. Approximately fifteen individuals from 
different functional areas voluntarily meet bi-weekly as a team to define and 
implement value-added meetings that increase organizational effectiveness 
and efficiency, create strategies that achieve the goal ofwork and life balance, 
and facilitate a successful cultural transition to the new Shakopee facility 
(described below). Sue Eklund is active member of F.O.C.U.S., and Esther 
Williams is actively involved as an "outside" consultant. 

The core teams, as well as the SMT and FOCUS groups, were charged 
with the responsibility of developing their own charters to describe their 
missions, goals and objectives, and roles and responsibilities. (Exhibits 6, 7, 8, 
and 9 are excerpts from these charters.3) 

An article in Seagate's internal newsletter, Business Monday, described 
the role ofthese groups and likened the "race between companies in the storage 
industry to be first-ta-market with leading products" to the Indy 500 
automobile race: 

The site management team 

In a product development role, the site senior-management team makes 
strategic decisions and sets high-level business and technical direction. Back 
at the Indy 500 speedway. this group determines the strategy for winning the 
race and becoming the champion. They map the course. 

The core team 

Each core team focuses on developing quality products cost-effectively and 
on-time. The team of AJ. Foyt and crew members tactically navigates the 
speedway, maneuvering around obstacles, refueling, and staying on course. 

Fundlonal departments and employees 

Employees provide the critical knowledge and resources for successful 
market and financial tracking and planning, product development, customer

3. 	 It should be noted that the SMT had not completed the chartering process at the time this 
case was written. 
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qualification and management, materials acquisition, and manufacturing. 
They work upstream ofproduct development and also constitute the extended 
team members. They are the vehicle ... speeding around the course and 
crossing the finish line. 

Business Monday, January 25, 1999 

As ofJanuary 1999, there were a total ofseventeen core teams in operation 
at the Minnesota, Colorado, Oklahoma, and Singapore sites, five of which are 
at the TCO. Each core team is supported by an extended team of individuals 
from the various functional areas of the organization. So, although only thirty 
individuals are integrally involved as core team members, approximately 
1,000 individuals in ESG (at TCO, Oklahoma, and overseas) are involved or 
are linked in some way to this new organizational initiative. 

Extended team members (or functional organization employees) represent, 
by far, the greatest number of contributors to product development and 
management because they are responsible for daily program-related 
activities. The degree of support required from extended team members 
fluctuates according to skills required at a product phase. At one point heavy 
support may be required from a particular area, whereas at another time, less 
effort may be needed. 

Business Monday, February I, 1999 

One of the ways in which the core teams initiative was introduced to 
Seagate employees was through a series of articles that appeared in the 
company's internal newsletter, Business Monday. (Exhibit 10, "Interactions 
and Communications," presents a diagram showing the relationship between 
core teams, the Transformation Office, the SMT, and functional areas.) While 
Seagate communicated the change in many other ways, including through 
various employee meetings, the challenge of reaching so many people proved 
quite difficult, and the employees' understanding of this very complex 
initiative was not fully realized. Despite a concentrated communications effort, 
it was not enough to gain full understanding by the entire Seagate employee 
population. 

As the team initiative went forward, team leaders received monetary 
incentives for their critical roles in managing core teams and the product 
development process. Core team members have been promised rewards for 
their roles, but have not yet received these monetary incentives. Core teams 
members will be rewarded monetarily for their efforts in driving time-to
market improvements. As for additional benefits, core team members cite the 
following perqs 

... career growth, development, increased visibility [with senior 
management}, knowledge gained from being involved in a product 
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development Iifecycle, and the satisfaction that comes with being saddled 
with a problem that the team must figure out how to fix. 

Seagate Core Team Member 

Core teams provide a tremendous opportunity for growth and development. 
Team members receive training and experience in complex decision-making 
skills and are mentored by the site's executive management group. 

Tom Porter 

Several core team members expressed uncertainty about their careers at 
Seagate after their work on the core team was completed. It was unclear to 
many whether opting to go back to the functional organization - versus joining 
a new core team - would be harmful or helpful to their Seagate careers. And 
for extended core team members (as for the functional organizations they 
represent), the benefits are not obvious: the extended teams must adopt 
changing work styles and additional responsibilities, yet their efforts are not 
tied to specific monetary rewards. 

In addition, individual performance at Seagate historically has been 
evaluated based on the employee's work in his or her functional area. Now, the 
company has developed a new performance appraisal for core team members. 

Forty percent ofthe input comes from myself and my peers, 40010 from 
the functional home parent, and 20% from the site management team 
leaders. The vice president asks whether we met our business 
objectives, whether we moved the business forward, and whether we 
hitTTM. 

Joan Motsinger, Core Team Leader 

To date, no other changes have been made to the performance appraisals 
for the functional areas, where the extended core teams reside (see Exhibit 11 
for a copy ofa core team performance appraisal). 

6. Addressing Resistance 

There has been resistance to restructuring into core teams - even among senior 
management. This has required that Tom Porter undertake a concerted effort 
to get senior leaders on board. 

It took me months to convince John [Weyandt, senior vice president ofESG} 
that this would be a good thing. I could have told him to go do it because he 
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works for me, but I chose to sort ofease him into it, if you will, and convince 
him. I knew if! didn't it would fail. 

People look at John as "Mr. ESG disc drive." So I really needed him to buy 
into it, and he was stubborn. That's the way John is: resistant to change until 
he is convinced that it's the right thing to do. Then, get out ofhis way. 

But it took a while. John wasn't going to buy into this overnight. So, we'd talk 
about it and he gave me all the reasons that it wouldn't work. But once he 
bought into it, it was great. 

You can't force change on people, at least not effectively. You can make 
them follow a process by threatening them with their jobs, but that's not what 
you want. You want people to buy in, adopt the vision, and then champion it. 

That takes time. With John, it was a case of intellectualizing the ideas and 
concepts of a very complex subject. 

Core teams are very threatening to functional managers. The way people like 
John Weyandt got where they are is because of their very good technical 
skills. Now you're telling them that we don't want them to do things as they 
always have. That's the way it feels to a functional manager when we say we 
want them to worry about people, strategy, and infrastructure processes, and 
make that 70010 of their time. 

Tom Porter 

Some of the greatest resistance has come from the various Seagate 
functional areas that assist the core teams. At first, the functional areas saw the 
core teams as contrary to their interests. 

I would say that the functional organizations are having more trouble 
adjusting to this system than the core teams. We froze the functional 
organizations in their tracks a little bit. But some ofthe functional groups are 
farther along than others. 

People felt threatened by change. The core team change was quite threatening 
to the PLM and design guys. Design engineers don't change quickly - they 
are still wearing their long-johns to work in the summer and their Bermuda 
shorts in the winter. Resistance is high until change is understood. 

In Minnesota, there are roughly 1,000 people in the drive business, and five 
core teams with six people on each 30 people. I hardly think that 30 people 
out of 1,000 are going to do all the work. Functional excellence is still the 
heart ofeverything. I think now the functional organization understands this. 

What the core teams really do is give a focus to a program. It's a group of 
people totally dedicated to a program and that shouldn't be distracted by what 
I call purely functional issues: who gets the job done, designs the product, 
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builds the product, sells the product, tests the product. That's all done by the 
functional organizations. 

I think the functional organizations are getting up to speed. It was harder and 
slower for them. They're not all in the same place. In my mind, I've rated 
each of the functional organizations, and a couple of them are doing really, 
really well-they're at full speed - and a couple still have to get things sorted 
out. 

On the first programs, it cost us time to market, and we went backwards, 
losing two or four months. But I'm not discouraged. This is a way of getting 
better. 

John Weyandt 

The Site Management Team has been challenged to coordinate between 
the various constituent groups. There has been contention over which parts of 
the product development process are the responsibility of core teams, and 
which are under the legis of the functional areas. 

At first, one of the problet1)s we ran into in the product development process 
was that it was difficult to hand otT between the functional group and the core 
team. A lot of times, the functional groups would say: "That's a core team 
responsibility. We're not going to do that." And vice versa. We probably 
didn't do as good a job as a management team as we could have in making 
sure that the roles, rules, and responsibilities were clearly defined. 

John Weyandt uses the analogy of a football game. Everyone's got a job: 
linebacker, otTensive tackle, quarterback, wide receiver, and so on. When the 
ball gets fumbled, though, it doesn't matter what job you have - everyone has 
to jump on the ball. John explains that we had several times when there was 
an issue and, rather than anyone jumping on the ball, no one wanted to get 
tackled. 

So, that's one area where we had some difficulties. We worked on it. It's not 
that people don't want to do a good job, but just that initially there was 
confusion over who runs what and who makes what call. 

Doug Dehaan, Site Management Team Leader 

7. The Shakopee Facility 

A major part of the restructuring at Seagate involves the relocation of TeO 
employees to the new building in Shakopee, Minnesota. 

Until 1999, there were six different sites in Minnesota housing design and 
production centers for disc drives and their related components. But Seagate 
spent more than $50 million to construct a 350,OOO-square-foot building in 
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Shakopee, Minnesota, where these sites could be consolidated. Some 1,200 
Seagate employees will be housed at the Shakopee site, among them 65 I ESG 
employees. 

In the employee orientation to the new facility, the many features of the 
Shakopee site are touted as reflecting Seagate's vision, values, and business 
goals. The building's state-of-the-art design and features - what Seagate calls 
the "new building savvy" - are described as 

• 	 Flexible and adaptable to changing business strategies 

• 	 Open to encourage collaboration, sharing of infonnation, building new 
relationships, acquiring new behaviors 

• 	 Energy efficient, visually striking 
"New Facility Orientation" 

The building's "central core team area" is "focused to drive [a] team-based 
culture," while "Main Street" is intended ''to encourage lots of 'accidental' 
interaction." There are high-performance acoustic tiles for diffusing sound, 
lighting to prevent monitor reflection, and lots of greenery throughout the 
building ''to bring the outside inside." Cubicles and furniture are "state-of-the 
art." The building has two video-conferencing rooms, thirty-eight meeting 
rooms (many with high-tech electronic equipment), and computer monitors are 
placed strategically throughout the building to provide real-time 
communications. In addition, there are multiple break areas and a fitness! 
wellness center with treadmills, Stairmasters, weight machines, showers, and 
lockers. 

The restructuring - of which Shakopee is a part - is not exclusively about 
time to market, but also about Seagate's concerns regarding its ability to 
maintain technological leadership. The company wants to ensure that it is 
prepared for the emergence of new technology so that it doesn't find itself 
behind - as it did when Western Digital was the first to introduce the next 
generation of SCSI drives. 

Would Seagate be equipped to deal with the emergence of a new 
technology? CTO Tom Porter acknowledges that the company would not have 
been ready two years earlier. But today, Seagate has "Advanced Concepts," a 
group of some 400 engineers focused on technologies two to five years out. 
And Seagate Research was formed to focus on what Porter calls "far-out" 
storage concepts that may be ten years in the future. This is all geared toward 
ensuring that Seagate will have the requisite skills and knowledge base to deal 
with any radical technological shifts. 
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8. WorklLife Balance in the Midst of Change 

Esther Williams and Sue Eklund sawall this change in the context of their 
concern for the work/life balance ofSeagate' s employees. From Steve Luczo's 
seven corporate objectives down to the creation of core teams, they began to 
ask whether work/life balance could find a place in the changing environment. 

Seagate has no formal work/life "philosophy," nor is there a work/life 
policy "on the books." Part of this is due to the fact that different Seagate sites 
have different cultures. 

There's a different culture in California and the Silicon Valley [where 
Seagate's corpol'1lte headquarters is located]. There are an awful lot of 
startups out there, and people work all the time. All ofyour personal savings 
are on the line, so you don't wony about work/life balance. The Midwest has 
strong family values. 

Tom Porter 

Another reason for there not being a formal policy is that Seagate itself is 
the product ofa host ofmergers and acquisitions over the years. In Minnesota, 
Seagate is a cultural mix of old Seagate personnel and people from Control 
Data. It is from Control Data in particular that Seagate, in the early 1990s, 
earned the reputation for being "Slavegate." 

Some of the old management found it difficult to get used to the idea that ifs 
okay not to be at work all the time. Senior management lived this way and 
were especially proud of it. They loved it; it was like flying the Marine flag. 
Putting in long hours was viewed favorabIY.88 a badge ofhonor, being strong 
and tough. 

Sue Kugler, director of Human Resources, Twin Cities Opemtions 

Despite the absence of a corporate-sponsored, formal work/life policy, 
Seagate offers a standard package of healthcare benefits, insurance (life, 
accident, and disability), a 401k plan, dependent care plans, and an employee 
stock purchase program. Employees are covered by the federal Family and 
Medical Leave Act and may, therefore, take up to twelve weeks of unpaid 
leave for family/illness reasons. Seagate does not offer its own maternity/ 
paternity leave package. 

The company's profit-sharing plan did not distribute money to employees 
in 1998, due to Seagate's net losses. 

http:favorabIY.88
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9. Corporate Leaden View WorklLife Balance: Steve Luczo (CEO). Don 
Waite (CAO). and Tom Porter (CTO) 

Senior leaders at Seagate have clearly articulated the corporate objectives as 
they see them: 

If you had to think of two themes, think time-ta-market leader and cross
functional teams with best-in-quality. 

Steve Luczo. in Business Monday, May 10, 1999 

Don Waite, Seagate's chiefadministrative officer- who is responsible for 
the Corporate Human Resources function - has highlighted his key objectives: 
improve decisionmaking and information systems; establish employee best-in
class processes within support functions; create the best team within each 
support function; implement Oracle on schedule; and implement a leadership 
development program. 

Tom Porter believes that Seagate's concern about work/life balance falls 
under the catch-all "Employer ofChoice" objective set forth by Luczo. 

It is called different things in different locations. Employer of Choice is 
intended to be more global. Work/life balance is a subset of Employer of 
Choice - a more powerful subset in Minneapolis, which is probably a Seagate 
leader in work/life balance. 

Tom Porter 

Tom Porter acknowledges work/life balance as an important objective. 
(Exhibit 5, "Seagate Vision - Our Commitment," was the "hot slide" from a 
presentation Porter made in the summer of 1998.) He emphasizes that if the 
company can achieve its business objective to be faster than the competition in 
time-to-market, it can then work to achieve work/life balance for Seagate 
employees. 

This is an industry issue. Before I came to Seagate, I saw people's personal 
lives fail because the work was so intense. And I knew that in an industry with 
rapid change, the culture becomes one that the winners are the ones who 
"walk the talk" about total dedication to the job. Work/life balance doesn't 
have a place. 

We just came through twenty years of downsizing and consolidation in this 
country. In this competitive landscape, it's hard to worry about work/life 
balance when you're not sure you're going to have a job next year. 

I love the challenge of a fast-paced business, but I also recognize that it ruins 
people's lives. There were 200 disc drive companies in the last twenty years, 
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and now there are about seven or eight. So I recognized years ago that this 
was a bum-out type of industry. My wife keeps me on track. 

Just the fact that management talks about the work/life balance as being 
important makes it okay to go to your son's basketball game, and makes it 
okay to have a life. That doesn't mean you have less dedication to the job. It 
just means it's okay to have another life. 

Do I walk the talk? Not on this one. I work way too many hours. But I really 
do believe what I said earlier. The definition ofwork/life balance is different 
for eve!}' individual. If you're part of a family unit, that helps provide a 
definition of work/life balance. 

When my kids were young, I refused promotions at IBM that would've forced 
me to pull them out ofschool. I have five kids, and they're all grown and out 
of the house now, so I'm working a lot more hours than when they were 
home. I probably worked too many hours then, too. My wife was a good 
barometer and pulled me back when J went adrift. 

Tom Porter 

In assessing his role in promoting work/life balance and evaluating its 
success at ESG, Porter says: 

I try to be extremely accommodating with them, and I let them know that 
that's okay and that I expect it. For example, we had a big meeting in 
Colorado with the technical VPs of the company. John Weyandt said he 
couldn't make it because he had a personal obligation at home. 

My measure that work/life balance is working for John Weyandt is that he 
didn't push all the stuffat home aside. But I couldn't tell you whether John's 
any better at work/life balance today than a year ago. 

But you can't manage what you don't measure. How do we measure work/ 
life balance? There's no measure. In that sense, it means it's probably at the 
bottom ofour priority list. We keep it very visible, but it's mostly words. 

Tom Porter 

Porter communicates frequently about the time-to-market objective. 

I say [time to market] over and over and over in every forum and every 
chance I get. It's practically eve!}' day that I'm in some meeting with 
employees in one level or another, talking about the vision, where we are, 
where we're going. On average, I probably spend a couple of hours a day on 
it - so, 25% ofmy time. 

Tom Porter 
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Tom Porter's has ideas about how to implement work/life-related change 
at Seagate: 

I'm a believer in prototyping and piloting things. So, I'm very willing to have 
a local thing going here as a prototype, and if it does well - these are bright 
folks, and they'll buy into it. 

Tom Porter 

Several employees see Tom Porter as their ally on work/life balance 
issues, and explain how his particular management style helps to promote 
change. 

Even before his promotion, Tom postponed a meeting with the top 
management team to come to my presentation on establishing a formal work/ 
life office. He understood the urgency of the situation and my need for his 
help. 

Tom has influence. His philosophy is that change sometimes has to come out 
of the unit and not from the top down. 

Esther Williams 

Porter is big into "hands off." He sits on the monthly operational reviews, and 
says maybe ten or twenty words. He doesn't want to set direction, but prefers 
that it comes from others. He created the data to support our paradigm shift. 
Tom doesn't mandate things, but gives support. 

Joan Motsinger, Core Team Leader 

10. Divisional Leaders View WorklLife Balance: John Weyandt, Head of 
ESG 

As head of ESG with more than thirty years' tenure at Seagate (including his 
years as a Control Data employee), John Weyandt is one of Seagate's senior 
executives who raises the issue ofworkllife balance. His perspective on work! 
life balance is straightforward. 

I want everyone to be successful from a business standpoint andsay that they 
like their jobs. Job satisfaction depends on, first, putting them into a job 
where they can grow and enjoy and, then, giving them enough space to work 
and live. 

Efficiency is the driver for freeing up space in their lives. It's not to work less, 
but to work hard but enjoy their lives. 
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I just hope to gosh that, just as people will give up a Sunday aftemoon to 
come in to work to finish up some stuff at the office, on a Wednesday 
afternoon they will feel comfortable saying: hey, I need to leave to go to my 
daughter's recital or to attend PTA conferences at school. 

The majority of the responsibility for work/life balance is on the individual. 
If we can get a significant amount of understanding and support from 
management ranks, it will fix itself-but you won't know how it's happened. 

I've been very fortunate. I have had to make some difficult adjustments 
outside of work. I have an understanding, supportive wife, and she's been 
able to fill the void. 

There are some big mistakes I've made, some things you can't go back and 
get another chance at. So, for me personally, there are things that I do to 
achieve better balance. It doesn't mean that I spend less time at work. That's 
part of it, but not all of it. 

John Weyandt 

With respect to how he reconciles work/life balance with the corporate 
objective of time-to-market, John Weyandt offers the following analysis: 

From my perspective, we really have these two key initiatives. There are 
seven goals of the corporation -that's really cJearto everyone. Then there's 
what I call the "bookends": the goal on the top, which is the key business goal 
ofTTM, and the goal on the bottom, which is work/life balance. 

There are two pieces to work/life balance: the work piece and the life piece. 
I think we're starting to touch on some of the work piece. 

Seagate's got 85,000 or so people. The people with whom I interface most of 
the time are primarily in technical, materials, or support - maybe 10,000 to 
15,000 people out of that population. There's a lot ofconsciousness, a lot of 
focus, a lot ofgood intent, but most ofthe progress I see is in things that help 
us with TTM .. Ifyou look at workllife, the progress is on the work side: what 
we do to make a person's job more challenging and rewarding; what we do 
to the compensation system; what we do with communication. I think we've 
made a lot ofprogress in all those areas. 

What I don't think we've touched on, and where I don't have a clue of what 
to do, are personal needs that have an impact on work. I think it's an area we 
have to focus on. I don't know what we need to do outside of work, but it 
seems like people need - and I'm looking at this from my own perspective 
some time and some space. And everything we do at work, whether it's 
advancing a person's career or sending them to a class, or getting them to 
some special event, seems to take away from their personal time and space. 

There's been good focus, but I think we still have a ways to go. I think about 
my own children, my parents, brothers and sisters, my friends - there are so 
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many things that have an impact on what makes a person happy and satisfied, 
and so many things that put pressure on a person. It's a pretty complex 
situation. 

John Weyandt 

In August 1998, John Weyandt began meeting with small groups of 
managers to discuss the two objectives of time-to-market and work/life 
balance. He also holds roundtable discussions with employees from all 
functions and levels in ESG; the discussion topics include work/life issues. In 
addition, every two months at his scheduled operations reviews with 
Oklahoma City and Minneapolis, he uses these extended staff meetings to 
articulate the importance ofWIL balance. 

John is very supportive ofwork/family issues. He has made a personal 
commitment to change the company. People talk, but they don't walk. 
He's walking. 

He is honest and down to earth. There are no airs about him. He's trying to 
live what he's preaching, and does it through example. 

When I told John that I was pregnant, his reaction was very positive. He told 
me it's wonderful, and said he was going to .get me a partner at work one 
month before I leave and for the two months while I'm off. He wanted to 
provide other support and help me with my job, plus help me feel less gUilty 
about being on leave. 

ESG Employee 

With work/life balance as one his goals for the division, John Weyandt 
recognizes that he must get the Site Management Team on board. 

I have a hard time with this, because I've been on this site for 153 years! I've 
been here a long time. I want the SMT to run the business. I don't want the 
SMT to come to me and feel like I'm calling all the shots. I don't know when 
to step in on the SMT and when to let them go. What I've tried to let them 
know is that I'll be glad to come anytime and give my advice. Several of the 
people on the SMT work directly for me. With those people, I will share 
where I think they should put their priorities. If I had the perfect approach 
which I don't -I could penetrate the SMTand they could penetrate down. 

John Weyandt 

In spite of the perceived importance of work/life balance, when "push 
comes to shove" at Seagate, the TIM objective will win. According to John 
Weyandt, "We're not going to give up the product." 

Maybe I'm fighting a losing battle, but we're going to have our cake and eat 
it, too. lfin the next six months there are TTM and work/life issues that come 
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head to head, maybe forty*nine will go the TIM way and one will go the 
workllife way. We'll still be one ahead ofwhere we were six months earlier. 

John Weyandt 

Given these views and the barrage ofchanges at Seagate, Esther Williams 
and Sue Eklund began to explore how the company could be pushed to become 
more concerned with and more actively involved in promoting work/life 
balance. 

tt. HR and tbe Issue ofWorkILlfe Balance 

In her fonnal presentation to Tom Porter in December 1997, titled "Rethink 
and Relink Work & Life," Esther Williams argued that Seagate needed to 
create a culture that could support the goals of increased revenues, market 
share, and profitability; advancing technology; and becoming recognized as an 
employer, supplier, neighbor, and investment of choice (see excerpts in 
Exhibit 12). Since then and towards these ends, Esther Williams and Sue 
Eklund have proposed and executed a series of action steps. These include a 
diagnosis of Seagate's culture (see Exhibit 13), creation of a leadership 
development program, and a survey ofemployees to identifY the strengths and 
weaknesses of the work environment. 

The survey was administered to all U.S. design center employees (roughly 
3,200) in June 1998, with a return rate of 82 percent (2,247 responses). 
Tapping into employees' perceptions ofSea gate in twenty different categories 
- including pay, benefits, job satisfaction, career development, operating 
efficiency, and work/life balance - the survey played a critical part in surfacing 
concerns over job security, the perfonnance management process, pay, and 
communication. Moreover, the survey results (see Exhibit 14) also indicated a 
positive relationship between an employee's position within the organization's 
hierarchy and his/her perceived level ofwork· related stress: the higher on the 
Seagate corporate ladder, the greater the stress.4 

Everyone knew that there was a lot of frustration, but people COUldn't put 
their finger on it. The survey helped to crystallize and identify the issues. 

John Weyandt 

The survey results made it possible for Esther Williams and Sue Eklund to 
make some progress on work/life issues, having been stymied in the past. 
Esther Williams's previous manager the senior vice president of Corporate 

4. 	 It should be noted that the survey was conducted only six months after Seagate had laid off 
more than 10,000 employees from the international side oCthe business. 
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Human Resources - had withheld his support for her proposed creation of a 
fonnal work/life group within the Human Resources organization, preferring 
instead to focus on other matters. However, with the support of Tom Porter, 
Esther Williams and Sue Eklund have pursued various work/life initiatives, 
including the Financial Education Program, the Life-Balance Program, and the 
Grassroots Leadership Program. 

The pilot Financial Education Program offers Seagate employees in 
Minnesota free educational assistance in a variety of financial matters, 
including basic budgeting, estate planning, college funding, achieving 
financial success, and reducing credit card debt. Employees have the 
opportunity to attend seminars and meet with and develop a financial plan with 
a financial planner. By addressing a key factor in employee stress over work/ 
life-related issues, the program is aimed at improving employees' personal 
financial wellness, reducing absenteeism and tardiness, and increasing 
employees' overall efficiency and productivity at work. 

The Life-Balance Program is a consulting and referral service. Employees 
may call a toll-free hotline around-the-clock for assistance in myriad areas, 
including legal matters, financial issues, parenting and childcare, resources for 
seniors, disability and accessibility, and education and schooling. 

Tom Porter has provided the needed financial backing for both of these 
initiatives. 

In addition to her membership in the F.O.C.U.S. Group and her TCO 
representation on the Transformation Team, Sue Eklund established the 
Grassroots Leadership Program in May 1998 with an initial group of twenty
six handpicked managers who were interested in developing their leadership 
competencies. In January 1999, participants completed their own individual 
development plans (IDPs) pertaining to their desired career paths at Seagate, 
and the group piloted a 360-degree perfonnance appraisal. 

Improving work/life balance will come with more education about what 
leadership is about. Modeling behaviors trickles down. Improving leadership 
will affect trust and have a positive impact on work/life integration. It's about 
awareness-building. 

The leadership model that Sue is building will prove to be the success of 
work/life balance at Seagate. 

A Participant in the Grassroots Leadership Program 

It is Sue Eklund's belief that improvements in work/life balance for 
Seagate employees will be realized only when the company's leaders and 
managers begin to understand, support, appreciate, internalize, communicate, 
and model balance-related values to their employees. Her Grassroots 
Leadership Program is intended for managers to develop greater insight into 
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themselves and others, become sensitized to work/life issues, improve their 
leadership skills, and receive the support and tools necessary to manage their 
employees effectively - which includes a partnering to achieve work/life 
balance. Sue has received $250,000 from Tom Porter to continue the 
development of this program. 

Sue Eklund and Esther Williams have spent many hours together 
discussing the place of work/life balance within the corporate objective of 
"Employer of Choice." In their opinion, this hinges on the company's ability 
to create a supportive work environment. Eklund elaborated on this further 
with a mental model for how to implement this goal: 

I. Career partnerships - quality ofjobs 

Compensation, reward systems, dual career paths, learning opportunities 

II. Work-life mastery - achieving balance in work and life 


Flexibility in work arrangements 


Financial Wel1ness Program 


Life balance 


Tuition assistance 

Fitness/wellness centers 

WeJlness works 

Community involvement 

Employee Assistance Program 

Sue Eklund, email to Esther Williams 

The efforts of Williams and Eklund to improve the work environment are 
marked by high energy, passion, friendship, and a heightened sense of 
enjoyment. They speak constantly about their desire ''to really drive change in 
the organization, to light fires, to push the envelope, to put themselves out 
there, to take risks ..." 

We're jungle fighters. We want to make our intellectual assets passionate 
about what they do. If we can get people to think differently, then they will 
start to act differently. 

Esther Williams 
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We're willing to take the risk [of being fired] and trust the process. I would 
leave the company if it stops being fun. If you don't take a risk, what's it 
worth? 

Sue Eklund 

Sue Eklund's philosophy is that "education empowers." She and Esther 
Williams continuously share information, books, and materials between 
themselves and with others. They give books to senior executives and urge 
them to crack them open. 

How are you going to get people to buy into organizational change initiatives 
if you don't give them the information to decide for themselves? The more 
information you give them, the greater the perceived trust and respect. Then, 
they'll be more likely to buy in and receive the change more positively 
because you're not just telling them to go do it. 

Sue Eklund 

12. The Site Management Team and WorkILlfe Balance 

The Site Management Team in Minnesota-which oversees the progress ofthe 
core teams - has been resistant to addressing work/life balance. As a former 
leader of the SMT, Doug Dehaan characterized his group's take on work/life 
balance. 

There are those who are very focused on the people issues, but there are 
others who are extremely tactical. We have a very broad spectrum on our 
SMT. We have people who only want to talk about day-to-day operations: 
"Are we executing?" Other people want talk about whether we are rewarding 
these teams: "Are people feeling right?" 

Diversity is good, but there are people for whom this is going to be more of a 
challenge than for others. We're 30% to 40% bought in. 

Doug Dehaan 

Doug Dehaan was initially resistant to concerns over work/life issues, but 
came to reconcile work/life balance with Time to Market in light of one of 
Esther's recent presentation to the Site Management Team. 

I was probably one of the biggest negative resistors. I would say that I 
absolutely refuse to talk to any of my employees about work/life, because I 
don't feel I can do it credibly. I've been asking them to work harder now than 
I've ever asked them. We have all these new initiatives. Every time you 
introduce a new initiative, not only do they have to do their current job. but 
they've got to figure out this new way of doing it. And we've loaded tons! 
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In comes Esther Williams saying: "I'm going to tell you how you're going to 
explain work/life balance to your employees." And I finally felt comfortable. 
I said: Let's get Esther in front of the SMT. This is something I feel I can talk 
to my employees about. 

Esther told us: "Here are programs funded in this division that the company 
is going to give to employees to help them in their personal lives outside of 
work, which will potentially relieve them ofstress in their personal lives, and 
will make their work and personal life experiences better." It wasn't going in 
and saying that we've got all these new initiatives and we're going to figure 
out how you guys can work less. That's not real. 

Employees know that they're not going to be working less because it's the 
nature of what we're trying to go through right now as a company. And if we 
achieve all of this, if we get past TIM and we stay on technologically, our 
jobs may start to become easier and we can be more consistent in our 
schedules and not work on Saturdays to catch up, and stay ahead of the 
competition. But short-term, we're not there. 

So, Esther put forth these programs that I really like - things like financial 
education. Think of it: all these people with credit card debt and problems 
balancing their checkbook, or gambling issues. They probably spend a large 
amount oftime worrying about it. And this would enable them to spend less 
time worrying about this at work. 

These are the kinds ofthings that hit home for me with workllife balance: how 
employees can live a more fulfilled, quality life by giving them tools not only 
for work, but also tools to help them at home. 

Doug Dehaan5 

13. Core Team Leaders and WorklLife Balance 

In the opinion of Joan Motsinger, a Seagate core team leader, each person in 
her position has the responsibility to model work/life balance. After more than 
fifteen years at Seagate - first as a team leader in the recording head division 
and more recently as a core team leader in ESG - Motsinger believes that 
work/life balance at Seagate is individually, not organizationally, managed. 

I was working seventy to eighty hours a week when I got married at age 
thirty-three. I made a conscious decision then to be home from work by 6:30 
p.m. Then, when I had a baby at age thirty-five, I got a personal computer so 
I could work from home, and I changed my work schedule so I could leave 
the office every day at 5 p.m. 

s. 	 Doug Dehaan will be leaving the SMT to assume a new position as vice president for 
Advanced Concepts Manufacturing. 
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When I tirst found out Iwas pregnant, I established some ground rules for my 
team, too, telling them I would be gone by 5 p.m. 

Everyday you have to emphasize the person. It's been ingrained in people that 
they have to work eighty hours. The reality is that you're not good if you're 
working eighty hours. So, we have to lead by example: to be excellent, and 
then go home. 

Joan Motsinger 

Alan Saunders is another core team leader in ESG. He champions workl 
life balance by supporting his teammates, who "can work any hours they need 
to work." The restructuring into core teams, in his view, has helped workllife 
balance. 

Within core teams, the work is more cyclical, and work/life balance is 
accomplished because the work is more evenly distributed. 

Alan Saunders, Core Team Leader 

14. Assessing the Outcomes 

How successful has ESG been with regard to time-to-market, work/life 
balance, and harmonizing the two? 

With respect to time to market, in the high end [the ESG division], the feeling 
is that there's some mild progress being made. The progress in the desktop 
division is more pronounced, where they went from late to market to on-time 
or ahead. 

Part oftheir progress is that they had more distance to travel, and also that the 
core team roll-out occurred a bit earlier for them than it did in Minnesota. It 
was harder to embrace in Minnesota, at tirst. Some of the team stufTwas flat
out resisted at tirst. 

Not everything works the tirst time. There's a little bit offinger-pointing, and 
a natural resistance to change. 

Brent King, Transformation Office Lead 

As far as bottom-line progress goes, ifyou look at the three programs that we 
drove through the core teams, we didn't hit our dates on any of the three 
programs. But all three are very difficult programs. Although we didn't 
outrun the other guy, we outran the bear. 

Even though we didn't hit our own schedules, we beat our two main 
competitors. And that's a really successful thing, because in the past we 
haven't always done that. 

John Weyandt 
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And what about workllife balance, John Weyandt's other "booke~d 
objective" for ESG? In the view of several core team members: 

It's so contradictory to the goal offaster time to market. Employees just don't 
see it as possible. 

A Core Team Member 

Acceptance of work/life programs depends on management. However, here 
there's an enlightened versus the "old guard" - unenlightened management. 

A Core Team Member 

People feel guilty about going home. 

A Core Team Member 

The company has been beating on the employees to meet the objectives. The 
company has exhausted the employees. Everyone needs time to rejuvenate. 

Extended Core Team Member 

Having core teams makes it worse. The work demands have increased for 
everyone - for both the core and extended core teams. Workllife balance is 
for management, but not for lower-level personnel. 

Extended Core Team Member 

Esther Williams and Sue Eklund are preparing for their next meeting. They 
want to review the status of their work/life balance-related initiatives, and 
consider what else might be done at Shakopee to help the process along (see 
Exhibit IS, which presents a time line of organizational events at Seagate). 
They recognize that Seagate employees, for the most part, feel the onus is on 
them to balance work and life. These two women want to explore what the 
company can do to change the culture and make it easier for employees to deal 
with work/life issues. 
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Exhibit 1: A Snapshot of Seagate's Organizational Chart 
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Exhibit 2: Seagate Annual Financial Perfonnance 
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Exhibit 3: Primary Components of a Typical Disc Drive 
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Exhibit 4: ESG Division Quarterly Performance 
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Exhibit 5: "Seagate Vision - Our Commitment" 
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E:s.bibit 6: Core Team Charter (excerpts) 
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Exhibit 7: Product Line Management Charter (excerpts) 
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Exhibit 8: Transfonnation Office Charter (excerpts) 
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Exhibit 10: "Interactions and Communications" Slide 
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Exhibit 9: F.O.C.U.S. Charter (excerpts) 
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Exhibit 12: "Rethink and Relink Work-Life" (excerpts from 

presentation) 
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Exhibit 14: Employee Survey Results 
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Exhibit 15: Timeline of Organizational Events at Seagate 

l~ . Wharton Case Team's follow-up visit. 

f! !it • Members of the If8ssroot. me1nbership get their 360 degrees perform
~ ?!i ance appraisal feedback. 


ii l -U' Wharton Case T_ inilial visit. 
"-

. !it • Leadership PiIOilaunched - Individual Developmenl Plans (lOP) - helps

l ?!i employees formlliate direclion of where they wanllo go _-wise. 


, GO • EO,CU,8, group develops ilscharter (new goals, objectives. etc,). 

.!!~ 

~ GO jj' f.O.cu.S, ~Ip;s created. 
z~ 

~ ~ • The Tl8nsfonnation Team;s crealed. 

• Management action plans (in light of survey results) due to Tom Porter 
from departmenl heads. l~ • TIle Ihird core team is formed. 

I r· Tom Porter's presenlation ofTime to Marice! inil.ialive 10 employees.§~..,- ----r--1' Sue Eklund gives survey feedback to executives in Colorado, 

... GO • Sue Eklund creates grassroots leadership team. 
~~ 

• HPP Division'5 second core team formed,

l~ • Survey is delivered 10 employees,

< • Site Managemenl T_ (SM!) is formalized. 

1~ . Survey planning begins, 

l!

. ill' • Esther Williams' presentation to Corporale. 

;1! ?!i • Recommend. administering a SUf\ley to desip cenler employees, 


• TCO's first core leam was formed. 

Ii ~ 1 I· On the international side. 10.000 employees were downsized. 

.., - ...,-,. John Weyandt spoke to all employees in HI'P Division aboIIt layoffs and 


restruduring into core leams. 

~ g:. • Esther Williams gives her first presentation to Tom Porter. 

~-z 
. .... • Eshler Willi81ns is formlliating her ReThink-Relink ideas for a presenta
~ g: tion 10 Corporale. 


- • Sue Eklund is developing ber leadership model. 


'li.t: • Brent King took lead ofthe group. 

J! ~ • Sue Eklllnd joined the J!fOIIP. 


lIl>§: I r. Total Customer Satisfaction (TCS) ~IPwascrealed, 

<- -H 
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Seagate Technology 

Phyllis Siegel 
Rutgers Uniwrsity 

Teaching Note 

Synopsis and Overview 

Seagate Technology, Inc. designs, manufactures, and markets products for 
storage, retrieval, and management of data on computer and data 
communications systems. The company has 85,000 employees located around 
the world. The case centers around the High Perfonnance Products (HPP) 
division, a business segment which comprises roughly 40 percent ofSea gate's 
total annual sales and specializes in the design, manufacturing, and the 
marketing of ultra~high-perfonnance disc drives. Design and production 
centers are located in Minnesota, Colorado, and Oklahoma; the case focuses 
on the Twin Cities Operations (TCO) in Minnesota, which employs 
approximately 651 individuals in the HPP division. 

A major change initiative occurred at Seagate at the beginning of 1998: a 
shift to a team-based work environment that involved redesigning the 
organization into core teams. At the corporate level, CEO Steve Luczo and 
CTO Tom Porter characterized the core team restructuring as necessary for 
ensuring Seagate's time-to-market leadership, and continued product 
perfonnance, competitive advantage, and profitability. The need for such 
change had became apparent in 1997 when Seagate fell behind IBM on the 
technology curve and perfonnance declined at FYE 7/1/98. 

As ofJanuary 1999, there were a total of 17 core teams in operation at the 
Minnesota, Colorado, Oklahoma, and Singapore sites. Five core teams are up 
and running at TCO. Historically organized around function with product line 
management in charge oftracking the progress ofall programs and with senior 
management heavily involved in strategy fonnulation as well as day-t~ay 
decisionmaking, the shift to core teams created several visible changes. First, 
each core team, guided by a project team leader and comprised of six 
individuals from the respective functional areas ofdesign engineering, product 
line management, materials engineering. quality control, operations, and 
manufacturing, is now in charge of the product planning through drive 
development stages of a particular project. Second, the physical location of 
core teams into one common area promotes more direct and multi-way 
communication between and among core team members. Third, the 
empowering the core teams to take ownership over the operational aspects and 
daily decisions surrounding a particular project should theoretically enable 
senior management to spend more time on corporate visioning, strategy 
fonnulation, and employee development. 
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In the context of these major changes, John Weyandt - the senior vice 
president in charge of the HPP division - has articulated two business 
objectives: faster time to market (TIM), and employee work/life balance. 

There has been a general feeling that some "mild progress" is being made 
with respect to TIM. While internal goals haven't always been met, the 
competition has been bested. Senior managers expect progress to be a bit slow 
at first as the division moves up the learning curve. 

As for work/life, most employees feel the onus is on them to balance these 
two domains. Seagate - once known as "Slavegate" - is a company where 
individuals have typically felt their managers were not understanding, and 
raising work/life issues risked incurring managerial "wrath." 

Nevertheless, the attention paid to work/life in HPP has increased, due in 

large part to the efforts of Esther Williams, the manager of corporate benefits, 

and Sue Eklund, who heads up the transformation team, training, and 

organizational learning and development. They have been indispensable in 

their roles as champions ofchange. Their dogged persistence has succeeded in 

getting both many at Seagate - both senior leaders and grassroots employees 

_ to embrace workllife balance as an important business objective. 


There are several other key players involved. At the senior leadership 
level, Tom Porter - Seagate's chief technology officer - views work/life 
balance as a product of TIM rather than a means to an end. He champions 
work/life by providing financial resources for various work-life initiatives and 
related programs, making himself available to Esther and Sue, and being 
supportive and accommodating of his employees' needs. 

John Weyandt made a visible commitment to work/life balance by stating 
it as one of his two key objectives at a meeting with the CEO and other 
corporate executives. As a leader of change, he demonstrates the importance 
of work/life balance by "walking the talk." He is empathic and sensitive to the 
needs ofhis employees. He holds frequent conversations and meetings with his 
managers and employees and discusses the importance of work/life, and he 
appears to spend a lot of time in personal self-reflection on the issue. 

Suggested Study Questions 

• 	 What occurred that brought about the need to implement a change 

initiative at Seagate? 

• 	 How did the organization get individuals to buy in to the need for 

change? 

Employee surveys that reveal various sources of frustration and dissatisfaction 
with the existing system are an effective tool for managers to utilize in 
communicating the need for change and in garnering employee support for the 

change initiative. 

International Journal a/Leadership Education 1(1) 

The importance of monitoring and reinforcing change cannot be over
estimated. Champions of change must continuously communicate the 
objectives and values ofthe change initiative, ensuring that individuals are "on 
board" or helping them get back on track ifthey go astray. Employees must be 
rewarded for embracing and practicing the desired attitudes and behaviors. 

The effectiveness of a change initiative often hinges on middle 
management. If these managers are not on board with the change initiative (or 
the strategic objectives driving the change), then any anticipated benefits may 
not be realized. Hence, senior leaders must constantly look for and manage 
pockets of active or passive resistance. 

• 	 What strategies did Esther Williams and Sue Eklund use that were 
instrumental to the success of the initiative? 

• 	 Are there alternative or additional approaches or tactics that Esther 
and Sue could have used to promote work/life balance as a priority 
for the HPP division? 

• 	 Would these approaches have been as effective? 

• 	 As Seagate's Chief Technology Officer, what role did Tom Porter 
play in promoting the organization's shift to a team-based 
environment and its restructuring into core teams? 

• 	 Was he successful in promoting both time to market (TIM) and 
work/life objectives? 

• 	 Going forward, what action steps should he take to promote both 
objectives? 

• 	 As the head of the High Performance Products Division, what role 
did John Weyandt play in promoting the organization's shift to a 
team-based environment and its restructuring into core teams? 

• 	 Was he successful in promoting both time to market and work/life 
objectives? 

• 	 Going forward, what action steps should he take to promote both 
objectives? 

It is important for senior leaders to have a clear understanding ofand agree 
on the objectives accompanying the change initiative and to share a common 
philosophy with regard to work/life balance. This philosophy must be clearly 
and constantly communicated to the rest of the organization. 
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Senior leaders at Seagate differ in articulating the role of work-life 
balance. For example, whereas John Weyandt sees his division's objectives as 
faster time to market and work/life balance, Tom Porter emphasizes that the 
focus on workllife balance can occur on Iy once the time to market objective is 
achieved. Unless senior management reaches a consensus over the definition 
and role of work/life balance, employees will find it difficult to embrace this 
objective. Without a well-articulated philosophy, employees may not feel 
empowered or "safe" to discuss work/life challenges or feel that they have the 
leverage to do so. Future communication regarding work/life balance must be 
consistent when coming from senior leadership. 

• 	 Given the nature of the industry and the unique characteristics of 
Seagate (i.e., its history, culture, workforce, leadership, structure), 
what resources are required to drive change and meet successfully 
the stated objectives of the HPP division? 

• 	 Assuming that both Tom Porter and John Weyandt are committed to 
the importance of work/life balance as a division· level objective, 
what type ofstrategy should they devise with respect to ensuring that 
this objective is successfully met? 

• 	 How can they implement it in such a way that employees will 
understand. buy in, and commit to achieving this objective? 

• 	 Would the nature of the strategy and its implementation change if 
workllife balance were to be articulated as a corporate-level 
objective? 

• 	 Are the time-to-market and work/life balance objectives 
contradictory or complel11entary? 

• 	 What are the relative advantages and disadvantages oflinking these 
two business objectives? 

• 	 What recommendations would you make concerning the successful 
integration of both objectives? 

• 	 What could or should Seagate - at the corporate level, division level, 
leaders, change agents - have done differently with respect to 
implementing and managing the transition to core teams and in 
promoting and reinforcing the objectives of time to market and 
work/life balance? 


